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Abstract 
The need for a transition of the energy system towards relying on renewable energy sources has 
caused a need for electrification in the transport and heating sectors and an emphasis on local 
distributed electricity generation. This tendency is expected to promote an increasing adoption of 
distributed energy resources (DER) technologies among actors in the electricity system. In 
particular, residential consumers are expected to widely adopt technologies such as personal 
electric vehicles, heat pumps, photovoltaic panels and residential storage batteries, which enable 
them to participate in the electricity system actively as prosumers. Furthermore, the adoption of 
the four DER technologies introduces new loads and generations in the electricity grid, possibly 
causing significant peak loads and power fluctuations. Parts of the existing distribution grid might 
not be sufficiently dimensioned to support future impacts from DER technologies, which concerns 
the distributed energy operators (DSO) who must ensure grid reliability and electricity security of 
supply. Determining the location, extent and characteristics of possible overloads in the grid due 
to DER adoption is therefore imperative for planning necessary actions to prevent overloads and 
grid faults. While several tools exist to analyse energy systems with residential DER technologies, 
the number of available tools that combine multiple different DER technologies with an electricity 
distribution system representation and an innovation adoption representation is limited. 

Agent-based modelling and simulation methodology is employed to develop a simulation 
framework, DERInGrid, that can be used to analyse the complexity and reveal emergent electricity 
load and generation patterns caused by the operation of DER devices in the distribution grid. The 
development of the proposed simulation framework relies on an ecosystem mapping 
methodology where actors and objects in a system are identified along with their roles and 
relations and summarised in a mapping of the system. The entities from the mapped ecosystem 
are then translated into corresponding parts in the developed simulation framework in a 
convenient one-to-one manner. A cornerstone in the designed simulation framework is the use of 
the interface concept from object-oriented programming to define and restrict how agents in the 
framework interact with each other. This approach gives a flexible, modular and extensible 
simulation where the agents that implement the same interface can replace each other without 
changing other agents in the simulation framework.   

The DERInGrid framework has been applied to three different case study distribution grid systems 
to validate its suitability to investigate the impact of DER technologies in distribution grids. For 
this purpose, six scenarios and a set of hypotheses have been established, each analysing how a 
particular parameter or property affects the power flow patterns that emerge in the case study 
systems. By using the results from the experiments performed using the simulation framework, 
the hypotheses have successfully been evaluated, and the DERInGrid has been validated as a 
viable solution for the analysis of how distribution grids are impacted by DERs.  Furthermore, the 
agents in the DER module from the DERInGrid framework were replaced with a set of DER agents 
developed by a separate research team. By applying the established interfaces to this set of 
agents, it was possible to directly use them in the framework in place of the original DER agents. 
This revealed that the interface approach successfully provides modularity to the framework.  

The contribution of the research and the developed DERInGrid framework presented in this thesis 
is twofold: 

- Firstly, the framework can be used as a tool by DSOs for identifying parts of the 
distribution grid that are vulnerable to overloads due to the adoption of DERs and for 
analysing the characteristics of these overloads. 
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- Secondly, the framework serves as the first step toward a larger-scale framework that 
combines multiple sectors in the energy system in extended geographical, social and 
technological scopes. 

Resumé 
Behovet for en omstilling af energisystemet til at være baseret på vedvarende energikilder har 
medført et behov for elektrificering i transport- og varmesektoren med særlig vægt på lokal 
distribueret elproduktion. Denne tendens forventes at fremme en stigende anvendelse af 
distribuerede energiressourcer (DER) blandt aktører i elsystemet. Det forventes især, at private 
husstande i vid udstrækning anvender teknologier såsom personlige elektriske køretøjer, 
varmepumper, solcellepaneler og hjemmebatterier, som gør dem i stand til at deltage aktivt i 
elsystemet som prosumere. Desuden introducerer det øgede optag af de fire DER-teknologier nye 
belastninger og generationer i elnettet, hvilket muligvis forårsager betydelige spidsbelastninger 
og effektudsving. Dele af det eksisterende distributionsnet er ikke nødvendigvis tilstrækkeligt 
dimensioneret til at understøtte fremtidige påvirkninger fra DER-teknologier, en udfordring for de 
distribuerede energioperatører (DSO), der skal sikre et pålideligt elnet og elforsyningssikkerhed. 
Fastlæggelse af lokation, omfang og karakteristika af mulige overbelastninger i nettet som følge 
af DER-optag er derfor centralt for at kunne planlægge nødvendige handlinger, der kan forhindre 
overbelastninger og netfejl. Mens der findes adskillige værktøjer til at analysere energisystemer 
med DER-teknologier i husstande, er antallet af tilgængelige værktøjer, der kombinerer flere 
forskellige DER-teknologier med en repræsentation af et eldistributionssystem og en 
repræsentation af innovationsvedtagelse, begrænset. 

Agent-baseret modellerings- og simuleringsmetodologi anvendes i denne afhandling til at udvikle 
et simuleringsframework, DERInGrid, der kan bruges til at analysere kompleksiteten og afsløre nye 
elektricitetsbelastninger og -genereringsmønstre forårsaget af brugen af DER-enheder i 
distributionsnettet. Udviklingen af det fremsatte simuleringsframework bygger på en 
økosystemkortlægningsmetodologi, hvor aktører og objekter i et system identificeres sammen 
med deres roller og relationer og opsummeres i en kortlægning af systemet. Disse elementer fra 
det kortlagte økosystem omsættes derefter til tilsvarende dele i det udviklede 
simuleringsframework i en lettilgængelig en-til-en-relation. En hjørnesten i det designede 
simuleringsframework er brugen af interface-konceptet fra objektorienteret programmering til at 
definere og begrænse, hvordan agenter i frameworket interagerer med hinanden. Denne tilgang 
giver en fleksibel, modulær og udvidelig simulering, hvor de agenter, der implementerer det 
samme interface, kan erstatte hinanden uden at ændre andre agenter i frameworket. 

Det udviklede DERInGrid-framework er blevet anvendt på tre forskellige case study-
distributionsnetssystemer for at validere dets egnethed til at undersøge effekten fra DER-
teknologier i et distributionsnet. Til dette formål er der etableret seks scenarier og et sæt 
hypoteser, som hver analyserer, hvordan en bestemt parameter eller egenskab påvirker de 
netbelastningsmønstre, der opstår i case study-systemerne. Ved at bruge resultaterne fra 
eksperimenterne udført ved hjælp af simuleringsframeworket, er hypoteserne blevet evalueret 
med succes, og DERInGrid er blevet valideret som en brugbar løsning til analyse af, hvordan 
distributionsnet påvirkes af DER-teknologier. Desuden blev agenterne i DER-modulet fra 
DERInGrid-frameworket erstattet med et sæt DER-agenter udviklet af et separat forskerhold. Ved 
at anvende de etablerede interfaces på dette sæt af agenter, var det muligt at indsætte dem 
direkte i frameworket i de oprindelige DER-agenters sted. Dette påviste, at interface-tilgangen 
giver modularitet til frameworket. 
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Bidraget fra forskningen og det udviklede DERInGrid-framework, der præsenteres i denne 
afhandling, er todelt: 

- For det første kan frameworket anvendes som et værktøj af DSO'er til at identificere dele af 
distributionsnettet, der er sårbare over for overbelastninger som følge af optag af DER-
teknologier, og til at analysere karakteristika ved disse overbelastninger. 

- For det andet fungerer frameworket som det første skridt mod et framework på større skala, der 
kombinerer flere sektorer i energisystemet i større geografiske, sociale og teknologiske 
udstrækninger.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1 
 

1 Introduction  
1.1 Problem Statement 
Given the current transition of the energy sector towards relying on renewable energy resources, 
it is expected that consumers will adopt technologies that rely on electricity rather than other 
fuels to provide certain services. Furthermore, these technologies allow the consumers to act as 
prosumers, offering demand flexibility or electricity generation capacities to the electricity system. 
However, the electricity distribution grid that transports the electricity to and from these 
prosumers might not be dimensioned to support these future additional electricity loads and 
productions from the adopted Distributed Energy Resource (DER) technologies, and might hence 
become overloaded, thus compromising the future electricity security of supply in certain districts. 

The Distribution System Operator (DSO) is in charge of maintaining and reinforcing the electricity 
distribution grid to ensure a reliable supply of electricity to the end consumers. A significant part 
of the expenditures incurred for performing these tasks relates to the preparation and execution 
of the tasks rather than the materials required for the tasks. For instance, when ground power 
lines are maintained, a significant part of the costs relates to the excavation work required to 
access the lines, especially in urban districts. 

To reduce investment costs, the DSO, therefore, needs to plan maintenance projects and prioritise 
that maintenance of a distinct section of the grid is performed in a single comprehensive action 
rather than in many small actions that gradually replace expiring components or extend sub-parts 
to accommodate increasing demand. These bigger large-scale maintenance actions are desirable, 
even though some components or sub-parts of that grid section are replaced before their lifetime 
ends. 

To be able to achieve this long-term planning, the DSO needs to predict years ahead where and 
when critical maintenance is likely to become necessary. This prediction becomes difficult with 
the introduction of the DER technologies and the decentral consumers becoming prosumers and 
active participants in the electricity system. Furthermore, participation of the prosumers enables 
possible demand-side management schemes to reduce peak power flows, which can be used to 
reduce or postpone grid necessary reinforcements. 

Overall, there are three critical problems that DSOs are facing due to an increasing number of 
DERs in the distribution grids: 

• A DER-embedded distribution grid is a complex ecosystem that involves various stakeholders, 
businesses and interactions. Meanwhile, there are commonalities and variabilities among 
different distribution grids, even when they are owned by the same DSOs. These dynamics 
make the investigation and planning of the future distribution grids difficult and inefficient 
with conventional grid planning tools.  

• Some DERs produce electricity, e.g., photovoltaics (PV); some consume electricity, e.g., heat 
pumps; some store electricity, e.g., batteries; and some both consume and store electricity, 
e.g., electric vehicles (EV). Since different DERs behave differently, their impacts on the 
distribution grids vary. Therefore, it is important to investigate how different types of DERs 
impact the grids with various adoption curves. Furthermore, the emergent patterns caused 
by combinations of various DERs are rarely discussed in the literature.  

• One critical challenge for investigating DERs’ impacts on grid stability is the complexity due to 
the combination of a variety of DER types with a variety of distribution conditions. 
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1.2 Research Aim and Objectives 
Given these problems faced by the DSOs, the following research question has been established: 

How can the evolution of distributed energy resources in the electricity distribution grid be 
investigated by using agent-based modelling and simulation (ABMS)? 

Based on this question and as a contribution toward solving the three problems, the aim of the 
research of this thesis is to develop an agent-based simulation framework combining the 
representations of distribution grids, DERs and electricity prosumers to investigate the evolution 
of DERs over time and their respective impacts on the distribution grids.  

For each distinct problem and sub-part of the research aim, a distinct objective is established to 
describe the part of the overall research aim that will solve that specific problem. A fourth 
objective is included to cover the application of the final solution to case study systems for testing 
and evaluation.   

Given this, the following four research objectives are proposed to reach the research aim: 

1. To develop an agent-based simulation framework for an electricity distribution grid with 
distribution grid topology. This framework is used for the analysis and prediction of the timing, 
magnitude and characteristics of overload patterns in grid components and for revealing sub-
parts of the grid that are vulnerable to DERs. The simulation can be used as a decision tool for 
DSOs’ maintenance, planning, and grid reinforcement.   

2. To develop an agent-based simulation framework for DERs with a DER property categorization 
method. This framework is used for simulations to analyse electricity load and generation 
patterns that emerge between different combinations of DER technologies. This will provide 
insight into the causes of overloads that propagate from DERs to the distribution grid. Based 
on this information, DSOs can identify which combinations of DER technologies cause or 
inhibit overloads and investigate how these emergent patterns can be prevented or utilised 
by applying relevant schemes. Furthermore, the methodology framework facilitates a 
convenient expansion of the simulation with new DER types that share commonalities with 
the one already applied. 

3. To support framework integration based on the commonalities between DER and distribution 
system representations to provide a standardized electricity supply chain representation. This 
standardisation promotes a convenient extension of the simulation with additional DER and 
grid component types.   

4. To validate the developed agent-based simulation framework using three living lab case 
studies (two in Denmark and one in Germany) with four types of DERs. These types include 
EVs, heat pumps, PVs and residential storage batteries. The results can be used by DSOs to 
identify the timing and locations of critical grid reinforcements and comparison between case 
study grids to benchmark their readiness for DERs. 

In relation to the overall simulation model scope, objective 1 considers the framework and 
representation of the distribution grid and its topology, objective 2 considers the representation 
of DER technologies, while objective 3 considers the framework and representation of electricity 
prosumers and the integration between the objective 1 and 2 frameworks. Objective 4 considers 
testing and validation of the developed framework in the stated geographical settings and with 
the stated DER technologies. 

By simulating the behaviour and DER adoption and operation patterns displayed by the individual 
prosumers that are connected to the same distribution grid, it will be possible to identify emergent 
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patterns that cause these overloads. The multi-agent-based simulation approach that is proposed 
by this research is, therefore, a tool that can help DSO stakeholders to determine where overloads 
will likely occur in the distribution grid, given different adoption patterns of DER technologies, and 
decide when actions should be executed to prevent grid disruptions and failures that might be 
caused by these overloads. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 
With the research question, aim and objectives in place, the remaining chapters of this thesis will 
cover the following topics: 

• Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the overall characteristics of the Danish electricity 
system, an introduction to the four DER technologies that are included in the developed 
simulation framework, and a review of State of the Art (SoA) modelling and simulation 
methodologies applied to DERs in electricity systems. 

• Chapter 3 briefly introduces the methodologies that have been used as the foundation for the 
developed simulation framework. Furthermore, this chapter presents the choice of the 
simulation tool used for the framework development. 

• Chapter 4 presents the developed simulation framework and the interfaces and agents that 
constitute it. 

• Chapter 5 establishes the hypotheses and six scenarios that are used to validate the simulation 
framework. 

• Chapter 6 presents the three case study systems that are simulated using the developed 
framework. 

• Chapter 7 presents and discusses the results from the case study simulations and evaluates 
the established hypotheses based on the results. 

• Chapter 8 discusses whether the proposed simulation framework fulfils the established 
research aim and objectives, its limitations, and possible future extensions to the framework. 

• Chapter 9 concludes the thesis. 
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2 Background and Literature 
2.1 The Danish Electricity System 

The Danish electricity infrastructure consists of a transmission grid (132-400 kV) owned, operated, 
and maintained by the state-owned transmission system operator (TSO), Energinet, and numerous 
local distribution grids which connect electricity consumers and smaller producers at medium-
voltages (60-10 kV) and low-voltages (400-230 V). These distribution grids are operated and 
maintained by DSOs, each of them being responsible for a specific and delimited region. Energinet 
owns the national energy system data platform, DataHub, and, along with the TSOs of the other 
Nordic and Baltic countries, co-owns the electricity trading market platform, Nord Pool [1].  

Following the gradual liberalization of the Danish electricity system, system operators are obligated 
to provide grid access and services on equal and indiscriminate terms to all market players in the 
energy system. Furthermore, DSOs are in charge of performing electricity consumption 
measurements on the consumers connected to their respective grids, and they send the data to 
the DataHub as part of this responsibility [2]. The national roll-out of smart meters by 2020 enables 
hourly settlement of electricity consumption [3] and thereby paves the way for flexible electricity 
consumption. However, flexible electricity consumption methods, like, for instance, demand 
response, are not developed and implemented in Denmark at the same levels as in Finland, France, 
and the UK [4]. 

Electricity suppliers act as the link between the electricity system and electricity customers. The 
suppliers buy electricity and sell it to customers through agreements. Based on measurements 
from the DataHub, the suppliers are furthermore tasked with collecting payments for all electricity 
services provided to their respective customers in one single bill that includes the raw electricity 
price, net service tariffs, duties, etc. [5].  

The electricity system has undergone a notable transition where overhead power lines have been 
replaced with underground cables. This development is partly due to a particularly severe storm 
that hit Denmark in 1999, which caused significant damage to overhead power lines throughout 
the country [6, 7]. From 2003 to 2019, the total length of overhead power lines in the low-voltage 
grid was reduced from 25,000 km to 38 km, while the 10/20 kV part of the grid went from 60,000 
km to 300 km [8]. This change has two implications that are important to the future stability of 
the electricity system and the course of actions that the DSO stakeholders must perform to ensure 
this stability: Firstly, the digging down of power lines was a convenient occasion to reinforce the 
respective grid parts with additional capacity to accommodate recent and possible future 
developments transmission and distribution demands. The average low-voltage distribution grid 
constructed today has a 60 % higher capacity compared to grids from the 70s and 80s [9]. 
However, this capacity might still be insufficient to support widespread DER prevalence, as 
anticipation of the extent of adoption of these technologies might have been limited in the early 
2000s. Secondly, the respective parts of the grid were renewed and will hence not reach 
decommissioning stage within the next two decades, as components in the electricity system, e.g. 
cables and transformer substations, usually come with a lifetime of 40 years or more [9]. This 
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might cause a lack of synchronisation between the need for DER-based grid reinforcements and 
the conventional requirement for replacing grid parts when their lifetimes end.1 

2.2 Distributed Energy Resources 
Given the aim to investigate the impacts of DER technologies conducted by this study, it is 
necessary to acquire and provide an overview of the four investigated technologies, incl. their 
definitions, purposes and operational mechanics and recent and current SoA technology 
developments. This section introduces each of the four DER technologies that are included in the 
developed DERInGrid simulation framework. Due to the scope of the thesis, the technologies are 
presented and discussed from the perspective of residential ownership and use. 

2.2.1 Electric Vehicles 
An EV, in its essence, is an automobile that is partly or purely propelled by electric energy. By using 
electricity as fuel, EV technology constitutes an important step in the transition of the 
transportation sector towards relying on renewable energy sources, as it provides an alternative 
to conventional internal combustion engines that use fossil petroleum-based fuels for propulsion. 
In this regard, EV technology also offers a motorised transportation method that, by itself, does 
not emit air pollutants, such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or particular matter, that 
compromise human health or damage natural ecosystems. 

While experimental ventures have been conducted using overhead contact lines [11] or road-
embedded conduction or wireless induction rails [12, 13] as mediums to directly supply electricity 
during vehicle driving, the far majority of current global EV carpool consists of plugin vehicles with 
an energy storage medium installed on-board. As the name suggests, these vehicles are plugged 
into the electricity grid, either directly or using an external stationary charging station as an 
intermediary. Through this connection, charging of the energy storage medium commences.  

2.2.1.1 Energy storage capacity and driving range 
The storage medium installed in EV units is commonly a battery, but in some cases, the vehicle 
might instead use a fuel cell that combines oxygen with stored hydrogen, thereby generating 
electricity for propelling in the driving process [14]. Only battery vehicles are discussed and 
considered in this study henceforth due to their majority in the EV carpool. A notable challenge 
that EV technology has historically faced when compared to internal combustion engine vehicles 
is the relatively long time it takes to recharge compared to the combustion engine, which can be 
refuelled at a gas station in a matter of few minutes. Short battery driving ranges and long 
recharging times are an inconvenience for medium or long-distance trips, however, as they 
implicate stops with the sole purpose of recharging, which might take multiple hours, rendering 
EV technology uncompetitive to traditional vehicles unless it is used for short-distance driving such 
as city transportation. In order to overcome this barrier, much research and development effort 
has been dedicated to the improvement of battery technology over the past decade, thereby 
extending the storage capacity and the range that EV technology can traverse on a single charging. 
Notably, different types of batteries have been conceived as part of this development, each with 
their distinct advantages and disadvantages, ranging from the old lead-acid base, through nickel-
cadmium, nickel-metal hydride and nickel-zinc, to the high energy density Li-ion battery type that 
is used for most EVs today [12, 15].  

 
1 This section is reproduced from [10] M. Værbak, Z. Ma, Y. Demazeau, and B. N. Jørgensen, "A 
generic agent-based framework for modeling business ecosystems: a case study of electric vehicle home 
charging," Energy Informatics, vol. 4, no. 2, p. 28, 2021/09/24 2021. with permission from Springer Nature 
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According to the Electric Vehicles Database, for vehicles available on the market today, the 
electricity capacity ranges between 16.7 kWh and 107.8 kWh of usable capacity for batteries [16-
18]. Furthermore, the development in EV driving ranges over the past decade has been reported 
by the International Energy Agency, and as presented in Figure 1, the average range of battery EVs 
available on the world market has increased from about 200 km to 350 km from 2015 to 2020 
[19]. In comparison, one of the early modern EV models developed in the late 1990s, the lead-
acid battery General Motors EV1, had a range of approx. 90 km [20].  

 

Figure 1: Development of average driving range and price of EV model types available on the world market [19] 

The recent development of battery technology has established EV technology as a viable 
alternative to internal combustion vehicles and not just for use as short-distance city vehicles. 
Furthermore, it is notable that the driving range along with investment costs (which are 
decreasing according to Figure 1) and charging availability and rate are among the main factors 
that affect the adoption of EVs according to [21]. 

While the aforementioned battery EVs are entirely propelled by electric energy, another solution 
is commonly used to extend the driving range. Instead of being purely based on electricity, an EV 
might rely on an additional source of propulsion besides the electricity, e.g., conventional vehicle 
fuel products, such as petrol or diesel. Vehicles comprising the latter solution are commonly called 
plugin hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV). This combination of multiple propulsion mediums extends 
the range that the vehicle can traverse on a single battery charge, as the vehicle can switch to the 
secondary engine when the battery state of charge (SoC) is low or needs to be preserved. 
Furthermore, this solution sometimes allows a small electricity generation from the second engine 
to the battery due to braking energy recovery [12]. 

2.2.1.2 Charging equipment, rate and availability 
Charging of EVs might commence with home-installed charging equipment. The charging is then 
performed when the vehicle is parked at the residential household and not used, which would 
typically be during the evening or night. Alternatively, public or commercial charging stations 
installed at parking lots or garages where the vehicle is parked for a reasonable amount of time, 
for instance, while the user is at work or shopping, allow for vehicle charging at times of the day 
that would not be possible using home charging [22]. 
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When charging the battery from the grid, the supplied AC power needs to be converted to DC 
power due to the principles of the battery. This conversion is, per default, performed by an 
onboard converter that is installed in most modern EVs [12]. The converter allows the vehicle to 
be plugged directly into a regular household electric outlet (at various voltages up to 230 V, 
depending on the geographical location in the world). This charging is relatively slow, however, 
only reaching up to 3.7 kW. With designated charging equipment, i.e., a charging station and 
complementary cable that provides control, safety and fault protection measures, higher 
amperages can be drawn from the grid, sometimes at a 400 V voltage level as well. This charging 
equipment does not convert the power to DC, however, and the highest charging rate commonly 
achieved by this charging method is 22 kW for three-phase charging stations in European systems 
[23]. This upper limit is caused by the weight and physical sizing constraints that the onboard 
converter is subject to, hence limiting the possible conversion capacity of the converter.  

Recently, developments in EV and charging equipment technology have seen the advent and 
common adoption of charging stations that perform the AC/DC conversion rather than the vehicle 
itself, as illustrated in Figure 2. By moving the power conversion to stationary equipment where 
these constraints do not apply, the conversion capacity can be increased significantly. 
Furthermore, a considerable share of the EV models sold on the market today accept an input DC 
power source with high voltage and amperage levels. Bypassing the on-board converter this way 
allows for charging of vehicles at up to 400 kW, and future developments might push this 
boundary to higher levels. Notable examples of technologies that enable this charging method 
include the CHAdeMO system, the Combined Charging System (CCS) and the Tesla Supercharger 
[12].  

 

Figure 2: Overall possible connection structure for EV charging [24]. The AC side can be connected to an AC charging 
station for faster charging rates as well. 

A summary of the charging sources, rates, estimated EV battery charging times, and whether they 
are commonly used in private residences or commercial/public locations is provided in Table 1. 

While, as previously stated, higher charging rates increase the competitiveness and hence the 
adoption of EV technology, they come with a challenge due to the high amperages they draw from 
the low-voltage grid. DC charging stations are, for instance, unsuited for residential use as they 
will exceed the amperage limit of the household connection points and blow a fuse in the process. 
Even 3-phase AC charging stations might overload the fuse if they charge simultaneously with the 
use of other electrical appliances in the household. Instead, DC chargers must be connected to 
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the grid in locations where the grid components are already dimensioned to support loads from 
multiple consumers. Due to the potential for simultaneous charging of multiple vehicles in 
possible conjunction with peak loads from other appliances, EVs might cause overloads and faults 
in vulnerable parts of the electricity distribution infrastructure, a risk that becomes more 
substantial with future developments of charging rates and adoption of EVs.  

Table 1: Different sources of charging and their characteristics, based on [20] 

Charging source Charging rate 
[kW] 

Typical EV charging 
time Availability 

Domestic socket Less than 3.7 16+ h Residences 
AC charging station (1 
phase) 3.7 – 7.4 7 – 16 h Residences, 

public 
AC charging station (3 
phases) 11 – 22 2 – 4 h Residences, 

public 
Fast DC charging station 50 – 100 30 – 40 min. Public 
Ultra-fast DC charging 
station 100+ Less than 20 min. Public 

 

2.2.1.3 Communication and flexibility 
Based on information on EV use habits and distribution grid, road and charging station topologies, 
[25] investigates how the key factors, battery capacity, charging rate and charging station 
availability affect the aggregated charging patterns and thereby the grid. The study concludes that 
while higher charging rates decrease the charging duration of the vehicles, the correlation 
between traditional peak loads and EV peak loads tends to increase as well, hence increasing the 
overall peak demand on the electricity grid.  

This tendency gives rise to another crucial aspect of the EV that relates to reducing or preventing 
coinciding EV peak loads by managing the timing and location of these loads. Modern EVs and 
charging devices often come with control and communication features that allow automatic 
coordination of charging with other appliances, the grid or the electricity market under constraints 
by preferences set by the vehicle owner, for instance, by ensuring that the vehicle is sufficiently 
charged for next planned driving trip. Charging stations in a residential district might communicate 
with each other and plan EV charging to avoid grid congestions, or an EV might communicate with 
public charging stations in a neighbourhood to determine which one offers the lowest charging 
prices [26]. This communication is related to and might be integrated with the vehicular ad-hoc 
networks and internet of vehicles technologies used for traffic management and driverless 
navigation [27, 28]. 

Communication between charging stations and EVs enables vehicle users to offer demand-side 
flexibility by changing their charging patterns instead of immediately charging the vehicle when 
arriving at the most convenient charging station. By participating in certain charging strategy 
schemes, vehicle owners might receive financial benefits as compensation for the flexibility 
services provided. A notable example of such a charging strategy is planning the charging to 
commence during hours with low electricity prices, for instance, during the night. While these 
charging strategies might rely on decentral decisions, they might also involve central decisions by 
flexibility aggregators and DSO stakeholders to coordinate charging between vehicles [29, 30].  

An aspect that further expands on the use of the EV technology for energy flexibility concerns the 
use of the onboard vehicle battery for temporary electric energy storage. In addition to charging 
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from the grid to the vehicle (G2V), electricity might conversely be discharged from the EV’s battery 
to the electricity grid (V2G). Employing V2G can be done at residential homes and public charging 
stations alike and is especially convenient for offering ancillary services for balancing the 
electricity grid. Another example of employing the EV battery storage capacity is the integration 
between electricity generation from PV installations and the potential for EVs to store this 
electricity for times of higher demands, i.e., peak load hours or lower available generation 
capacities in the electricity system. The review [31] discusses solutions for this integration. 

2.2.1.4 Summary 
From the identified literature, it is prevalent that the current developments in the key parameters, 
battery capacity, charging rates, charging station availability and investment costs will promote 
the future adoption of EV technology. Furthermore, this adoption and the increasing charging 
rates of EV charging equipment render the EV as a DER with a prominent influence on the 
electricity system, both as a resource for demand flexibility, electricity storage and ancillary 
service provider, but also as a significant source of pressure on the electricity grid. The next step 
is to facilitate an appropriate operation of the EV technology in the energy system through control 
and management methodologies and frameworks. 

2.2.2 Heat Pumps 
Heat pumps are devices that convert electric energy to thermal energy. They do so by employing 
thermodynamical principles to extract thermal energy from one medium (source), typically 
outside ambient air, the ground or a body of water, and transferring it to another medium (sink) 
at a higher temperature than the source medium, essentially acting as reverse refrigeration 
devices. Heat pumps are used in multiple applications, including building space heating, domestic 
water heating, industrial drying processing and thermal fluid temperature upgrading. Heat pump 
technology provides a highly efficient method for electrification of the heating sector that can be 
utilised on different scales, both centrally and locally. It thereby constitutes a viable alternative to 
conventional heating sources, such as boilers fuelled by natural gas or oil, and is especially useful 
in locations where no common district heating system is available, and the heat hence needs to 
be produced on location. Given these opportunities, heat pumps play an important role in the 
transition of the sector towards relying on renewable energy sources instead of conventional fossil 
fuels.  

2.2.2.1 Operation principles 
The transfer of thermal energy from source to sink is performed by a circulation system that 
contains a refrigerant (sometimes called working fluid). This refrigerant possesses 
thermodynamical properties, notably evaporation/condensation points, that make them fit for 
the heat pump operation cycle. Examples of refrigerants commonly used in heat pumps are 
hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), such as R134a, R22 and R32, carbon dioxide, carbohydrates or 
ammonia [32]. A notable concern regarding refrigerants is their global warming potential (GWP) 
when emitted into the atmosphere, which is often magnitudes higher than that of carbon dioxide. 
Especially HFC refrigerants possess high GWP values, and replacing these with low environmental 
impact refrigerants that still enable a viable, safe and high-performance heat pump operation 
cycle is an important focus of the current heat pump technology research and development as 
well as legal regulations [33, 34]. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the operation cycle of the heat pump technology is constituted of four 
steps: Firstly, the refrigerant, being in the liquid state at a low temperature and low pressure, 
passes through a heat exchanger, the evaporator (A), where it obtains energy from the source 
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medium, evaporating in the process. After having obtained latent energy from the evaporation, 
the refrigerant vapour then passes through a compressor (B) which increases the pressure of the 
vapour and, due to thermodynamical properties, the temperature as well. Following this step, the 
refrigerant passes through another heat exchanger, the condenser (C), which transfers thermal 
energy between the high-temperature refrigerant and the low-temperature sink medium. As the 
name states, the refrigerant is reverted to the liquid state, releasing its latent energy in the 
process. Finally, the refrigerant moves through an expansion valve (D), where the pressure and 
temperature are decreased to the initial level. The cycle then repeats. 

Most heat pump types contain a closed system like the Figure 3 circuit, where the circulation of 
the refrigerant is maintained by pressure from the compressor. Alternatively, the pressure 
difference needed for the circulation can be applied from a thermal source, which is the case for 
absorption and adsorption heat pumps. While these heat pump types are relatively complex, they 
are suitable in cases where electricity is scarce or a suitable heat source is readily available [35-
38]. 

 

Figure 3: Closed heat pump operation cycle circuit. A denotes source heat exchanger (evaporator), B denotes compressor, 
C denotes sink heat exchanger (condenser), and D denotes expansion valve. Blue and red pipes denote low- and high-
temperature working fluid flows, respectively, while solid-coloured and granularly coloured pipes denote liquid and 
vapour working fluid states, respectively.  

2.2.2.2 Sink and source types 
Heat pumps come in different types depending on the energy source medium and the sink 
medium.  

For the source medium, most heat pump types either extract thermal energy directly from the 
outside air, from the ground or from a body of water, e.g., a lake or a groundwater reservoir.  

The design of the air source heat pump type is similar to a refrigerator or air condition circuit, and 
as the evaporator heat exchanger coil extracts thermal energy directly from the air medium, 
typically outside air, e.g., by being mounted by the side of a building, it is relatively simple and 
low-cost compared to other source types.  
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The ground source (or geothermal) heat pump type extracts heat from the ground using a buried 
pipe circuit that acts as a heat exchanger between the ground and the heat pump circuit. This pipe 
system contains a mixture of water and antifreeze and can either be installed horizontally in a zig-
zag pattern, typically 0.6 to 1.5 m below the ground surface, or vertically with the forward and 
return pipes reaching directly down into the ground, at least 20 m below ground surface. The 
horizontal solution is commonly used as it is simpler to install and requires lower investment costs; 
however, it requires a certain available area for the pipes. The vertical solution requires a 
significantly smaller area and might also produce higher source temperatures depending on the 
depth; however, drilling the borehole for the installation comes with significantly higher 
investment costs compared to the horizontal solution [39]. 

The principles of water source heat pumps are similar to ground source heat pumps; a heat 
exchanger pipe containing a water/refrigerant solution is embedded in a body of water, e.g., a 
lake, sea, river or groundwater, from which it extracts thermal energy.  

The advantage of using ground or water as source mediums is the high thermal inertia these 
mediums exhibit compared to ambient air. For instance, the ground tends to maintain a 
temperature above 0 °C during winter during times where the ambient air temperature might 
frequently drop significantly below the freezing point. This inertia provides a higher source 
temperature at times where the heating demand is high, hence causing higher overall efficiencies 
for ground and water source heat pumps compared to air source heat pumps. However, if the 
heat exchange circuit is incorrectly installed or improperly dimensioned, the heat pump might 
exhaust the thermal energy of the medium, decreasing the temperature of the medium in the 
vicinity of the heat exchange pipes and decreasing the performance of the heat pump. [39, 40] 

The sink medium refers to the system that receives the thermal energy produced by the heat 
pump. For buildings, two overall types of sink mediums, air and water, are commonly used. 

With an air sink medium, the thermal energy from the heat pump condenser heat exchanger is 
transferred to the indoor air. This can either be done directly by transferring the thermal energy 
to a single room close to the heat pump through an outlet mounted to the floor or a wall. A split 
system heat pump can serve multiple such outlets, allowing heating of multiple rooms. 
Alternatively, and common for commercial buildings, the heat pump outlet can be connected to 
a central air duct system, thereby distributing the thermal energy to the rooms throughout the 
building.  

A water sink system usually consists of a central water circulation system that distributes the 
thermal energy around the building, providing both room heating and domestic hot water. Most 
residential buildings are fitted with a central water circulation system, which is usually 
independent of the heating source. A heat pump that replaces an existing heating source, e.g., a 
gas boiler, hence may be readily connected to the water sink system without the need for further 
modifications to the system. For room heating, thermal energy is typically transferred from the 
circulation system to the heated space through radiators or floor heating. Water circulation 
systems are designed for different forward temperatures of the heated water, depending on the 
medium that transfers the thermal energy from the circulation system to the room spaces. For 
radiators, a forward temperature of at least 55 °C is usually required, while floor heating, due to 
the higher heat transfer capabilities, can manage with a 35 °C forward temperature. Usually, heat 
pumps are designed for one of these two forward temperatures, and hence, the choice of heat 
pump for a water sink system depends on whether radiators or floor heating are installed in the 
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building to be heated.  Due to the lower forward temperature, floor heating usually benefits from 
higher heat pump efficiency than radiators.  

2.2.2.3 Heat pump efficiency 
One of the main advantages offered by heat pump technology is the efficiency which is usually 
multitudes higher than conventional resistive electric heaters. For heat pumps, this efficiency is 
denoted as the coefficient of performance (COP) and represents the relation between the electric 
energy consumed by the compressor and circulation pump and the thermal energy output that is 
supplied to the sink medium. This relation is depicted by Equation (1), where Q� sink denotes the 
thermal energy provided by the condenser to the sink system, i.e., the heated space or central 
heating system, and Wtotal denotes the total work that is added to the system for compression, 
pump circulation, etc. The high coefficient of performance, compared to conventional electricity 
to heat conversion, is one of the main advantages of using heat pump technology.  

The COP varies depending on the temperatures of the source and sink mediums, and it generally 
decreases as the difference between these two temperatures increases. It is notable that the 
maximum theoretical efficiency that can be achieved by a heat pump can be determined using 
Equation (2) [40], as the heat pump acts as a Carnot cycle [41]. As an example, the maximum 
possible COP of an ideal heat pump on a cold day with an outside temperature of 0 °C. Given that 
the sink temperature is always higher or equal to the source temperature for heat pump operation 
when producing heating, the heating efficiency can never decrease below unity for an ideal heat 
pump. 

 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
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𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒
, 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠.𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 > 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 (2) 

   
Heat pump manufacturers usually, and in accordance with table 8 in the EU 811/2013 regulation 
[42], state the expected COP values that the pump achieves at different source medium 
temperatures. Given that, by increasing the source temperature, for instance, by using a ground 
source heat pump during winter, the efficiency is increased. Decreasing the sink temperature also 
improves the efficiency, and it is, therefore, often recommended to retrofit the building with 
thermal insulation, efficient radiators or floor heating, especially if the building or the existing 
equipment is relatively dated. These refurbishments enable low forward temperatures at high 
efficiency from the heat pump while retaining comfort. [39] 

Another measure that reflects the performance of a heat pump is the expected overall efficiency 
over the seasons of the year in a specific climate zone with a certain temperature profile. This 
measure is known as the seasonal coefficient of performance (SCOP) and represents the average 
efficiency of the heat pump that can be expected over a year, given the temperature conditions 
of the climate zone. This measure is typically used as a benchmark value to compare efficiencies 
between different heat pump types and models. 

One notable disadvantage of the heat pump technology is that heat demand usually increases 
with cold outdoor temperatures. Meanwhile, as the source medium is commonly the outside air 
or ground, the heat pump efficiency decreases. This correlation might cause periods of high 
electricity demand, e.g., during night-time or in the winter season, and periods with little to no 
demand, e.g., the summer season. 
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The COP can be increased by adding heated air or liquid produced as waste from an industrial 
process to the source medium, hence decreasing the temperature difference between the source 
and sink. In the same manner, heat pumps can be used to boost the temperature output from 
solar heating equipment [43]. In the same manner, heat pumps can be combined with other 
heating sources, for instance, solar heating, to achieve a higher source temperature and thereby 
a higher efficiency of the heat pump [44]. 

The different types of heat pumps come with different efficiencies. Generally, ground source 
pumps are more resilient to outdoor temperature changes, as the ground has a higher specific 
heat capacity making it more resilient to changes in temperature. This gives a higher efficiency 
during periods with cold outdoor air temperatures and high demands for space heating compared 
to air source heat pumps. However, as previously stated, these types of heat pumps require pipes 
to be dug down in the ground and thereby require an accessible area where these pipes can be 
installed, e.g., a garden or field area, or alternatively permission to install a vertical source pipe 
deep into the ground. In both cases, and especially the latter, the installation costs will be 
significantly higher compared to the air source pumps.  

A water sink system usually covers demands for room heating and domestic hot water in a 
building. In this case, the pump occasionally operates at a high forward temperature to 
accommodate the hot water consumption and otherwise keeps the forward temperature as low 
as possible to increase efficiency. 

Furthermore, heat pumps in buildings are often under-dimensioned slightly to reduce investment 
costs and better utilise the heat pump capacity [40]. For instance, in a Danish context, the nominal 
heating demand of a building is determined based on the thermal energy dissipation from the 
building at an outdoor temperature of -12 °C [45]. The outdoor temperature in Denmark rarely 
falls below this value, and it can be considered a peak heating demand occurrence. For hours 
where this demand exceeds the heat pump operation capacity, an auxiliary heating source that is 
installed in conjunction with the heat pump, typically a resistive electricity heater, is activated to 
cover the remaining heating demand. However, if the heat pump is too under-dimensioned, the 
secondary heater covers too much of the heating demand and the overall efficiency of the heating 
system decreases. If the pump is over-dimensioned, it either operates at partial capacity most of 
the time, ineffectively utilising its capacity, or switches between on and off states frequently, 
decreasing its lifetime. 

Table 2: List of common heat pump types 

Type Source medium Sink medium 
Air to air (A2A) Outdoor air Indoor air 
Air to water (A2W) Outdoor air Central heating system 
Ground to air (G2A) Underground tubes Indoor air 
Ground to water (G2W) Underground tubes Central heating system 

 

The heat pump technology can be connected to multiple combinations of sink and source 
mediums to provide designs that are suitable to the climate conditions and the application of 
the produced heating. 

Numerous different source and sink system architecture designs exist, often specialised for 
specific applications and conditions. As this aspect is not part of the heat pump system itself, 
such designs are not discussed further within the scope of this study.  
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2.2.2.4 Summary 
Heat pump technology provides an efficient integration between the electricity and heating 
sectors. By employing thermodynamical principles in a compression cycle, the pumps can extract 
energy from a source medium, typically outside air, the ground or a body of water, and deliver it 
to a sink medium where it is used for space heating, domestic hot water heating or industrial 
processes. 

2.2.3 Photovoltaic Panels 
Photovoltaic (PV) panels are devices that convert electromagnetic radiation from the sun into 
electricity and hence act as a renewable energy source technology. 

One notable characteristic of the electricity generated by PV technology is that it produces DC 
power. PV devices hence need to be connected to an inverter which allows DC to be converted 
and fed into the AC-based electricity grid. 

Due to the residential PV adoption scope of this thesis, PV arrays with point concentration or other 
technologies which are not commonly used by residential prosumers are not discussed further 
here. 

For clarity of terms, a PV cell refers to a single unit that converts solar irradiance into electricity. 
Multiple PV cells are interconnected and combined with protecting casing, constituting a PV 
module. Connecting multiple modules in parallel or series constitutes a PV panel, which is the 
installation typically adopted by residential prosumers. Finally, for electricity production plants 
with high capacities, multiple panels can be combined in large-scale assemblies, commonly 
referred to as PV arrays.  

PV panels or arrays can be installed on the ground, mounted on top of the roof surfaces of 
buildings or directly integrated into the buildings. 

2.2.3.1 Cell technology 
Cell technology refers to the overall type and format of the PV cell. The technology is organised 
into the following three groups, commonly referred to as generations: 

The first PV technology generation, crystalline silicon PV cells, is based on semiconductive wafers 
of, as the name suggests, crystalline silicon material. This technology is currently the most widely 
used for PV panels and has been for more than 30 years. The wafers might either be constituted 
by a single large silicon crystal (monocrystalline) or multiple smaller crystals (polycrystalline), 
hence giving rise to two notable sub-types of this technology. Generally, monocrystalline cells 
come with higher efficiencies compared to polycrystalline cells, but the production cost for these 
cells is higher as well. 

The second generation, thin-film solar cell technology, comprises PV cells that, as the name 
suggests, are constituted by a thin film which can be placed directly on a surface like a carpet or 
suspended in the air. Compared to crystalline silicon PV cells, thin-film cells are cheaper, lighter 
and more flexible. However, thin-film cell technology also comes with lower efficiencies. [46] 

Finally, the new third generation of cell technology comprises a range of different solutions. A 
notable technology that uses organic compounds for solar electricity generation has emerged over 
the recent few years, and with increasing efficiencies [47, 48].  
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2.2.3.2 PV performance 
When discussing the output of a PV system of a certain size, there are two main conditions that 
determine this performance: the amount of energy received from the sunlight and the energy 
conversion efficiency. 

The energy contained by the electromagnetic radiation that hits the surface of the earth is called 
solar irradiance and is measured as power per area, typically W/m2.  

The irradiance on a surface is highest when the sunlight falls directly perpendicularly upon it, and 
PV panels should therefore be installed at an angle to receive the radiation as close to a 
perpendicular angle as possible for as much time as possible. However, the sun varies in its vertical 
and horizontal positions relative to the PV panel during the day [49]. This challenge can be 
overcome by mounting the PV arrays on solar tracker equipment that rotates the arrays to face 
the sun when the latter moves. These trackers can move in one or multiple axes, i.e., horizontally 
and vertically, depending on the need. Solar tracking can significantly increase the electricity 
output of PV installations and is more commonly used for ground-installed PV arrays due to the 
flexibility limit that comes with roof surfaces/building integration. 

An important characteristic of a PV cell is the efficiency with which it converts the energy in the 
sunlight into electricity, i.e., the share irradiance power that is utilised. The efficiency depends on 
multiple properties and conditions, including technological generation, cell cooling, cell surface 
dirtiness, etc.  

When referring to the nominal capacity of PV equipment, this value is often stated using the 
kilowatt-peak (kWp) unit, which states the electricity production from the panel under standard 
test conditions, i.e., when receiving a solar irradiance of 1 kW/m2 at 25 °C ambient temperature 
and air mass coefficient of 1.5. For instance, if an installed PV panel has a capacity of 5 kWp, it will 
generate electricity at a rate of 5 kW at a solar irradiance of 1 kW/m2. For lower irradiances, the 
power output from the PV panel decreases proportionally, and it is furthermore possible that the 
output exceeds the panel capacity if the solar irradiance is higher than 1 kW/m2. 

2.2.3.3 Inverters 
Inverters for PV equipment can be classified into different main types, depending on their location 
in the PV power system. Central inverters and micro-inverters constitute two types that are 
commonly used. 

With a central inverter, all PV modules in a PV array are connected to the same inverter, which 
provides integration to the electricity grid. The advantage of this solution is the low investment 
cost, convenient maintenance and general simplicity of the system and its components. Another 
solution, the micro-inverters, comes with small-scale inverter units installed directly at each 
individual PV module. While this solution is more complex and expensive, it provides an advantage 
through the possibility of independent operation of the PV modules in an array, e.g., due to 
possible shading of certain sections of the array. This increases the efficiency of the array 
compared to the central inverter solution.  

A notable feature that grid-connected PV inverters possess is the anti-islanding switch. If the 
power grid encounters a black-out that requires electricity utility technicians to resolve the issue, 
they must be sure that the grid is not powered. Local PV systems compromise this security as they 
still inject power into the grid as long as there is sunlight. In order to prevent this hazard, PV 
inverters automatically disconnect the PVs from the grid as a response to frequency or voltage 
changes in the grid caused by the black-out. 
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2.2.3.4 Summary 
A widely employed technology that enables distributed electricity generation in different parts of 
the electricity system, PVs allow residential prosumers to generate electricity by converting 
energy from sunlight. Different types of PV equipment exist, offering solutions that can be 
installed on the ground or on roof-tops. PV technology is popular among residential prosumers 
who can reduce their electricity bill by generating electricity for self-consumption and can be 
combined with residential (and stationary) batteries for additional benefits.  

2.2.4 Stationary Batteries 
Stationary batteries are devices in the electricity system which convert electric energy into 
chemical energy that is subsequently stored within the battery through a charging process. A 
reverse process, discharging, converts the chemical energy back into electrical energy and injects 
it back into the electricity system. Stationary batteries, as the name suggests, are permanently or 
semi-permanently installed and connected to the electricity system and are not designed with the 
purpose of powering a transportable device, e.g., an EV. In a residential setting, stationary 
batteries are used for short to medium-term storage of electricity, i.e., storing and hence shifting 
demand/generation in a time range from minutes to a few days. Long-term or seasonal storage is 
not applicable for the stationary batteries discussed for residential prosumers in this section. 

2.2.4.1 Battery types  
An important characteristic of stationary battery technology is the type in terms of the material 
or chemical compound that is used as the basis for the battery. Different types of batteries come 
with different characteristics and operational principles and possess different performance values 
and lifetimes. The economic aspect varies as well, with significant differences in the costs between 
battery types.  

Typical battery types used for stationary electricity storage systems include the old lead-acid 
battery, nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal-hydride, vanadium redox flow, sodium-sulfur batteries, and 
the Li-ion battery, which has a high performance and is relatively popular for residential storage 
systems. Each comes with a distinct set of advantages and disadvantages, and the choice of 
battery type significantly depends on the purpose and application of the battery. [50] 

2.2.4.2 Operation principles and characteristics 
Three base properties that are important to the dimensioning and performance of a stationary 
battery are the charge rate limit, the discharge rate limit and the energy capacity (sometimes 
referred to as size). As the name suggests, the charge and discharge rate limit parameters set the 
maximum rate of the battery charging and discharging, respectively. The energy capacity denotes 
the amount of electric energy that can be stored in the battery. The capacity gradually decreases 
over the lifetime of the battery, depending on the operation patterns of the device. 

A particular characteristic that affects this degradation and the overall lifetime of the battery is 
the Depth of Discharge (DoD). While the exact definition of the term differs between sources, it 
represents the amount of energy that is charged or discharged to or from a battery during a single 
charging/discharging cycle. This amount is often stated as a share of the total battery storage 
capacity, and the depth of a cycle is then determined as the change of SoC between the start and 
the end of the cycle. Most batteries come with a rated DoD parameter. Limiting charging and 
discharging cycles to not exceed the rated DoD of a battery, the lifetime of the battery can be 
significantly increased. Some battery charging equipment comes with a setting that avoids 
exceeding the rated DoD, either by stopping battery charging before it is fully charged or stopping 
discharging before it is fully depleted. In addition to the total energy storage capacity parameter, 
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the battery hence has an additional parameter that denotes the usable capacity of the battery if 
the rated DoD is respected during battery operation.  

Two other important characteristics that refer to the efficiency of a battery are the 
charge/discharge efficiency and the self-discharge rate. When charging and discharging, the 
charge/discharge efficiency denotes the share of electricity that is retained in the system, while 
the rest is lost as thermal energy. The self-discharge rate denotes the gradual loss of energy stored 
in the battery due to internal chemical reactions that occur over time, i.e., energy removed from 
the system for other reasons than intentional conductive discharging. 

2.2.4.3 Combination with other devices 
A battery can be used to store electricity from the grid, for instance, when electricity prices are 
low, for later consumption or discharging back into the grid, for instance, when electricity prices 
are high. In addition, batteries are convenient for demand-side management schemes and for 
offering electricity resources on available electricity markets. 

Batteries are particularly convenient when combined with PV, and batteries are frequently 
installed in conjunction with PV equipment. Some PV retailers offer combined solutions with PV, 
battery, inverter equipment and installation as part of their product portfolio.  

Furthermore, the charging and discharging of a stationary battery can be performed according to 
numerous different strategies. Particular benefits can be gained by combining the battery with an 
Energy Management System (EMS) that is able to plan sessions of charging and discharging in 
accordance with the operation of other appliances at the prosumer, expected electricity prices 
and possibly the state of the electricity grid. 

2.2.4.4 Inverters 
Due to its operation principles, stationary battery technology uses DC power when charging and 
discharging. This means that the battery must use an inverter as an intermediary to connect to 
the AC power grid. 

In terms of connection architecture, there are two different types of inverters that are used to 
connect batteries to the electricity grid at the residential prosumer level. One inverter type is 
designed to only connect the battery without any other appliances on the DC side. A second 
inverter type connects the combination of battery and PV to the same DC side [51]. The topology 
of the PV and battery system might therefore differ, depending on the purpose and specifications 
of the equipment. Furthermore, the battery is able to tolerate a certain range of voltages, and the 
voltage level of the connected PV panel or array must be within this range. Sometimes, a DC/DC 
inverter is hence needed to transform the voltage levels to match the specifications of the devices.  

2.2.4.5 Summary 
Stationary batteries can be installed in various parts of the electricity grid to temporarily store 
electric energy, for instance, for residential prosumers who might, furthermore, benefit from the 
combination of a battery and electricity generation technology, for instance, PV equipment. 
Multiple types of batteries exist based on different materials and chemical compounds, and these 
types influence how the performance of the batteries in different operational settings. 
Furthermore, stationary batteries require an inverter to connect to the electricity grid, which 
might be shared by the battery and other DC devices, e.g., PV equipment. Finally, the capacity and 
performance of a stationary battery degrade over time, particularly if the DoD of the battery is 
surpassed in the performed charge and discharge cycles. 
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2.3 Simulation of DER in Electricity Distribution Grids 
In order to get an overview of existing SoA research and methodologies for modelling and 
simulating DER technologies in electricity systems, this section briefly reviews and discusses 
research literature on modelling and simulation methodologies used to analyse and predict usage 
and behavioural patterns of prosumer-owned DER in the energy sector.  

The literature has been gathered by performing a search with a scope that fulfils the following 
purposes: 

1. Summarise commonly employed and SoA methodologies for modelling or simulating 
prosumers’ decision-making and behaviour towards controlling and offering flexibility 
from demand-side DER technologies 

2. Determine the relative frequency of modelling and analysis of the three sectors, 
residential, commercial and industrial  

3. Determine to what extent modelling and analysis have been applied to investigate the 
behaviour and impact of prominent DER technologies in the energy system. 

2.3.1 Search Conditions 
In order to establish the terms used for the literature search, the following set of categories have 
been established to ensure that the scope of the search captures the necessary aspects to cover 
the three purposes established above:  

• Domain – covers the consumer/prosumer domains that must be part of the literature 
research scope. 

• Topic – determines the overall topic of the search scope; in this case, research related to 
energy  

• Prosumer mechanisms – includes the behavioural aspects that determine decisions made 
by the DER users/owners or system controlling the technologies 

• Methodology – describes the overall methodologies employed by the literature; in this 
case, non-specified modelling and simulation techniques 

• Decision scope – narrows down the topic to ensure that distributed or local energy 
resources constitute part of the research scope 

The search terms have been organised correspondingly so that at least one term from each 
category must be present in the title, abstract or keywords of the literature entries. 

The specific terms used for the literature search are presented in Table 3. Using the high priority 
terms has provided a significant number of literature entries, and the low priority terms have 
therefore not been used.  

Note that DER is not only constituted by the four technologies addressed in this thesis. The term 
might include a broader range of technologies that can be employed to offer flexibility in the 
electricity market through demand-side production or load response. To identify which other 
technologies, if any, might be prominently featured in existing DER modelling research, a search 
category that narrows the set of DER technologies has deliberately been omitted from the search. 
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Table 3: Keywords used for the literature search, organised by category 

Category Search terms (High priority) Search terms (Low 
priority) 

Domain Industr* OR 
Residen* OR 
Commerci* 
AND 
Consumer* OR 
Prosumer* OR 
Building* 

 

Topic Energy OR 
Power OR 
Electric* OR 
Heat* 

 

Prosumer 
mechanisms 

Behaviour/behavior/Behave OR 
Decision/decide 

Choose*/Choice* OR 
Select OR 
Factor/Factors OR 
Prefer* OR 
Influence* 

Methodology Simulat* OR 
Model* 

Predict* OR 
Forecast* 

Decision scope Distributed energy resource* OR 
Demand-side/demand side 

Distributed generation OR 
De*central* OR 
Local* OR Regional* 

 

Three databases with significance within the field of engineering were chosen for the search 
process. These databases are: 

- ACM Digital Library (ACM) 
- IEEE Xplore 
- Web of Science (WoS) 

Based on the search terms from Table 3, the search strings have been established. Due to 
differences in the search engines of the three databases, the strings vary slightly. Table 4 shows 
the search strings used for the respective databases along with the number of entries returned 
from the searches. 

A multi-step filtering process has subsequently been performed to narrow down the research 
entries into the ones that are most relevant to the purpose of the review. After this process, the 
set of relevant research was reduced to the 37 papers that are presented and discussed in Section 
2.3.2. Before that, the papers have been organised according to the methodologies they use and, 
furthermore, the sectors they consider. This organisation, along with the number of papers in each 
group, is presented in Table 6. Note that a paper might belong to multiple groups of 
methodologies and sectors, respectively. 
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Table 4: Search strings used for the respective databases and the numbers of returned entries 

Database Search string Results 
WoS ((Industr* OR Residen* OR Commerci*) AND (Consumer* OR Prosumer* 

OR Building*)) AND (Energy OR Power OR Electric* OR Heat*) AND 
((Behavio$r OR Behave) OR (Decision OR Decide)) AND (Simulat* OR 
Model*) AND (Distributed-Energy-Resource* OR Demand-side) 

263 

IEEE 
Xplore 

((Industr* OR Residen* OR Commerci*) AND (Consumer OR Consumers 
OR Prosumer OR Prosumers OR Building OR Buildings)) AND (Energy OR 
Power OR Electric* OR Heat*) AND ((Behavior OR Behaviour OR Behave) 
OR (Decision OR Decide)) AND (Simulat* OR Model*) AND ("Distributed 
Energy Resource" OR "Distributed Energy Resources" OR Demand-side 
OR "Demand side") 

337 

ACM ((Industr* OR Residen* OR Commerci*) AND (Consumer* OR Prosumer* 
OR Building*)) AND (Energy OR Power OR Electric* OR Heat*) AND 
((Behavior OR Behaviour OR Behave) OR (Decision OR Decide)) AND 
(Simulat* OR Model*) AND ("Distributed Energy Resource" OR 
"Distributed Energy Resources" OR Demand-side OR "Demand side") 

24 

Total  624 
 

Similarly, using the same groups of methodologies, the papers are grouped according to the DER 
technologies and solutions they include in the respective simulations and models in Table 6. The 
DER term has been broadened to also include EMS and energy trading platforms, as these are 
considered in several of the papers. Furthermore, the none/other group denotes technologies that 
do not offer flexibility or are not considered DER, typically traditional household appliances. 

Table 5: Grouping of returned papers according to the energy sectors that are included in their research scopes, along 
with the overall methodologies employed in the papers. For each group, the papers it contains are depicted in the left 
column, while the right column denotes the number of those. 

Sector\methodology 
group 

Optimisation/ 
math. 
programming 

Agent-based 
methodology 

Data mining, 
machine 
learning, 
clustering, etc. 

None/other 

Residential [52-67] 16 [62, 67-72] 7 [53, 60, 62, 
63, 73-77] 

9 [78, 
79] 

2 

Commercial [57-59, 
80] 

4 [72, 81] 2 [76, 81] 2 - 0 

Industrial [58, 59, 
82] 

3 [72] 1 [76] 1 - 0 

None/other [83, 84] 2 [83-86] 4 [76, 87] 2 [87, 
88] 

2 
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Table 6: Grouping of returned papers according to prominent DER technologies that might be part of the papers’ 
research scopes, along with the overall methodologies employed in the papers. For each group, the papers it contains 
are depicted in the left column, while the right column denotes the number of those. 

DER 
technology\methodology 
group 

Optimisation/ 
math. 
programming 

Agent-based 
methodology 

Data mining, 
machine 
learning, 
clustering, 
etc. 

None/other 

Energy management 
system 

[60-62, 64, 
67, 80] 

6 [62, 67, 
68, 72] 

4 [60, 62] 2 - 0 

Electric vehicles [56, 60, 62, 
64, 84] 

5 [62, 68, 
71, 72, 84] 

5 [60, 62] 2 - 0 

Heat pumps/AC units [62, 67, 80] 3 [62, 67, 
70] 

3 [60, 62] 2 [78] 1 

Photovoltaics/solar 
heating 

[54, 55, 57, 
60-63, 67] 

8 [62, 67, 
68, 70, 86] 

5 [60, 62, 
63] 

3 - 0 

Storage [56, 57, 60-
62, 67, 80] 

7 [62, 67, 
68, 72, 86] 

5 [60, 62] 2 - 0 

Energy trading platform [54, 62, 66, 
67, 83, 84] 

6 [62, 67, 
72, 83-85] 

6 [62, 87] 2 [87, 88] 2 

None/other [52, 53, 58, 
59, 63-65, 
82] 

8 [69, 81, 
85] 

3 [53, 63, 
73-77, 81] 

8 [79] 1 

 

2.3.2 SoA Literature Discussion 
With the overall search process and the grouping of the papers in place, this section provides short 
summaries, discussions and comparisons of the methodologies used in the research performed in 
the 37 relevant papers returned by the search. The section is organised according to the groups 
of methodologies used for Table 5 and Table 6 to present papers that employ similar 
methodologies. Again, note that some papers combine multiple methodologies and are discussed 
or mentioned in multiple of the following subsections. 

2.3.2.1 Optimisation and mathematical programming 
As reflected by Table 5 and Table 6, several of the papers use a variety of linear, mixed-integer, 
quadratic, multi-objective, etc., optimisation/mathematical programming techniques to model 
various aspects of prosumer behaviour related to the operation of DERs, as is reflected by the 
following set of summaries: 

Identifying the opportunity for employing the residential consumer flexibility potential that comes 
with the combination of smart metering and control technologies in the electricity sector, [54] 
proposes a model of a local energy community. This community consists of multiple small 
prosumers who are able to dispatch flexibility (in this case, an increase or decrease of load) and 
local electricity generation (from PVs) to the retail market. Based on a timeframe of 24 hours of 
operation scheduled ahead, the authors then establish a mixed-integer programming model to 
optimise the prosumers’ decisions on buying electricity from the retail market, injecting generated 
electricity to the grid or increasing their amount of flexible electricity demand for a certain 
scheduling period, thereby minimising the operational costs of the energy community. The study 
concludes that an increased level of flexibility helps local electricity generation from PVs to be 
consumed on-site instead of being injected into the grid. 
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Although not considering prosumer DERs behaviour by itself, but instead using an optimisation 
model to determine building designs that provide the best integration between residential 
electricity demand and generation from intermittent renewable energy sources, [55] also focuses 
on maximising the amount of self-consumption from on-site PV electricity generation. 

As reflected by the following papers, simulation and modelling methods have commonly been 
used to analyse and control electricity demands to reduce peak loads on the grid, hence reducing 
the necessary capacity and costs of establishing new grids and extending/renewing existing ones 
as well: 

With the goal of investigating the use of EVs as flexible units that might both cause or be used to 
prevent peak loads in distribution grids, [56] employs a decentralised cloud computing 
architecture to include various technology units, controllers, user requests, etc., in a smart grid 
representation along with real-time price fluctuations. This architecture is then modelled and 
optimised using a linear optimisation approach. In order to ensure supply and demand balance on 
the grid and maximise profit from EV charging/discharging, the optimisation is performed on 
multiple levels of the system. These levels include the individual residential buildings, for the 
individual local microgrids and centrally for the entire system of microgrids, i.e. the smart grid, 
with the cloud computing approach providing the computational capacity and communication 
framework for solving this large optimisation problem.  

By organising the electricity system into a hierarchy of information exchanging clouds, [59] uses a 
similar approach, although this study considers a broader domain that combines prosumers from 
both residential, commercial and industrial sectors. It furthermore splits the optimisation into two 
stages, one for each main objective, i.e. prosumers that schedule loads to minimise operation 
costs and a demand-response aggregation actor planning the demand-response incentives to 
maintain stability on the grid on behalf of the DSO. 

In the study in [57], which considers the use of battery systems to offer flexibility and better grid 
integration of on-site generation, identifies the challenge of high equipment investment costs that 
small actors such as residential and small commercial consumers face before they can profitably 
act as prosumers. In order to overcome this barrier, the study proposes a solution with a cloud 
energy storage system, i.e. a large-scale battery system that is constructed and operated by a 
central actor. Prosumers with on-site generation can then buy access to the battery system as an 
annual service, allowing them to profit from storing surplus electricity to be sold at times with 
higher electricity prices or for participating as a resource in the reserve market. A mixed integer 
optimisation problem that includes battery degradation, power transmission constraints that limit 
the trading capacity, uncertainties in predicted electricity prices, etc., is then set up to determine 
the optimal capacities of the various equipment parts to minimise the overall cost of the system 
over a 10 year lifetime. 

[58] proposes the use of a population of loads as a virtual electricity storage resource by ramping 
the loads up or down based on a set of decision rules and a control signal. The study combines 
two objectives, load decision rules that apply to each load and the coordination of these resources 
to maintain balance in the grid, into a single convex optimisation model. According to the authors, 
this methodology has allowed the integration of numerous different flexible energy resources, 
ranging from water heaters to irrigation systems. They find that the DERs included in the testing 
of the modelling approach can be considered homogenous and that the same control signal can 
be used for the communication between the balancing authority and the DERs, even though the 
resources consist of a broad palette of seemingly heterogeneous technologies. The methodology 
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can be employed to reduce the need for traditional battery capacity in the electricity grid that 
requires smoothening of load curves, though the authors also acknowledge that the methodology 
must be further extended with new DER technologies to test if the single control signal trait holds 
for resources that are more heterogeneous compared to the ones already included in the model. 

While the previously mentioned papers model and optimise solutions that include comprehensive 
and sometimes heterogeneous parts of the electricity grid with actors organised in multiple layers, 
some papers instead focus on a single prosumer to optimise how the individual DERs and energy-
consuming appliances can be controlled in ways that combine prosumer preferences and 
reductions of electricity consumption costs, while respecting appliance operation patterns and 
limits. These studies typically propose a control strategy to be used by an EMS. 

Being an example of such a study, [60] first analyses the behaviour and usage patterns of a set of 
selected appliances, including a water heater, an EV, an AC, a battery and PV panels at a single 
residential building. This analysis is based on datasets that contain data on the usage patterns of 
the respective appliances, and the study then determines a usage profile and/or an operation 
decision logic for each appliance. Based on the extracted information, the study then goes on to 
establish a model predictive control configuration for an EMS that controls the appliances to 
minimise electricity costs while also considering the user behaviour patterns and preferences for 
the appliances. The control model is then tested with different electricity price schemes (time-of-
use, hourly, five-minutes) and different rules for operation. The study finds that 20 % - 30 % cost 
savings can be achieved with the five-minutes pricing scheme and 42 % if an optimal battery 
control scheme is added as well. 

The same challenge is solved by [61]. By comprising a set of flexible electricity-consuming 
household appliances, this study also uses forecasting/prediction of appliance loads in the EMS 
strategy model. However, instead of using a linear programming approach, this study instead 
proposes a dynamic energy management algorithm subject to a set of constraints based on 
comfort requirements and power system limits. This algorithm is essentially a decision that 
prioritises the appliances differently according to their operational characteristics and 
interruptibility (e.g. an oven is prioritised higher than a washing machine). Like [60], the model 
comprises a battery and PV panels, but a small-scale wind turbine is included as well, making 
weather forecasting a necessary part of the control strategy. Furthermore, the model operates on 
an almost real-time scale, with the control being performed on a 5-minute scale. A third example 
that uses a somewhat similar approach for the same challenge is [64]. In this study, consumers 
are divided into 7 different profiles, and a large number of small household appliances are 
included while self-generation is omitted. The methodology employs a certain degree of game 
theory for the optimisation algorithm. 

[80] offers yet another example which optimises demand-side management strategies in a single 
building. In this case, a campus-like building is used as a case study system for the model, which 
also increases the complexity and number of sub-components included. The main concepts, 
however, are the same, modularising a system consisting of multiple DER appliances into different 
sub-parts that communicate with each other, perform individual tasks and feature linear 
programming objectives to optimise a certain property. 

2.3.2.2 Agent-based modelling 
While the previously mentioned papers all use some kind of linear programming methodology, 
many of them investigate systems that can be analysed using ABMS methodologies instead of or 
in combination with the applied linear programming methods. For instance, while the authors of 
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[61] do not themselves mention agent-based modelling, their proposed control algorithm bears 
some similarities to the agent-based approach as it includes a lot of different appliances (agents) 
that dynamically interact with the power system, hence affecting the operation of each other due 
to the EMS controller turning them on/off depending on the state of the system. It should be 
noted, though, that agent-based modelling methodologies are often used to simulate and analyse 
systems and solutions where no central decision-making actor (or agent) exists, leaving the 
decentral agents to autonomously decide their actions. This is reflected by some of the following 
papers, which all use agent-based modelling to a certain degree: 

One of the earlier studies considering the combination of multiple actors and energy resources in 
one simulation model [72] proposes a multi-agent-based platform which includes a variety of 
central and decentral agents operating across multiple voltage levels in a smart grid or microgrid 
setting. The platform integrates with an earlier proposed electricity market simulation platform, 
MASCEM [89], and furthermore uses an approach that bears some similarities to the DERInGrid 
framework that is proposed in this thesis. 

Considering the same domain and challenge as [60, 61], [68] proposes a strategy to integrate the 
operation of multiple appliances and devices into a single, smart home that offers demand-
response flexibility to a day-ahead and a balancing electricity market. In this case, the system is 
modelled as a multi-agent system. The model also features a linear programming objective 
function for participating in each of the two electricity markets, which include the purchase and 
sale of electricity, either directly or to/from the battery unit, and spillage of electricity from on-
site generation. The model also features a parameter that determines how optimistic or 
pessimistic the decision-maker is in their prediction of future DER generations. By performing the 
simulation using the previously mentioned MASCEM platform, the study finds, among others, that 
the results of the simulations become more realistic if this parameter is set to low values, i.e. 
worst-case scenarios.  

While not specifically mentioning agent-based modelling or simulation, the early study [71] uses 
a methodology that is very similar. After identifying the likely increasing prevalence of DERs and 
thus consumers that become prosumers in the future power system, the study discusses how 
long-term forecasting of electricity demands and the ability to understand and model prosumer 
behaviour would be an important asset to utility companies for planning future grid extensions. 
The study then proceeds to propose a simulation model that depicts a population of EV owners, 
divided into several groups depending on their characteristics, who drive according to a set of pre-
set scenario-dependent patterns. Aggregated loads on the grid from EV charging are then 
analysed. With its approach of using a population of small, decentral actors with similar 
behavioural logic but different parametric configurations, this study serves as a good example to 
set the stage of how agent-based modelling can be used to assist energy system planning. 

Two other studies, [69] and [70], also use agent-based modelling to investigate consumer 
behaviour in the electricity and heating system, respectively. These studies, however, do not focus 
much on optimal strategies for planning flexibility and DER operations and bidding on an electricity 
market. Instead, the two studies focus on consumers’ decisions on whether to invest and 
participate in DER technologies and programs at all and who they are in terms of characteristics. 

[69] establishes an agent-based simulation model where electricity consumers constitute the 
main agent type. The study analyses the consumption behaviour of these agents based on a 
variety of factors, e.g. how willing they are to invest in energy efficiency, how much they interact 
with other consumers, and how much they interact with the utility company through demand-
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side management programs, etc. The consumers are furthermore divided into four categories, 
each with their own characteristics in terms of electricity consumption, sensibility to electricity 
price changes, etc., according to income groups in Brazil and their respective behaviours.  

Additionally, using a simple agent-based approach, [70] provides an initial investigation of the 
feasibility of small community-driven thermal energy distribution and generation ventures. These 
ventures are subjected to four factors, i.e. neighbourhood size, the minimum required number of 
members, satisfaction factor and drop-out factor, and the impact of these factors on the 
community formation/venture participation is assessed.  

Compared to the previously presented papers, these two studies trade off the level of detail and 
especially the mathematical complexity of the model components by using populations containing 
many agents of the same type but with different simulation parameters, and hence the same 
overall behavioural logic and the patterns that emerge in the overall systems are investigated. 

Rooted in the advanced information and communication technologies that are prevalent in smart 
power systems, [81] constructs an event-based multi-agent system model to aggregate energy 
management resources from multiple prosumer agents in a virtual power plant. This is done by 
abstracting smaller units and their contractual relations into energy resources that are included in 
a hierarchical structure. Furthermore, the study briefly proposes an ontology framework to 
remedy multiple issues that the proposed modelling framework faces.  

Another study that also focuses on the behavioural aspects of the processes found within a single 
actor on the grid [82] instead considers the industrial sector. This study optimises the bidding 
strategy and decisions of a factory that offers demand flexibility to power grid secondary control 
reserve and day-ahead markets by using a multi-integer linear programming model. This study 
also includes a model representation of the German day-ahead electricity market in order to make 
the optimisation possible. Similarly to [58], the two models are then combined into a multi-stage 
stochastic optimisation model that also includes risk management of the adjusting demand 
according to expected market behaviour. 

The methodology proposed by [84] considers an overall hierarchic approach for modelling 
participants in electricity markets by classifying them into two distinct layers: A first layer that 
contains wholesale market players that participate directly in the electricity market. Furthermore, 
a second layer contains agents that offer flexibility from appliances, incl. EVs, to the actors in the 
first layer. Agents from the first layer aggregate information on the flexibility offered by agents in 
the second layer and propose bids on the market accordingly.  

[86] proposes an agent-based control framework for simulating DERs and their power flows in 
electricity microgrids. This framework considers three types of energy resource agents in the 
microgrid: load, source and storage. Furthermore, each of these agent types has a complementary 
agent type that is responsible for controlling the respective energy resource agent to achieve a 
satisfactory level of reliability in the overall microgrid.  

A paper that focuses on establishing a platform for simulation of energy systems [85] proposes a 
supply-demand energy device communication and coordination architecture (PowerMatcher) 
that can be expanded with additional agents, market structures, device types, etc. A notable 
objective of this paper is the applicability of the architecture across a wide range of energy market 
business cases and the possibility for other research teams, as a community, to expand the 
architecture with additional agents that use a standard message exchange system. 
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Also focusing on an agent-based simulation framework and interoperability between multiple 
technologies and actors in an energy setting, [67] proposes a framework that includes a detailed 
representation of residential buildings for thermal demand assessment, multiple DERs, an EMS, 
an electricity resource and flexibility market, and a distribution grid representation.  

2.3.2.3 Data mining, machine learning and clustering 
While the previously presented studies propose and evaluate architectures for smart systems with 
interactions between DER resources, markets and grids, a few of the identified papers instead use 
data mining, machine learning, clustering and classification and similar methodologies to extract 
consumer and prosumer load profiles from large electricity and heat consumption measurement 
datasets. 

The review paper [73] identifies and cross-compares time use surveys that model and describe 
residential electricity consumers’ energy consumption patterns and usage activities in high time 
resolutions. Surveys for different countries are obtained, and the usage patterns are furthermore 
divided into four categories, lighting demand, domestic water heating, space cooling/heating and 
demand-side management. 

These categories are relatively broad and do not consider individual appliance patterns. Perhaps 
with this idea in mind, the authors of the study [74] state that time use surveys are insufficiently 
detailed to model appliances with very small loads in a high time resolution. Instead, the authors 
emphasise the usefulness of bottom-up modelling approaches where the individual system parts 
are explicitly defined, and the behaviour of the overall system is analysed, and their study employs 
a variety of data analysis methodologies to model operation and demand patterns of low-load 
household appliances. These methodologies include discrete-time Markov processes, survival 
analysis, density-based clustering and Monte Carlo simulations. The performances of the 
methodologies are evaluated using a survey dataset containing 2-minutes electricity use 
measurements of multiple UK households. The authors state that the model can be used as a basis 
for future testing of demand-side strategies in systems with residential consumers whose low-
load appliances might offer significant potential for flexibility. 

Another example where the aggregation of low-load appliance demand is ascribed importance, 
[63] proposes a model to generate artificial residential consumption data and corresponding 
profiles. Instead of relying on clustering and machine learning methods of big datasets to produce 
said profiles, this study instead bases the profiles on the expected behaviour of numerous 
common household appliances, which, when aggregated in terms of demands, gives the overall 
household load profile. 85 different appliances are allocated into 9 different categories depending 
on their time, frequency and duration of use and power level pattern. The number of appliances 
of a given category is assigned based on a probabilistic approach, and the same goes for the usage 
patterns of the appliances, where applicable. The study also includes an optimisation algorithm to 
minimise electricity costs based on time-of-use tariffs set by an energy retailer. [75] considers a 
reverse approach to establish profiles. Instead, this study uses monthly electricity consumption 
data for 16560 residential buildings and uses a variety of clustering, classification and optimisation 
methods to establish a model for predicting the electricity consumption of residential buildings in 
an entire region one month ahead. This study does not seem to consider DER at consumers per se 
but rather serves as a base for a better understanding of residential consumption behaviour 
before such schemes and technologies are introduced.  

Also paving the way for later studies of demand-response strategies by offering consumption 
profiles, in this case in the heating sector, [77] generates a set of heat consumption profiles that 
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can be used for establishing and investigating the performance of demand-side management 
strategies and possibly other studies as well, that concern heating demand with storage capacity.  
Finally, [76] classifies different types of electricity consumers according to their behaviour and 
consumption patterns and then determines the different groups’/classes’ proneness to 
participate in demand-response programmes. In this case, a weighted average K-means 
methodology is used for the clustering, while entropy methodology is used for determining and 
weighing decision-making indicators that affect consumers’ willingness to participate in different 
demand-response programs. 

2.3.2.4 Other methodologies 
The literature search yielded a few papers which use other approaches that are either already 
commonly recognised or might be in the future. These are as follows: 

Proposing a simple control algorithm for demand-side management control of residential water 
heating systems, using heat pumps as energy sources, [78] focuses on the use of data-driven 
modelling to train a model to simulate a system with a comprehensive variety of different 
conditions. Two other studies [87, 88] propose the use of the increasingly prevalent blockchain 
technology for providing market platforms for decentralised peer-to-peer trading of electricity 
generation and demand between local participants without the need for a central actor, i.e. a 
common market platform or grid operator. [88] sums up current and possible uses of blockchain 
technology in the energy sector in the EU electricity market but does not propose any modelling 
or simulation experiments to test their proposed solutions. Meanwhile, [87] proposes a 
transactive energy auction model based on the multi-armed bandit problem from machine 
learning for pricing strategy and the blockchain approach for performing the transactions. These 
two papers are noteworthy due to the potential impact blockchain technology might have on 
electricity markets and prosumer behaviour in future energy systems where small prosumers 
possess prominent roles.  

Also contributing to the challenge of coordinating peer-to-peer energy trading between 
prosumers, [62] combines mixed-integer linear programming, agent-based modelling, 
reinforcement learning and neural network learning to model and optimise a population of 
residential prosumers who own multiple different DER appliances and trade their electricity 
resources on a peer-to-peer market. The scope and number of simulation methodologies used in 
this study are too encompassing to reasonably present in this thesis. However, this paper provides 
an interesting example of how the combination of numerous modelling methodologies can be 
used to solve a complex problem in the energy sector, even though it also becomes difficult to 
verify the solution due to its complexity. 

Finishing this review with a relatively early study that considers demand-response as a way of 
alleviating future requirements to the electricity distribution grid, [79] simulates load shifting by 
residential consumers on low-voltage distribution grids and estimates their price responsiveness 
to incentives. This study tries to capture the way residential electricity consumers think and 
respond to demand-response incentives by using fuzzy logic, the only example of this approach 
returned by the literature search.  

2.3.3 Overall Trends 
With the papers read and classified, based on the scope of this study, an overall analysis of the 
papers from the literature search is provided in this section. 
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2.3.3.1 Simulation and modelling methodologies 
By considering the employed modelling and simulation methodologies for a start, it can be 
inferred from Table 5 that optimisation and mathematical programming methodologies are the 
most popularly used among the four groups, having been included as part of the 
modelling/simulation approaches of 20 different papers. In comparison, agent-based 
methodologies have been used in 12 papers, data mining, etc., have been used in 11 papers, while 
only 4 different papers include methodologies in the “none/others” group.  

The relative abundance of optimisation and programming methodology papers might be 
explained by the following two reasons:  

• The category covers a broad range of different sub-methodologies, including linear 
programming, quadratic programming, integer programming, Pareto/multi-objective 
optimisation, stochastic optimisation/programming, etc. Furthermore, many of these 
methodologies are commonly used across many different scientific and engineering fields.  

• The category covers mathematical algorithms that can conveniently be combined with 
other modelling and simulation methods as components of an overall model. 
Furthermore, if the best value solution to some (sub-)problem can be achieved by the 
possible and convenient addition of an optimisation/mathematical programming 
algorithm to a model, the authors of a paper would most likely do that. 

To a certain extent, both reasons also apply to the data mining, etc., group, though the cause of 
the slightly lower number of papers using this set of methodologies is less certain. A suggestion 
could be the possibility that the use of methodologies belonging to this group might have been 
overlooked during the abstract and paper reading process, either by mistake or because it is an 
implicit and therefore not mentioned part of the papers’ methodologies, hence rendering the 
number of papers in this group incorrectly low. 

The relatively uncommon use of agent-based methodologies might be explained by the opposite 
of reason 1. Agent-based modelling, including multi-agent systems/simulation, cover a very 
specific set of methodologies compared to the broader set captured by the 
optimisation/mathematical programming terms. Furthermore, agent-based modelling covers a 
set of more novel and less widespread methodologies that are currently more commonly used 
within domains that naturally feature systems with numerous actors that interact with each other 
and the environment, such as social science, biology and economics. Finally, due to its definition, 
the use of agent-based modelling is delimited to studies that specifically include simulation 
models. 

2.3.3.2 Energy sectors 
Regarding the distribution of papers that consider the three energy sectors, again depicted in 
Table 5, the prevalence of studies that model/simulate systems with residential consumers is by 
far dominant, with 28 papers. In comparison, only 7 papers consider the commercial sector, 5 
papers consider the industrial sector, while no sectors are explicitly stated for 7 papers. This 
distribution is expected due to the small-scale, “distributed” traits that characterise DER and 
prosumer resources. Furthermore, large-scale prosumers, often found in the commercial and 
especially the industrial sectors, are to a larger extent able to coordinate their own internal 
electricity consuming and generating processes and plan their DER bids. Furthermore, the number 
of these prosumers is fewer, and they often possess high-scale electricity demands and DER 
potentials, hence also having a relatively large profit to gain from offering these resources. There 
are more challenges to be solved in the residential sector, which features numerous, often 
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homogenous small prosumers with limited knowledge of the energy system state, whose 
behaviour, for instance, in terms of flexibility and demand-side management programs, has to be 
coordinated through a central agent, a decentral market framework, a cloud-like system 
communication framework, etc., to ensure sufficient benefits to the prosumers and an adequate 
operation of the electricity grid/heating network. 

2.3.3.3 Distributed energy resource technologies 
For the DER technologies in Table 6, it seems that the frequency of papers is quite even between 
the different groups, hence making it difficult to draw any interesting conclusion. However, three 
notable statements can still be made from the table: Firstly, the data mining, etc., group, which 
mainly contains papers that establish load profiles, contains a relatively high number of papers in 
the none/other DER group. Most of the load profile studies, therefore, seem to use operation 
patterns of common household appliances for the profiles, or they do not state which appliances 
or technologies are used to generate the profiles at all.  Secondly, some of the papers, notably 
[60, 62, 68], combine a broad palette of DER technologies in the same models or simulations. 
These papers might prove especially interesting to future research undertakings that aim to model 
or analyse the effects that emerge in complex energy systems which integrate several 
heterogeneous technologies and actors. Finally, and not directly inferred from the table, the 
PV/solar heating groups should possibly have been replaced with the more generic term, “self-
generation”, to include the few cases that also considered systems with wind turbines (these were 
added to the none/other group), and other possible small-scale generation equipment. 

2.3.3.4 Other considerations 
It is important to note that the statistics discussed above are not necessarily representative of the 
actual research volume in the DER/prosumer field. With five different categories and only using 
the primary search terms, the search string is rather restrictive and might very well exclude some 
works of relevancy to the scope of this study. In that regard, it might be interesting to add more 
search terms or even omit one of the search categories. The “decision scope” category might, for 
instance, be a good candidate for removal, as its purpose is at least partially covered by the terms 
in the other categories.  

On another note, an interesting trait revealed by the analysis of the papers is the extent of 
different geographical locations that were used as case studies and/or provided the datasets for 
the models and simulations proposed in the papers. This includes countries such as Australia [57, 
62], Belgium [90],  Brazil [69], Canada [52, 56, 65], France [64], Germany [82], Ghana [91], Italy 
[77, 92], Japan [93], the Netherlands [55, 70, 71, 78], New Zealand [81], Poland [78], Serbia [80], 
Spain [78, 84], Sweden [66], Taiwan [94], Turkey [61], the United Arab Emirates [95], the United 
Kingdom [74, 96], and the United States [53, 58, 60, 67, 75, 97]. A further literature review could 
be conducted to analyse the research focus points and challenges and opportunities faced by the 
respective countries (or more overall regions) in terms of integrating DER and prosumers in the 
energy system.  

Similarly, reviewing and organising the simulation and modelling tools and platforms used in the 
papers might also be a topic of interest for further study. Other aspects that could be added to 
the scope, as well, might, for instance, be whether a bottom-up or top-down approach is used for 
a proposed model or whether a model considers the system from the perspective of prosumers, 
a utility company, other actors or a combination of those. Finally, it should be noted that the 
studies [85-87] focus particularly on establishing simulation frameworks that are modular, 
extensible, combine multiple heterogeneous actors, technologies and systems, or propose 
standardised methodologies for organising relations and communications between agents.   
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3 Methodology 
This chapter presents methodologies that are used in the development of the ABMS framework.  

3.1 Energy Business Ecosystems 
As a precursory task, the developed ABMS framework presented in this thesis builds upon a 
systematic identification of all actors and objects that constitute the system and the relations 
between these. For this purpose, the business ecosystem mapping proposed by [98] and 
employed in the previous work of [10] is used to establish an overview of the system to be 
converted into the proposed simulation framework.  

This section briefly introduces the ecosystem mapping methodology and its purpose and 
summarises the process for the simulated electricity system. As the methodology is not the main 
focus and contribution of this thesis, however, it will only be discussed briefly. Instead, refer to 
[98] for detailed descriptions of the methodology and its applications. 

3.1.1 Concept and Purpose 
Using the methodology presented in [98], actors and objects that constitute the mapped 
ecosystem are identified along with their characteristics and properties. Furthermore, these 
actors and objects assume certain roles in the ecosystem. A particularly important aspect relating 
to the ecosystem is that all relations between actors and objects are based on the roles they 
assume and not on the actors or objects themselves. The roles, therefore, represent how actors 
and objects are perceived by other actors and objects in the system and which responsibilities 
they fulfil in the system. An actor or object can assume multiple roles, and a particular role can be 
assumed by multiple different actors or objects.  

When mapped in the ecosystem, all actors and objects are depicted as boxes, while the roles are 
shown as circles, and a line between actors/objects and roles denotes that they are related. 
Furthermore, all identified interactions that commence between roles in the system (sometimes 
referred to as flows) are classified into five types which are presented in Table 7. These 
interactions are assigned with a direction depending on the direction of the flow. 

A particular advantage of the business ecosystem mapping methodology, and the reason for its 
use in this thesis, is that it takes a similar approach by clearly identifying and delimiting actors and 
objects in the ecosystem and then identifying the interactions that commence between them 
based on their roles. This allows a mapped ecosystem to be converted directly into an agent-based 
framework.  

Table 7: Five types of flows in the business ecosystem [98] 

Type of flow  Description 
Goods (Product & 
Service) 

 The most basic products of an economic system that consist of tangible 
consumable items (products) and tasks performed by individuals (service).  

Monetary value  The amount of value an item or a service has in relation to if I were sold for 
cash to a willing buyer. 

Information  Information is data that has been processed, organized, structured, or 
presented to make it useful in a given context. 

Data  Data is raw, unorganized measurements and facts that need to be processed 
to become useful. 

Intangible value  Intangible value is value created or owned by an individual, company, or 
organization that has no physical form. For example, the goodwill of an 
established business, the value of a trademark, or the ranking of a company 
or university.  
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3.1.2 Mapping of Distributed Energy Resources in a Distribution Grid 
The scope of the mapped ecosystem includes the Danish electricity system. In accordance with 
objective 1 in Section 1.2, the system must include the actors and objects in the electricity 
distribution grid. Objective 2 sets the need for representations of the four DER technologies, EV, 
heat pump, PVs and residential storage batteries, along with their respective equipment required 
to connect them to the electricity grid. Finally, objective 3 requires the inclusion of residential 
prosumers who use the DER appliances and connect the appliances and the distribution grid. 
Furthermore, residential buildings must be included as part of the electricity and heating sector 
integration relating to the heat pump DER. Finally, the actors and objects that constitute the 
overall responsibilities in the electricity system are included to give a sufficiently complete 
representation of the real system and represent the electricity consumption measurement and 
payment flows. Based on the respective reference presented in the last column of Table 8, the 
relevant actors/objects, roles and interactions are summarised in the table and Figure 4. The table 
lists all interactions, organised by roles, while the corresponding ecosystem depiction presented 
in the figure provides a more convenient overview of the system structure and the actors, objects 
and roles. Note that in some cases, interactions are based on an assumption or a finding from the 
background section, as stated in the table. 

 

Figure 4: Ecosystem mapping of the actors, objects and relations in the electricity system that is simulated using the 
developed simulation framework 
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Table 8: Actors, objects, roles and relations in the mapped ecosystem.  

From actor/ 
object From role Interaction 

content Type To role To actor/ 
object Reference 

DataHub Data Platform 

Sends 
consumption 
data, TSO and 
DSO tariffs and 
electricity spot 
prices 

 Electricity Retailer Electricity Supplier [99] 

Distribution 
Grid 

Distribution 
Grid 

Transports 
electricity  Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer Assumption 

DSO 

Data Collector 

Sends metered 
electricity 
consumption and 
settlement data 

 Data Platform DataHub [99] 

Sends 
consumption 
point information 

 Data Platform DataHub [99] 

Maintains and 
operates  Electricity Metering 

Application Electricity Meter [99] 

DSO 

Sends fees and 
tariffs  Data Platform DataHub [99] 

Maintains and 
operates  Distribution Grid Distribution Grid [99] 

Electric Vehicle Electric Vehicle 

Sends battery 
state  Electric Vehicle 

Charging Box 
Electric Vehicle Charging 
Box Assumption 

Sends driving 
schedule  Electric Vehicle 

Charging Box 
Electric Vehicle Charging 
Box Assumption 

Electric Vehicle 
Charging Box 

Electric Vehicle 
Charging Box 

Transports 
electricity  Electric Vehicle Electric Vehicle Section 2.2 

Controls  Electric Vehicle Electric Vehicle Assumption 

Electricity 
Meter 

Electricity 
Metering 
Application 

Sends 
consumption/ 
production  
measurements 

 Data Collector DSO [100] 

Sends 
consumption/ 
production 
measurements 

 Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer [100] 

Electricity 
Supplier 

Electricity 
Retailer 

Sends consumer 
information 
updates 

 Data Platform DataHub [100] 

Pays distribution 
network tariff  DSO DSO [100] 

Sends available 
future electricity 
prices 

 Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Pays for produced 
electricity  Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer [100] 

Pays transmission 
network tariffs  TSO TSO [100] 

Heat Pump Heat Pump 

Controls  Heat Pump Heat Pump Assumption 

Owned and 
operated by  Heat Pump User Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Provides heat  Residential Building Residential Building Section 2.2 

Hybrid Inverter 

Battery Inverter 

Owned and 
operated by  Battery User Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Transports 
electricity  Residential Battery Residential Battery Section 2.2 

Controls  Residential Battery Residential Battery Assumption 

Transports 
electricity  Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer Section 2.2 

Photovoltaic 
Inverter 

Controls  Photovoltaic Roof Photovoltaic Assumption 

Owned and 
operated by  Photovoltaic User Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Transports 
electricity  Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer Section 2.2 

Residential 
Battery 

Residential 
Battery 

Transports 
electricity  Battery Inverter Hybrid Inverter Section 2.2 

Sends battery 
state  Battery Inverter Hybrid Inverter Assumption 
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Owned and 
operated by  Battery User Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Residential 
Building 

Residential 
Building 

Provides current 
temperature 
state 

 Heat Pump Heat Pump Assumption 

Residential 
Prosumer 

Electric Vehicle 
User 

Owns and uses  Electric Vehicle Electric Vehicle Assumption 

Owns and uses  Electric Vehicle 
Charging Box 

Electric Vehicle Charging 
Box Assumption 

Heat Pump User 
Sends comfort 
and operation 
preferences 

 Heat Pump Heat Pump Assumption 

Residential 
Prosumer 

Sends future 
electricity prices  Battery Inverter Hybrid Inverter Assumption 

Transports 
electricity  Distribution Grid Distribution Grid Assumption 

Transports 
electricity  Electric Vehicle 

Charging Box 
Electric Vehicle Charging 
Box Section 2.2 

Sends future 
electricity prices  Electric Vehicle 

Charging Box 
Electric Vehicle Charging 
Box Section 2.2 

Is measured by  Electricity Metering 
Application Electricity Meter [99] 

Has a supply 
contract with  Electricity Retailer Electricity Supplier [100] 

Pays for 
consumed 
electricity, duties, 
tariffs and 
transport 

 Electricity Retailer Electricity Supplier [100] 

Transports 
electricity to  Heat Pump Heat Pump Assumption 

Sends future 
electricity prices  Heat Pump Heat Pump Assumption 

Owns and lives in  Residential Building Residential Building Assumption 

Roof 
Photovoltaic Photovoltaic 

Transports 
electricity  Photovoltaic Inverter Hybrid Inverter Section 2.2 

Transports 
electricity  Photovoltaic Inverter Standard Inverter Section 2.2 

Owned and 
operated by  Photovoltaic User Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Standard 
Inverter 

Photovoltaic 
Inverter 

Controls  Photovoltaic Roof Photovoltaic Assumption 

Owned and 
operated by  Photovoltaic User Residential Prosumer Assumption 

Transports 
electricity  Residential Prosumer Residential Prosumer Section 2.2 

TSO 

Data Platform 
Responsible 

Maintains and 
operates  Data Platform DataHub Assumption 

TSO Sends TSO and 
PSO tariffs  Data Platform DataHub [99] 

 

The established ecosystem with its actors, objects and relations will be represented established in 
the developed ABMS framework, where commonalities will furthermore be identified between 
the roles. As shown in the figure, the system is grouped into three overall sections, which largely 
correspond to research objectives 1 – 3 in Section 1.2. The developed framework will include these 
three sections as separate modules, as presented in Chapter 3. 

It should be noted that the Electricity Grid module in the mapping has been reduced to only 
depicting the distribution as a single actor and role for simplification. Essentially, the module 
consists of a number of grid sub-component objects which are included in the simulation 
framework. All of these are owned and maintained by the DSO actor and transport electricity 
between each other and the residential prosumer actor, hence the simplification.  
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3.2 Innovation Adoption 
3.2.1 Adoption Curve 
The adoption mechanisms that are included in the developed simulation framework to 
represent and analyse the gradual diffusion of DER among residential prosumers are based on 
the book, Diffusion of Innovations [101].  

The book discusses a population of consumers who might adopt an innovation, i.e., a certain 
idea or technology. In the beginning, only a few consumers, referred to as innovators, adopt the 
solution, and the rate steadily increases thereafter. As the market saturates and fewer potential 
consumers remain, the adoption rate gradually decreases until the last consumers, the laggards, 
adopt the innovation. This pattern gives rise to the Figure 5 bell-shaped adoption curve that 
resembles a normal distribution, which is often seen for populations adopting innovations.  

 

Figure 5: Bell-shaped adoption curve and groups of adopters [101] 

As the DER adoption only constitutes part of the research scope and the developed simulation 
framework, the adoption logic is simplified accordingly. DER adoption in the simulated prosumer 
populations will not be complex communication patterns commonly exhibited in social systems 
where the likelihood of a prosumer agent being willing to adopt a DER is affected by the 
environment and other agents. Instead, the adoption of a DER technology in a residential 
prosumer population will follow a predefined adoption function that determines the number of 
DER adoptions with time across the population.  

Figure 5 describes the development in the adoption rate over time while the corresponding 
accumulated number of adoptions over time develops according to a characteristic “S-curve”. 

The logistic growth function, Equation [3], which is sometimes used to model the growth of 
populations with a limited carrying capacity, resembles this S-curve and is hence considered 
appropriate for representing the adoption of DERs in the simulation framework. In the equation, 
P(t) denotes the number of adopted DER appliances at the time t, P0 denotes the starting 
number of appliances, r denotes the adoption rate, and K denotes the maximum number of DER 
appliances that can exist in the system.  

 𝐶𝐶(𝑠𝑠) =
𝐾𝐾

1 + 𝐾𝐾 − 𝐶𝐶0
𝐶𝐶0

∗ 𝑒𝑒−𝑆𝑆∗𝑡𝑡
 [3] 

The values of the parameters are determined for the respective case study systems in Section 
6.1.3.4. 
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3.2.2 Adoption Types in Simulation Framework 
For the particular scenarios and cases presented in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively, three distinct 
types of DER adoption and ownership commence, depending on the circumstances of the case 
study systems. These are as follows: 

• Non-Determined Explicit Adoption (NDEA): This type of adoption is the one gradually 
performed by the population of prosumer agents during the course of a simulation run. The 
order of adoption among the population members is randomly selected, and the adopted 
model type of the considered DER is selected from the list of available model types according 
to the criteria established in Section 4.3.5. Upon adoption, an agent representing the DER (and 
possible complementary appliances) with the chosen model type parameters is initialised. 

• Pre-Determined Explicit Adoption (PDEA): For some prosumers in the real case study systems, 
it is known that they have already adopted a certain model type of a DER at the simulation 
start or will do so at a certain time during the simulation. For each DER technology, a list of 
PDEAs is given as input to the model, which contains all specifications of the adopted DER 
model types, the IDs of the respective adopting prosumers and the time of adoption. These 
lists and their model types are separate from the lists of available DER model types used for 
NDEAs. It should be noted that within this study, all PDEAs commence at the beginning of the 
simulation as no prosumers in the case systems are expected to adopt a specific DER model 
type at a determined time in the future. Similar to the NDEA, PDEA initialises agents to 
represent the DER and complementary appliances upon adoption.  

• Implicit adoption: This type of adoption applies to cases where it is known that a prosumer 
owns a certain DER, but no or only limited information is available regarding the model type 
and operation patterns of the DER; it is only known that it exists. This adoption differs from 
the two other types in the way that the DER is not represented by an agent in the simulation 
model, and the power flows to/from the DER are instead already embedded as part of the 
base power flow measurement dataset. Given this condition, it cannot be determined which 
part of the power flow is caused by the DER, and its power flow and state information are 
therefore not measured separately during a simulation and presented in the outputs. Instead, 
implicit adoption prevents a prosumer from adopting another unit of the same DER appliance, 
avoiding double adoption occurrences, and furthermore impacts the NDEA rate if the growth 
rate depends on the current number of DERs in the system, e.g., for exponential or logistic 
functions. Identification of prosumers with implicit adoption in the case study systems is 
discussed in Section 6.1.3.3.  
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3.3 Agent-Based Modelling and Simulation 
This section gives a brief introduction to the concept of ABMS, which is employed in the 
developed simulation framework. 

Instead of monolithically simulating a system that might consist of numerous actors with 
heterogenous and highly complex behaviour, ABMS uses a bottom-up approach and instead 
simulates a system as a collection of distinct agents with individual behaviour and characteristics. 
The behaviour and patterns that emerge in the overall system due to the actions and interactions 
between the individual agents are then observed. This approach simplifies the simulation and is, 
furthermore, relatively intuitive as the actors in the real system are translated into agent 
counterparts in the simulation, and it is therefore easily discernible which parts of the simulation 
represent which parts of the real system. 

Identification of phenomena or particular behavioural aspects that emerge in the overall system 
but cannot be associated with individual agents or parts that comprise the system is an important 
aspect of the ABMS methodology. 

In addition to the simple and relatively intuitive way of simulating complex systems with 
heterogenous agents and its ability to reveal emergent patterns, the ABMS methodology is well 
suited to simulate non-deterministic systems with actors that have limited knowledge of the 
environment and other actors in the system they are part of. 

An agent in ABMS is, according to [102], defined by the following set of characteristics: 

- Self-containment – An agent is defined as an identifiable individual with clear boundaries.  
- Autonomy – An agent is able to act independently according to a set of internal rules that 

defines its logic and decisions. The agent responds to information received through 
interactions with other agents according to this logic. 

- State – An agent has a set of attributes which define its current condition. The values of 
these attributes, and hence the state of the agent, vary over time. 

- Sociability – An agent can interact and exchange information with other agents and, 
furthermore, perceive and recognise certain properties of these agents. Agents are 
typically part of a topology of relations that defines which agents that interact with each 
other, and this topology might change dynamically over time. 

In some cases, agents might be part of a spatial environment and hence possess a geographical 
attribute as part of their states. The agent might move in the environment, and their spatial state 
might define the relation topology. Furthermore, depending on their logic, agents might act to 
achieve certain goals, adapt and develop over time and assume certain traits of intelligence. These 
characteristics are, however, not part of the core characteristics that define agents in ABMS. 

Agents are defined as types, and multiple agents of the same type might exist during a simulation. 
A simulation might, therefore, include a population of agents of the same type, which all behave 
according to the same logic but differ in their parameters, states and relations to other agents in 
the system. For instance, a household might be located at a specific location in a district, contain 
a family of four persons, and buy electricity from a certain electricity retailer, while another 
household might be located further down the road, contain two persons and receive electricity 
from another retailer. Both agents act according to the logic defined for a household agent type. 
However, they are different in their attributes. 
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There is no requirement for the complexity of an agent, nor are there any requirements for its 
scope and tangibility. For instance, an agent might be a person living in a household with complex 
and active behaviour, or it might be a simple power switch in the house which is passive and only 
responds when it is pressed. It might be a single employee in a company or the company as a 
whole. It might be a charging scheme followed by an EV owner when charging the vehicle, a 
scheme that does not exist physically in the real system but instead as an idea, agreement or piece 
of information.  

Due to this flexibility, a particular challenge lies in determining an appropriate abstraction level of 
the simulation and deciding which parts of the system to be simulated that are represented as 
individual agents. The abstraction level must be appropriate for the purpose of the simulation, as 
too few details might cause an insufficient representation of the system with missing key factors, 
while a too detailed model might cause excess complexity and too many constraints [103]. For 
this thesis, the set of agents in the simulated system and their boundaries have been determined 
systematically by using the business ecosystem mapping methodology presented in Section 3.1. 

3.4 Agent-Based Simulation Software and Tools 
This section briefly presents the simulation software offering ABMS capabilities that have been 
considered for the research presented in this thesis, along with the process that went into making 
this choice.  

3.4.1 Criteria to be Fulfilled 
Given the research aims and methodologies proposed in the previous chapters, the simulation 
software must, as far as possible, support the following list of features and capabilities: 

• Be capable of efficiently simulating large agent populations, typically containing a few 
hundred agents of heterogeneous and relatively complex agent types. 

• Be based on a commonly applied object-oriented programming language for the possible 
migration of the simulation framework to other platforms. 

• Include basic geographical/spatial features, e.g., GIS integration, for representation of the 
electricity distribution system and residential prosumer locations. 

• Include system dynamics modelling methodologies to represent electricity charging and 
space heating states. 

• Include discrete event simulation modelling methodologies to model actions of agents in 
response to a fulfilled condition or received message. 

• Allow convenient visualisation of results during simulation runs and exportation of 
outputs for subsequent analysis. 

• Preferably include a 2D visualisation of the agents and their states during simulation runs, 
partially for presentation purposes and partially to facilitate bug testing and resolving. 

• Preferably allow multiple scenarios to be set up and run effortlessly, employing 
multithreading to run multiple scenario simulations simultaneously. 

• Include a sufficient volume of documentation and, preferably, tutorial/training material. 
• Be recently or actively developed and maintained to ensure the platform novelty and 

possible future use for simulation model development. 

3.4.2 Identification of Available Tools 
Rather than performing an extensive search for agent-based simulation and modelling tools and 
platforms, the choice of tool used for the research performed for this thesis is based on existing 
lists already found in the literature. 
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A comprehensive review of software that exists in the agent-based modelling field has been 
conducted in [104] and is used as a basis for the considerations regarding the choice of simulation 
software that is presented here. The review identifies 85 software tools, some of which are 
regularly updated today, and some of which are no longer maintained, incomplete or both. It 
should be noted that the review was authored in 2017 and that new tools might have emerged, 
and existing tools might have been updated since then. 

The review arranges these tools according to a set of criteria, and this arrangement has been 
employed to identify the tools that are most appropriate for the domain and scope modelled for 
this research.  

Firstly, the review groups the tools according to the domains and purposes they have been applied 
for in past modelling projects. Systems in the particular group of domains, Social & natural 
sciences, Dynamic computational Systems, Business, Marketing, Economics, Ecology, Healthcare, 
Planning & Scheduling, Enterprise and organisational behaviour, Traffic Situations (avoidance of 
traffic jams, light control, route choice) have been modelled using approximately 60 of the 
identified tools. Given the business ecosystem approach taken by the research performed in this 
thesis, this group is considered relevant for the choice of tool.  

Secondly, the review organises the tools by their scalability, ease of use and learning curve. While 
the learning curve has been considered less important in the choice of tool, it was considered 
necessary to use a tool with a relatively high level of scalability, designed to simulate large systems 
with multiple heterogeneous agent types and complex interactions.  

Based on these criteria, the 85 tools have been filtered down to the 25 that are included in Table 
9. 

Table 9: List of agent-based software tools that might be suitable for business ecosystems and have a high level of 
scalability [104]. 

Scalability\learning 
curve Simple Moderate Complex 

Extreme   

• MATSim 
• PDES-MAS 
• Repast HPC 
• Swarm 

High • SeSAm 

• AnyLogic 
• AOR 

Simulation 
• CybelePro 
• FLAME 
• LSD  
• MASS 
• Pandora 
• UrbanSim 

• Brahms 
• Echo 
• HLA_Agent 
• HLA_RePast 
• Repast-

J/Repast-3 
• Repast 

Simphony 

Upper medium • NetLogo  

• Ascape 
• GAMA 
• SimEvents 

(Simulink) 
• Simio 
• Simul8 

• MASON  
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Another reduction is necessary to identify the few most suitable tools. As previously stated, some 
of the listed tools have not been updated for more than a decade. In order to conveniently filter 
out those entries, a second comprehensive review of agent-based simulation software tools [105] 
has been included in the software decision. This review includes a list of tools that are no longer 
considered to be under development, grouped by the decade where they were last updated. In 
order to verify that these tools are, indeed, still inactive, an internet search was performed to 
determine the state of the individual tool on the list in the review before it was omitted from 
consideration for this research.  

Additionally, [105] orders the tools into general purpose and special purpose platforms and 
furthermore includes a set of specific purpose sub-group for the special purpose group. None of 
these specific purposes is directly relatable to the research of this thesis (one group relates to 
ecosystems, but that is from a biological perspective). A general-purpose platform is therefore 
considered the most suitable. Entries in Table 9 that are not found in classified as general-purpose 
platforms group are disregarded as well. 

After filtering for these two conditions, the following list of software remains:  

• AnyLogic 
• FLAME 
• GAMA 
• MASON 
• MASS 
• Repast (HPC, J & Simphony) 
• SeSAm 
• SimEvents (Simulink) 
• Simio 
• Simul8 

Each of these tools is examined further to identify its advantages and possible disadvantages, and 
they are given brief descriptions in the following subsections. 

3.4.2.1 AnyLogic 
AnyLogic [106] offers a versatile agent-based simulation platform that is not specialised for any 
specific sciences and system domains. Apart from the agent-based approach, AnyLogic brings in 
elements from event-driven and system dynamics modelling methodologies. Furthermore, the 
platform supports spatial simulation of agents in a GIS setting, a feature that is necessary to 
represent the grid topology in a simulation model of the electricity distribution grid. Finally, 
AnyLogic provides a convenient graphical user interface and visualisation during simulation 
runtime to allow visual inspection of agents and their contents during simulation runtime. 
AnyLogic is based on Java and is commercially available along with a free limited version.  

3.4.2.2 FLAME 
Flexible Large-scale Agent Modelling Environment (FLAME) [107] is a flexible and generic agent-
based modelling platform. It relies on synchronous messages sent between agents, and based on 
definitions of agents, environments, and messages, it compiles the model into an application that 
can be run on a wide variety of computer systems. It is noteworthy that the research projects and 
news on the official website regarding the platform have not been updated since 2014, although 
the platform seems to have been used for more recent projects, especially in conjunction with the 
FLAME GPU extension [108]. Use cases for the platform include biological systems, pedestrian 
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movements and economic system modelling. It is based on C and C++, is open source and is 
available as freeware.  

3.4.2.3 GAMA 
GIS Agent-based Modelling Architecture (GAMA) [109] is a simulation platform that is designed 
for the creation of agent-based simulation models where spatial properties are essential. As the 
name suggests, the platform includes features for using geographical data, notably GIS data, in 
the modelling. It is, therefore, suitable for simulation of transportation, urban planning, 
pedestrian movement and logistics systems. GAMA is widely used by researchers in these fields, 
and the platform is actively developed, maintained and documented by a significant community. 
It is, furthermore, well supported by tutorials and courses for getting introduced to the platform. 
GAMA uses a custom language, GAML, and it is open source and available as freeware.  

3.4.2.4 MASON 
MASON [110] is a simulation platform that is specifically designed to support large numbers of 
agents and is hence suitable for domains that include numerous entities of relatively low 
complexity, e.g., biological systems, swarm robotics, complexity science, etc. It is not domain-
specific and is therefore suitable for many different domains and simulation problems. The 
platform comes with 2D and 3D visualisation tools, and a GIS plugin allows geographical 
visualisations as well. MASON is based on Java. It is open source and available for free. 

3.4.2.5 MASS 
The Multi-Agent Spatial Simulation (MASS) [111] platform is specifically designed to handle 
simulations on a massive scale which must be executed by multiple machines through 
parallelisation. The platform is suitable for simulations on climate change, biological systems, 
influenza epidemics and similar domains. MASS is based on Java and C++. It is open source and 
available for free. 

3.4.2.6 Repast 
Repast [112] is an agent-based simulation suite that, as suggested by [104] and Table 9, consists 
of multiple distinct platforms, each specialised for specific domains and simulation problem scales. 
Repast Simphony (previously Repast J/3) is designed to be easy to learn, interactive and used for 
projects that require smaller-scale computation capabilities. On the other end of the scale, Repast 
High-Performance Computing (HPC) is more advanced, lightweight and designed for simulation of 
large-scale systems using clustered computing or supercomputers. Repast supports GIS 
integration, comes with a highly developed GUI (for Simphony), provides 2D and 3D simulation 
visualisation capabilities and supports integration with external data analysis tools, such as R. The 
platform furthermore features state chart implementation for intuitive representation of agent 
states. Finally, Repast comes with extensive documentation and tutorials and has a team of 
developers who actively develop and maintain the platform. Repast is based on Java, C++ and 
Python. It is open source and available for free.  

3.4.2.7 SeSAm 
The official link to the SeSAm platform is unresponsive [113], and available information is 
therefore limited. This tool has therefore been disregarded in the subsequent choice process. 

3.4.2.8 SimEvents 
SimEvents [114] is part of the Matlab/Simulink suite and provides a time-based/event-driven 
hybrid platform for ABMS. SimEvents is particularly suitable for designing communications 
systems, electronic hardware, supply chains and manufacturing processes. However, its use is not 
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limited to these domains. The platform provides a visual block and statechart-based GUI for 
developing the simulation models as well as extensive results visualisation capabilities. A notable 
advantage of SimEvents offers, which stems from the block-driven approach the platform 
employs, is the convenient reusability of libraries and system components. Due to its part of the 
Matlab suite, the platform possesses extensive documentation and tutorial resources and 
integration with other modules of the suite that can perform further analysis of data related to 
the modelled system. SimEvents is based on a custom language, StateFlow/Simscape, and is 
commercially available. 

3.4.2.9 Simio 
Simio [115] is notable for its 100 % GUI-based development environment, eliminating the need 
for programming when developing agent-based models. Instead, the developer combines objects 
in 2D and 3D by placing them in the environment during model development. Simio is applied to 
a wide range of domains, and the platform supports agent-based, discrete event and system 
dynamics modelling capabilities. Due to its non-programming aspect, it comes with a 
comprehensive set of documentation and tutorial resources. Simio is commercially available. 

3.4.2.10 Simul8 
Simul8 [116] is a general-purpose agent-based modelling platform that is applicable for a wide 
range of domains and problems. Simul8 provides a GUI for model development in conjunction 
with programming and, furthermore, supports development directly in a web browser. The 
platform includes agent-based, discrete event and system dynamics modelling capabilities, and it 
also provides features to quickly test different scenarios and perform optimisations using the 
agent-based simulation models. It furthermore comes with 2D visualisations of the agents and 
elements in the model during simulation runs. As with the other commercial platforms, Simul8 
comes with comprehensive documentation and tutorial resources. Besides the GUI editor, Sim8 is 
based on Python and R and is commercially available.  

3.4.3 Choice of Tool 
Given the capabilities and features of the identified and examined tools, it is considered that 
AnyLogic, Repast Simphony and Simul8 are the tools that best fulfil the required criteria. Of the 
three, the university version of the AnyLogic platform was chosen as it fulfils or partially fulfils all 
of the criteria. It should be noted that AnyLogic comes with predefined objects and features that 
are customised for modelling specific types of domains and environments, e.g., production 
process lines, pedestrian logistics and transportation systems. The simulation modelling 
conducted for the research presented in this thesis does not employ any of these packages.  

On a final note, regarding the choice of the agent-based modelling tool, even though the range of 
available tools has expanded significantly over the past two decades, there is no one-fits-all tool. 
Each tool comes with a specific set of advantages and disadvantages that might make it 
appropriate for a special purpose, domain or scalability level, as [104] discusses. However, 
multiple tools might be well suited for the same modelling problem, and alternative tools might 
have been employed instead with a similar research outcome. Furthermore, the list of software 
tools and platforms included in [104, 105] and considered in this section is not necessarily 
complete, and there might be other, especially recently developed, potentially suitable tools in 
existence.  
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4 DERInGrid Simulation Framework  
This chapter presents the DERInGrid simulation framework that has been developed to simulate 
DERs in electricity distribution grids. Given the purpose, the framework has been given the name 
DERInGrid and will be referred to as so through the rest of the thesis. 

The chapter initially discusses how the business ecosystem from Section 3.1 is converted into the 
agent-based simulation framework. It then presents some terminology needed to understand the 
framework and finally presents the content of the three modules that constitute the framework. 
These modules are separated according to their organisation in the real system, which is mapped 
in the ecosystem depicted in Figure 4. The modules are as follows: 

- DER 
- Electricity Grid 
- System Integration (and Residential Prosumer) 

The Electricity Grid module contains all agents and interfaces that represent parts of the electricity 
distribution grid, from the electricity consumer connection point and upwards to the transformer. 
The DER module covers all agents and interfaces that represent DER appliances and their 
complementary equipment. Finally, the System Integration module includes agents and interfaces 
that represent the electricity prosumer, their buildings, and the central actors in the electricity 
system, e.g., DSO and electricity retailer.  As depicted in the figure, the System Integration 
maintains the connection between the DER agents and the electricity grid agents in the system. 
Finally, the Environment and Utility part, which is not one of the three modules, covers the 
technical parts of the simulation, including management of parameter input and export of 
outputs, scenario settings, user interface and simulation engine, i.e., AnyLogic. This part is not 
crucial to the framework, and only a developed user interface and the structure of input and 
output information and data are covered for this part in Sections 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. 

 

Figure 6: The three modules of the DERInGrid simulation framework.  

4.1 Conversion from Ecosystem to Agent-Based Framework 
The combination of employing agent-based modelling and mapping the modelled system as a 
business ecosystem comes with the convenience that the elements from the ecosystem can be 
directly converted into counterparts in the agent-based simulation framework. The conversion of 
the respective ecosystem elements is presented in Table 10. 
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As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, it is important to state that the conversion process is based on the 
methodology established in the previous work presented in [10]. 2 

Table 10. Translation of ecosystem elements into the agent-based modelling framework 

Ecosystem element Agent-based modelling element 
Role Interface 
Actor/object Agent type 
Interaction Interface method 

 

The interface concept from object-oriented programming is considered a convenient way to 
represent roles in simulation models. Interfaces directly represent roles and come with sets of 
defined methods. Each method is given a name, an ordered set of expected inputs with types, and 
an output/return type. Interface methods represent the requests that agent types implementing 
the interface are expected to accept and handle as part of maintaining the corresponding role. 
These methods come without bodies, i.e., without any specified actions that must be performed 
when a request is handled. The method bodies are instead defined within the individual agent 
types, and thereby different agent types that implement the same interface might act differently 
to a certain request. The format of input information that must be provided and the format of the 
information that is returned, if any, are therefore the only properties visible to other agents that 
make requests through interface methods.  

Agents are completely unable to access and affect other agents unless these interactions are 
performed through the roles of the agents. This approach reflects the fact that actors in the real 
world typically possess little knowledge of other actors’ roles, except the ones who are relevant 
to them.  

After the empty interfaces have been defined, they need to be assigned sets of methods that 
represent the requests they can receive from other interface roles. The methods of an interface 
are based on the flows in the ecosystem architecture that go into or out of the role represented 
by the interface. It should be noted, however, that the ecosystem architecture depicts flows and 
not interactions. Every flow comprises one to several different interactions that reflect procedures 
that commence between the real system roles. For instance, the exchange of electricity might 
encompass power requests, establishments, modifications and terminations of supply contracts, 
physical conditions such as failures, voltage fluctuations and maintenance, and many other 
interactions. The information on the energy ecosystem determines the scope and which 
interactions are relevant, and this should be reflected in the set of methods that are defined to 
represent the flows for each interface. 

Furthermore, due to the requirement that not only the agent handling a request but also the agent 
making the request must assume a certain role, every interface method defined in the model must 
include an input parameter, callerRef, of the interface type corresponding to the role attained by 
agents expected to call that method. This ensures that agents that should not be able to call the 
method cannot access it without the simulation engine throwing an exception.  

Usually, interfaces for different roles feature methods with identical signatures, i.e., name and 
input argument types of the method, and purposes, because there are some commonalities 
between their role counterparts. The interfaces hence share some functionalities that can be 

 
2 This section is reproduced from [10] ibid. with permission from Springer Nature. 
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covered by a common super-interface, the framework interface. Furthermore, a single interface 
might feature multiple versions of the same method with different callerRef argument types. The 
number of versions can be reduced by convening the calling interface types under a common 
super-interface that reflects their similarities. Creating framework role interfaces has the 
following purposes and potential contributions they can provide to agent-based modelling of 
energy systems: 

• Simplification: Duplicates of the same method across multiple roles and within the same 
role, the latter to allow access from multiple different interfaces, can be reduced to one 
item. 

• Reusability: Framework role interfaces represent generalized roles in the domain of which 
the energy ecosystem is a part. These interfaces can be applied to roles with the same 
properties across different ecosystems and simulation models.  

• Standardization of concepts: Using the same framework role interface for all roles that 
perform a certain task or service ensures that this service remains consistent across all 
domain interfaces that provide it and all ecosystems where it appears. 

The activity performed in this sub-step moves certain methods from the domain role interfaces 
into separate framework role interfaces that are extended by the former. In some cases, 
framework role interfaces themselves might also feature similarities that can produce new 
framework role super-interfaces, thus forming a multi-layered hierarchy of interfaces. It is difficult 
to establish a definite guideline that describes when a framework role interface is warranted. 
However, when creating framework role interfaces based on domain role interfaces and their 
methods, the following requirements should be fulfilled:  

Methods from domain role interfaces that are moved into the same framework interface must 
feature similarity (not necessarily equality) in name, arguments, and purpose. There might be 
small differences between the methods, e.g., the exact name or the input arguments ordering, 
and these differences are eliminated when the methods become one in the framework role 
interface, thus standardizing the method.  

A framework role interface must assume a physical or virtual identity that is rational in the context 
of the modelled domain and which can be named accordingly. For instance, TSO and DSO domain 
role interfaces might both feature similar methods for grid maintenance and tariff updates. 
However, these consider unrelated tasks that cannot be combined into one framework role 
interface with a reasonable identity and name.  

With the interfaces and corresponding interaction methods in place, the content of the agent 
types that relate to their position in the system can be created. For the conversion of actors into 
agent types in the simulation framework, like the energy ecosystem role to domain interface 
conversion, actors/objects from the energy ecosystem are defined as agent types in the simulation 
framework in a one-to-one manner. Therefore, for each actor or object in the energy ecosystem, 
one agent type is created, using the same name as the actor/object (without spaces).  

Subsequently, the defined agent types are set to implement the respective domain interface, 
again according to the ecosystem map. This activity implicates that the methods in the 
implemented interfaces must be defined as part of the contents in the agent types. While the 
signatures of these methods must match the interface methods, the method bodies, i.e., the code 
that is activated and the corresponding actions performed, are part of the agent type definition 
and is hence independent of the interface. This means that two agent types that implement the 
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same interface might respond differently to the same interface method call (the input argument 
types and type of the returned values are still identical, though). It is, once again, emphasised that 
the interface methods constitute the only way to interact with the defined agent types. 

After the agent types have been defined, populations are added to the simulation environment in 
order for agent instances to be created. Instances of agent types are stored in designated fields 
(or containers), which can either be variables that can only contain a single agent or collections 
that can contain populations of agents of the same type. These fields are parts of agent type 
definitions of other agent types, and hence agents are embedded in container elements in other 
agents in a structure with the environment agent (sometimes called Main) as the highest-levelled 
agent. This means that an agent type might be embedded in multiple other agent types. The agent 
type hierarchy must be based on the ecosystem architecture, and intangible interactions such as 
“owns” or “uses” in the architecture typically denote situations where an agent type, due to its 
maintained role, embeds instances of another agent type in an ownership relation. Hence, even 
though the agent hierarchy is per se based on agent types, it still must follow the role-relation 
requirement, i.e., an agent type should only be embedded in another agent type if the roles of the 
two types warrant it. Note that composition is used as the association relation between owner 
and children. Hence if an agent is destroyed, its embedded agents are destroyed too.  

Finally, before agents can interact with other agents based on the interfaces they implement, they 
must be able to access the other agents through references. For this purpose, fields, i.e., variables 
or collections, are used introduced as part of an agent type definition to store references to other 
agents. The type of a reference field is set to the interface type of the agents whose references 
will be stored in the field. This way, the field and its stored references can only be used to call 
methods at other agents that are part of the designated interface (and corresponding role), while 
objects corresponding to other interfaces and roles in these agents cannot be accessed using the 
field. As a result, the connection and perception between agents is based on interfaces and roles 
rather than agent types. Furthermore, using the fields, it is possible for an agent to connect only 
to the agents that it needs to have a connection to, for instance, a set of agents in a population 
that fulfil a certain criterion while disregarding the rest. This reduces the risk that undesired 
connections are established between agents. 

To make it clear which parts of the agent type content correspond to which interface (including 
framework interfaces), the structure of the boxes in Figure 7 is applied for all agent types defined 
in AnyLogic. The fields of each box contain elements that are grouped as follows: 

- Interface methods/public objects: All elements that can be accessed by other agents. 
Given the use of interfaces, all elements in this field are interface methods. 

- Private objects: Elements that can only be accessed by the agent that contains them and 
which do not belong in the two groups below. This field typically contains most of the 
content that defines the logic of an agent type. 

- Input parameters/datasets: Parameters that can be set by an external agent when the 
agent is instanced. The values of these parameters are the ones that can be varied 
between simulation scenarios. 

- Reference fields: Fields that contain references to other agents. These fields use interface 
types and are used by the agent to interact with other agents. 
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Figure 7: Structure of agent type contents defined in AnyLogic. Each box corresponds to an implemented or extended 
interface, and the coloured fields in each box contain elements grouped by their purpose and accessibility. 

4.2 Framework Terminology 
All descriptions in the following sections refer to the respective agents as agent types and agent 
instances when they are covered in the respective sections. Again, as previously stated, the 
interface (or role) forms the base for interactions, not the agent type itself, and hence, the 
interfaces for the respective framework modules are of particular focus in the following sections.   

In order to avoid confusion between the different classes and elements that constitute the 
framework, the following typographies are used for the descriptions: 

- Interface 
- Agent type 
- Agent instance 

Furthermore, all interfaces are referred to with the I_ prefix. Some agent types and interfaces 
share similar names, and this notation allows to determine whether an interface or an agent type 
is referred to. It should furthermore be noted that the term, interface agent, refers to an 
unspecified agent that implements the discussed interface. In some cases, the term agent follows 
the name of an interface, and this means the same as well. 
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To give an example, the section describing the logic of the ResidentialProsumer agent type 
covers the contents that define this particular agent type. However, the agent type has an 
ownership relation with multiple agents that implement the I_DEREquipment interface, and to 
the ResidentialProsumer, this relation and the interaction with these agents are the same 
regardless of the agent type that implements the interface, e.g., whether it is an 
ElectricVehicle, HeatPump, or an agent type that will be added to a future version of the 
simulation framework. 

The interfaces are separated into two groups: 

• Domain interface: This group comprises interfaces that directly correspond to roles in the 
ecosystem mapping. They are usually very specific to the ecosystem domain and closely 
related to the actors/objects, and are implemented by corresponding agent types in the 
simulation framework. 

• Framework interface: This group comprises interfaces that are part of the simulation 
framework implementation but do not appear in the ecosystem mapping. They are 
extended by one or more other interfaces as they capture commonalities between other 
interfaces and facilitate flexible communication and relations structure and usability of 
content between agent types. 

Agents can either implement an interface directly by implementing it specifically as part of its 
definition (typical for domain interfaces) or indirectly by implementing another interface that 
extends this interface (typical for framework interfaces).  

For each subsection covering an interface in the simulation framework, the following structure is 
used to summarise its most important aspects: 

• Definition and purpose: The definition boundaries of the interface and the reasons why 
the interface has been included in the simulation framework. 

• Relations to other interfaces: Discussion of other interfaces extending, being extended by, 
or being closely related to the described interface.  

• Methods for interactions: Brief overview of the specific interactions that can be 
performed with the interface, given its methods. This sometimes includes underlying logic 
that is not part of the interface itself but is intended to be commonly included with it. 

It should also be noted that all descriptions provided in this chapter relate to the system and 
functionalities currently included in the simulation framework. If the scope of the system is 
expanded at a later stage, new methods and implied connections can be readily added to the 
existing interfaces. 

Finally, it should be noted that multiple figures in this chapter use UML notation to describe the 
relationship between agent types and interface classes in the model. Particularly, extension and 
implementation associations are prominently featured in the presentation of the simulation 
framework. Implementation refers to interfaces that assume certain interface and their types.  
Extension refers to interfaces that assume the properties and include methods from other 
interfaces. The arrows used for this notation are presented in Figure 8. With an extension 
association, the interface at the arrow base includes all methods and types of the interface at the 
arrowhead. With implementation, the agent type at the arrow base includes all methods and 
types of the interface at the arrowhead and all interfaces this extends.  
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Figure 8: Denotation for extension and implementation 

4.3 Distributed Energy Resource Module 
This section describes the DERs that are included in the DERInGrid simulation framework. The 
DERs are categorised according to any identified similarities and, by extension, commonalities 
they possess between each other. These commonalities might arise from certain technical 
properties, services, or roles that the DERs provide. Identifying these commonalities allows the 
establishment of simulation-specific interfaces to enable code and concept parts that can be 
reused between existing simulation framework DER representations as well as future extensions, 
thus saving effort in terms of implementing and documenting these DERs. The DERs are grouped 
into three different categories: Consumer for technologies with a uni-directional electrical load 
flow, Producer for technologies with a uni-directional electrical generation flow, and Prosumer for 
technologies with a bi-directional electrical flow. Four DER technologies are investigated in this 
research, as shown in Table 11. For EVs, only Grid-to-Vehicle is considered as Vehicle-to-Grid is 
similar to a battery.  

The DER technologies, except for the Heat pump, come with complementary equipment that they 
must connect to in order to operate correctly. These are discussed here as well. 

Table 11: DER categories and DER cases investigated in the research 

DER Category DER case 
Consumer EV 

Heat pump 
Producer PV 
Prosumer Residential battery 

 

4.3.1 Overview of Interfaces 
This section describes the interfaces relating to the DER with their complementary equipment 
(e.g., inverters) and the agent types implementing them.  

An overview of the DER interfaces is given in Table 12, and the hierarchy of interfaces extending 
each other and agent types implementing them is shown in Figure 9. The table and figure 
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distinguish between framework and domain interfaces. Furthermore, brief descriptions of the 
respective interfaces are provided in the following subsections that are referred to in the table. 

Table 12: List of domain and framework interfaces that are directly or indirectly implemented by DER and 
complementary appliances agent types. 

Ecosystem 
role name Interface name Directly implementing 

agent types Extends interfaces 

Domain interfaces 
Battery I_Battery ResidentialBattery I_DEREquipment 

I_ElectricityStorage 

Battery 
Inverter 

I_BatteryInverter HybridInverter 
I_ControlForConsuming 
I_ControlForProducing 
I_ElectricityConverter 

Electric 
Vehicle 

I_ElectricVehicle ElectricVehicle 
I_DEREquipment 
I_ElectricityLoad 
I_ElectricityStorage 

Electric 
Vehicle 
Charging Box 

I_EVChargingBox EVChargingBox I_ControlForConsuming 
I_ElectricityNode 

Heat Pump I_HeatPump HeatPump 

I_ControlForConsuming 
I_DEREquipment 
I_ElectricityLoad 
I_HeatingSource 

Photovoltaic I_Photovoltaic RoofPhotovoltaic I_DEREquipment 
I_ElectricitySource 

Photovoltaic 
Inverter 

I_PhotovoltaicInverter HybridInverter 
StandardInverter 

I_ControlForProducing 
I_ElectricityConverter 

Framework interfaces 
Appliance I_Appliance N/A I_ElectricityObject 

Control 
Device 

I_ControlDevice N/A I_Appliance 

Control for 
Consuming 

I_ControlForConsuming N/A I_ControlDevice 

Control for 
Producing 

I_ControlForProducing N/A I_ControlDevice 

Distributed 
Energy 
Resource 
Equipment 

I_DEREquipment N/A I_Appliance 
I_ElectricityEndPoint 

Electricity 
Converter 

I_ElectricityConverter N/A I_Appliance 
I_ElectricityNode 

Electricity End 
Point 

I_ElectricityEndPoint N/A I_ElectricityObject 

Electricity 
Load 

I_ElectricityLoad N/A I_ElectricityEndPoint 

Electricity 
Node 

I_ElectricityNode N/A I_ElectricityObject 

Electricity 
Object 

I_ElectricityObject N/A None 

Electricity 
Source 

I_ElectricitySource N/A I_ElectricityEndPoint 

Electricity 
Storage 

I_ElectricityStorage N/A 
I_Appliance 
I_ElectricityLoad 
I_ElectricitySource 

Heating 
Source 

I_HeatingSource N/A None 
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Figure 9: Hierarchy of agent types and interfaces implementing and extending each other. The white interface boxes 
represent framework interfaces, the grey interface boxes represent domain interfaces, and the bottom boxes represent 
agent types. 

4.3.2 Electricity System Connection and Control  
Before describing the individual framework interfaces, there is one overall structure that applies 
to all objects that serve as I_ElectricitySources and/or I_ElectricityLoads, both being 
commonly represented as I_ElectricityEndPoints. Before an I_ElectricityEndPoint 
interface agent can operate properly, it must fulfil the following two requirements, which are also 
illustrated in Figure 10: 

• It must be connected to an agent implementing the I_ElectricityNode interface or 
another interface that extends the I_ElectricityNode interface. This agent provides 
the physical transportation of electricity to/from the electricity system. 

• The I_ElectricityEndPoint interface specifies all logic that relates to operational 
characteristics and boundaries, but it does not itself decide when it should operate or not. 
These decisions must instead be performed by an agent that implements the 
I_ControlDevice interface (this is sometimes the same agent that implements the 
I_ElectricityEndPoint) that decides when electricity is transported from/to the 
I_ElectricityEndPoint agent. The I_ElectricityEndPoint agent must 
therefore connect to an agent implementing that interface.  
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The I_ControlDevice/I_ElectricityEndPoint relation is further specified to the 
I_ControlForProducing/I_ElectricitySource  
or I_ControlForConsuming/I_ElectricityLoad interface pairs, depending on whether 
electricity generation or load is controlled, respectively. The Electricity Node interface is used for 
electricity transportation in all circumstances. 

 

Figure 10: Framework for connection and operation control of electricity consuming or producing appliances  

It is important to mention that the interfaces depicted in Figure 10 are the basic interfaces that 
fulfil these tasks. In many cases, connections between a power use agent, a power control agent, 
and a power connection agent are established between interfaces that extend interfaces from the 
three groups in Figure 10. These more specific interfaces are often domain interfaces and add 
more specific methods for the connection and control relations that correspond to the domain.  

For instance, in the case of EVs, the I_ElectricVehicle domain interface acts as an interface 
in the power use group by extending the I_ElectricityLoad interface through the 
I_ElectricityStorage interface. However, it cannot be controlled by any unspecified 
I_ControlForConsuming object; the power control must be an object of the 
I_EVChargingBox interface, which extends the I_ControlForConsuming interface. The 
same goes for the power connection, which must also be provided by the I_EVChargingBox 
interface, which extends the I_ElectricityNode interface as well. The I_EVChargingBox 
and I_ElectricityVehicle interfaces extend on the base relation between the power control 
and power use tasks with additional methods and logic that add more complex and domain-
specific interactions between the two interfaces. For instance, the I_EVChargingBox can 
acquire driving schedule and battery information from the I_ElectricVehicle and plan and 
control the power flow accordingly. 

Following the framework stated above, the relationship requirements between the interfaces in 
the simulation framework are shown in Figure 11. Note that the arrows do not represent UML 
implementation and extension in this figure. 
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Figure 11: Required connection and control relations between interfaces in the simulation framework 

4.3.3 Domain Interfaces 
The list of domain interfaces in the simulation framework comprises the following: 

• I_Battery (Residential Battery) 
• I_BatteryInverter (Battery Inverter) 
• I_ElectricVehicle (Electric Vehicle) 
• I_EVChargingBox (Electric Vehicle Charging Box) 
• I_HeatPump (Heat Pump) 
• I_Photovoltaic (Photovoltaic) 
• I_PhotovoltaicInverter (Photovoltaic Inverter) 

4.3.3.1 I_Battery 
Definition and purpose 

The I_Battery interface represents stationary batteries that are owned by electricity prosumers 
and installed in the electricity system for the temporary storage of electricity by charging and 
discharging from the electricity system.  
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Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

Due to its purpose of storing energy in the electricity system, the I_Battery interface extends 
the I_ElectricityStorage interface. It furthermore is part of the DER palette and hence 
extends the I_DEREquipment interface. 

The battery must be physically connected to the electricity system and controlled by an agent 
implementing a dedicated I_BatteryInverter domain interface and hence has a significant 
relation to this interface. 

Agent types that implement the Battery interface include the ResidentialBattery. 

Methods for interactions 

The Battery interface contains a method for the owning I_ApplianceOwner interface agent to 
establish a connection to an I_BatteryInverter interface agent. Apart from that, most 
methods from the I_ElectricityStorage interface are used for its interactions.  

4.3.3.2 I_BatteryInverter 
Definition and purpose 

The I_BatteryInverter interface represents inverter equipment that is needed to physically 
connect I_Battery interface agents to the electricity system and control the charging and 
discharging of those.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

Maintaining the physical connection and controlling the charging and discharging, the 
I_BatteryInverter interface has a significant relation and constitutes the complementary 
appliance domain interface to the I_Battery interface. 

The I_BatteryInverter interface maintains control of both charging (consumption) of and 
discharging (production) from an I_Battery interface agent and hence extends the 
I_ControlForConsuming and I_ControlForProducing interfaces. Furthermore, as the 
I_BatteryInverter interface assumes a physical connection point that converts the power 
from the electricity system to DC and vice-versa, the I_BatteryInverter interface extends the 
I_ElectricityConverter interface. 

Agent types that implement the I_BatteryInverter interface include the HybridInverter. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_BatteryInverter interface contains a method for the owning I_ApplianceOwner 
interface agent to establish a connection to an I_Battery interface agent.  
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4.3.3.3 I_ElectricVehicle 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricVehicle interface represents vehicles powered by electricity that is stored on 
an onboard battery. These vehicles are used for transportation by EV users and are recharged by 
designated charging box equipment. In the simulation framework, only home charging is 
considered. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types  

The I_ElectricVehicle interface has significant relations with the I_EVUser interface, which 
determines the use pattern for the vehicle and its connection to an I_EVChargingBox interface 
agent.  

The I_EVChargingBox interface maintains the physical connection of the 
I_ElectricVehicle to the electricity grid and performs the control of charging/consumption, 
and the two interfaces hence share a significant relationship as well. 

Apart from constituting part of the DER palette and hence implementing the I_DEREquipment 
interface, the I_ElectricVehicle interface extends the I_ElectricityStorage interface 
due to its internal battery. It is important to note that within the scope of the simulation 
framework, the battery is never used for discharging, and the I_EVChargingBox interface only 
extends the I_ControlForConsuming interface. Only the methods of the 
I_ElectricityStorage interface that relate to charging are hence used. 

Agent types that implement this interface include the ElectricVehicle agent. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricVehicle interface comprises methods to set the next scheduled driving trip by 
the owning I_EVUser interface agent and retrieve this information by a connected 
I_EVChargingBox interface agent. Furthermore, the I_ElectricVehicle interface includes 
methods to disconnect the I_ElectricVehicle from the I_EVChargingBox interface agent, 
which can both be called by the owning I_EVUser agent or the I_EVChargingBox agent. 

Finally, the I_EVUser agent can set itself as the user of the I_ElectricVehicle (like the 
I_ApplianceOwner interface, but for the role as the user, i.e., driver, of the 
I_ElectricVehicle agent). 

4.3.3.4 I_EVChargingBox 
Definition and purpose 

The I_EVChargingBox interface represents appliances that connect and control the charging of 
EVs. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

Providing the physical electricity system connection and maintaining the control of charging of 
I_ElectricVehicle interface agents, these I_EVChargingBox interface shares a significant 
relation with the I_ElectricVehicle interface. In this regard, the agent type that 
I_EVChargingBox also implements the I_ElectricityNode interface as well as the 
I_ControlForConsumption interface. It should be noted that the latter only allows charging 
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of an I_ElectricVehicle agent from the electricity system, not discharging, even though the 
I_ElectricVehicle interface extends the I_ElectricityStorage interface. 

This interface hence has a significant relation and constitutes the complementary appliance 
domain interface to the I_ElectricVehicle interface and to the I_EVUser interface, which 
establishes the connection to the I_ElectricVehicle. 

Agent types that implement this interface include the ElectricVehicleChargingBox agent. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_EVChargingBox interface contains a set of methods to establish and break a connection 
to an I_ElectricVehicle interface agent, which can be called by the owning I_EVUser agent 
or the I_ElectricVehicle agent. Furthermore, the I_EVChargingBox includes a method for 
the owning I_EVUser to set itself as the user of the I_ElectricVehicle/I_EVChargingBox 
pair. 

4.3.3.5 I_HeatPump 
Definition and purpose 

The I_HeatPump interface represents heat pump technologies that extract thermal energy from 
outside air or ground to a building heating system. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_HeatPump interface extends the I_HeatingSource interface and hence has a significant 
relation to the I_HeatingSpace interface, which receives produced heat, and the 
I_HeatingConsumer interface, which uses the I_HeatPump and sets preferences for the 
operation. 

The I_HeatPump interface is part of the DER technology palette and hence extends the 
I_DEREquipment interface. It does not have any special requirement for its physical connection 
to the electricity system and hence can be connected to an I_ElectricityNode agent.  

As an electricity-consuming appliance, the I_HeatPump interface extends the 
I_ElectricityLoad interface. However, it does not have any specific domain interface that 
maintains operation control, and it instead controls itself, hence extending the 
I_ControlForConsuming interface.  

The efficiency of the heat pump depends on the outdoor temperature, and it hence extends the 
I_WeatherDependent interface. 

Agent types that implement this interface include the HeatPump agent. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_HeatPump interface includes a method to retrieve the pump model type name by the 
owning I_ApplianceOwner agent. Apart from that, most methods from the I_HeatingSource 
interface are used for its interactions. 

4.3.3.6 I_Photovoltaic 
Definition and purpose 
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The I_Photovoltaic interface represents PV equipment that is owned by electricity prosumers 
and produces electric energy from sunlight which it injects into the electricity system to which it 
is connected.  

 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_Photovoltaic interface is connected to the electricity system, and its electricity 
production to the system is controlled by the I_PhotovoltaicInverter interface, and it hence 
has a significant relation to this interface. 

By representing a producer of electrical energy, the I_Photovoltaic interface extends the 
I_ElectricitySource interface. The production relies on solar intensity, which is a weather 
condition, and the interface, therefore, extends the I_WeatherDependent interface as well. 
Furthermore, PV is part of the DER palette, and hence the interface extends the 
I_DEREquipment interface. 

Agent types that implement this interface include the RoofPhotovoltaic agent. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_Photovoltaic interface contains a method for the owning I_ApplianceOwner 
interface agent to establish a connection to an I_PhotovoltaicInverter interface agent.  

4.3.3.7 I_PhotovoltaicInverter 
Definition and purpose 

The I_PhotovoltaicInverter interface represents inverter equipment that is needed to 
physically connect I_Photovoltaic interface agents to the electricity system and control how 
much power they inject into the system. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_PhotovoltaicInverter interface controls the electricity production from the 
connected I_Photovoltaic interface agent and connects it to the electricity system, and hence 
has a significant relation and constitutes the complementary appliance domain interface to the 
I_Photovoltaic interface. 

It furthermore extends the I_ControlForProducing interface and the 
I_ElectricityConverter interface, the latter due to its conversion of DC power from the 
I_Photovoltaic interface agent to AC power. 

Agent types that implement this interface include the StandardInverter and 
HybridInverter. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_PhotovoltaicInverter interface contains a method for the owning 
I_ApplianceOwner interface agent to establish a connection to an I_Photovoltaic interface 
agent.  
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4.3.4 Framework Interfaces 
The list of framework interfaces in the simulation framework comprises the following: 

• I_Appliance (Appliance) 
• I_ControlDevice (Control Device) 
• I_ControlForConsuming (Control for Consuming) 
• I_ControlForProducing (Control for Producing) 
• I_DEREquipment (Distributed Energy Resource Equipment) 
• I_ElectricityConverter (Electricity Converter) 
• I_ElectricityEndPoint (Electricity End Point) 
• I_ElectricityLoad (Electricity Load) 
• I_ElectricityNode (Electricity Node) 
• I_ElectricityObject (Electricity Object) 
• I_ElectricitySource (Electricity Source) 
• I_ElectricityStorage (Electricity Storage) 
• I_HeatingSource (Heating Source) 

4.3.4.1 I_Appliance 
Definition and purpose 

The I_Appliance interface represents all electrical technologies that can be acquired (not 
necessarily adopted) by I_ApplianceOwner interface agent types. This interface, therefore, 
constitutes an overall categorisation of objects that can be acquired, owned, and used by these 
agents.  

It should be noted that within the context of the simulation framework, the term adoption is used 
to specifically denote electricity producer/consumer/prosumers’ acquisition of 
I_DEREquipment interface agents according to specifically defined growth functions, while 
other electric appliances, including those needed to control and connect the I_DEREquipment 
agents, are either acquired in conjunction with the agents they need to connect or control or 
acquired depending on other conditions than the growth functions. 

Relations to other interfaces 

Based on the purpose, this interface, therefore, has significant relations to the 
I_ApplianceOwner interface. 

The purpose of the I_Appliance interface is to group agent types that provide a service or serve 
a specific purpose other than just being unspecified I_ElectricityEndPoint or 
I_ElectricityNode interface agents. Except for being able to accept an owner as input, this 
interface does not contain any methods or functionalities but instead affects how it is perceived 
and referenced by other agents and allows it to be stored in certain reference fields. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_Appliance interface allows the owner of the implementing agent to establish its 
ownership relation by passing itself as the owner of the appliance. Furthermore, the interface 
allows the owner to connect the appliance to an I_ElectricityNode, hence establishing a 
physical connection between the I_Appliance and the electricity system. 
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4.3.4.2 I_ControlDevice 
Definition and Purpose 

The I_ControlDevice interface provides the foundations for controlling power flow to and 
from I_ElectricityEndPoint interface agents. It is included to capture characteristics that 
are not specific to the I_ControlForConsuming or the I_ControlForProducing interfaces 
but apply to both of them. 

Relations to other interfaces 

With the I_ControlDevice interface being the general interface to control power flows 
between the electricity system and I_ElectricityEndPoint agents, the 
I_ControlForConsuming and I_ControlForProducing interfaces extend this interface, 
adding specialised capabilities to control electricity flows for I_ElectricityLoad and 
I_ElectricitySource agents, respectively. 

Being a piece of electric equipment that can be acquired by I_ApplianceOwner agents, the 
I_ControlDevice interface extends I_Appliance. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ControlDevice interface does not provide any methods or expected functionalities. 

4.3.4.3 I_ControlForConsuming 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ControlForConsuming interface represents the role responsible for controlling 
electricity consumed by an I_ElectricityLoad interface agent and hence decides when the 
latter should operate or not. It includes the most basic methodology for performing this control, 
which is essentially a limit regulation to the power that can be drawn from the 
I_ElectricityNode interface agent that physically connects the I_ElectricityLoad agent 
to the electricity system.  

Relations to other interfaces 

As the I_ControlForConsuming interface maintains the control of power flow to an 
I_ElectricityLoad agent, and the latter needs a connection to the former to operate 
properly, these two interfaces are closely related. 

The I_ControlForConsuming interface extends the more general I_ControlDevice 
interface and mirrors the I_ControlForProducing interface. It furthermore is extended by the 
I_EVChargingBox and I_BatteryInverter domain interfaces, which control the power flow 
to their respective DER interfaces, and which add more complexity to the control methodology. 
The I_HeatPump domain interface does not have an external domain interface to perform the 
operation control and instead maintains the control internally. It, therefore, also extends the 
I_ControlForConsuming interface. 

Methods for interactions 

The reference to the I_ElectricityLoad agent to be controlled by the 
I_ControlForConsuming agent can be set by the owning I_ApplianceOwner agent. 
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4.3.4.4 I_ControlForProducing 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ControlForProducing interface represents the role responsible for controlling 
electricity produced or discharged by an I_ElectricitySource interface agent and hence 
decides when the latter should operate or not. It includes the most basic methodology for 
performing this control, which is essentially a limit regulation to the power that can be injected 
into the I_ElectricityNode interface agent that physically connects the 
I_ElectricitySource agent to the electricity system.  

Relations to other interfaces 

As the I_ControlForProducing interface maintains the control of power flow to an 
I_ElectricityLoad agent, and the latter needs a connection to the former to operate 
properly, these two interfaces are closely related. 

The I_ControlForProducing interface extends the more general I_ControlDevice 
interface and mirrors the I_ControlForConsuming interface. It furthermore is extended by the 
I_PhotovoltaicInverter and I_BatteryInverter domain interfaces, which control the 
power flow from their respective DER interfaces and add more complexity to the control 
methodology.  

Methods for interactions 

The reference to the I_ElectricitySource agent to be controlled by the 
I_ControlForProducing agent can be set by the owning I_ApplianceOwner agent. 

4.3.4.5 I_DEREquipment 
Definition and purpose 

The I_DEREquipment interface represents technologies that are considered DERs within the 
scope of the simulation framework and whose adoption and impact on the electricity system are 
hence the main focus of the framework. This only includes the end load, generation, or storage 
equipment, and hence not any equipment for connection, conversion, controlling, etc., that come 
with these technologies.  

The purpose of this interface is, therefore, to group the agents whose adoption by electricity 
consumers and prosumers is the main focus of the simulation investigations. The agents that 
implement this interface (through domain interfaces) are provided with an adoption function. 

Relations to other interfaces 

DERs are considered kinds of electrical equipment that can be acquired by electricity consumers, 
and the I_DEREquipment interface is an extension of the I_Appliance interface. Furthermore, 
as all DERs either include electrical loads, generations, or both, the interface extends the 
I_ElectricityEndPoint interface as well.  

The I_DEREquipment interface is extended by domain interfaces that represent the roles of 
specific DER technologies that are part of the simulation framework. This includes the 
I_Photovoltaic, I_ElectricVehicle, I_HeatPump, and I_Battery interfaces. 
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Methods for interactions 

The I_DEREquipment interface does not add any new methods but is instead used as a type for 
certain fields that store references to agents. 

4.3.4.6 I_ElectricityConverter 
Definition and purpose 

Represents appliances that convert power between AC/DC and voltage levels to connect certain 
I_ElectricityObject interface agents, which require more than an I_ElectricNode 
interface agent to be connected to the electricity system.  

Relations to other interfaces 

This interface is intended as a more specific version of the I_ElectricityNode interface that 
allows it to connect agents of certain interfaces to the electricity system, and hence it extends the 
I_ElectricityNode interface. As the interface represents electricity equipment that can be 
acquired, it also extends the I_Appliance interface. 

Representing inverters that convert electric power between AC and DC, the 
I_PhotovoltaicsInverter and I_BatteryInverter domain interfaces extend this 
interface.  

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityConverter interface does not provide any methods or expected 
functionalities. 

4.3.4.7 I_ElectricityEndPoint 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityEndPoint interface represents agents connected to the electricity system, 
which either consume electricity from the system or generate/discharge electricity to be fed into 
the system. 

The purpose of this interface is to conveniently connect new electricity consuming/producing 
agents to the electricity system regardless of their characteristics. Being a load/generation on the 
system is what is important to the system within the context of the simulation framework scope, 
and this is captured in the I_ElectricityLoad interface. For clarity, this interface does not 
represent a consumer connection point in the electricity grid. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricityEndPoint interface has significant relations to the I_ElectricityNode 
interface, as it must be connected to an agent implementing the latter to be able to receive and 
provide electricity to the rest of the system. When changing its power rate drawn from/provided 
to the node, it must send a signal with the change to the node. The interface is extended by the 
I_ElectricityLoad and I_ElectricitySource interface to further specify whether it is 
capable of consuming and producing electricity, respectively. 

The I_ElectricityEndPoint interface is furthermore one of the framework interfaces that 
represent a basic role in the grid topology, and it thereby extends the I_ElectricityObject 
interface.  
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Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityEndPoint interface contains a method that can be used by an owning 
I_ElectricityConsumer interface agent to establish a connection to an 
I_ElectricityNode agent. 

4.3.4.8 I_ElectricityLoad 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityLoad interface represents the agents that consume electricity drawn from 
the electricity system.  

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricityLoad interface represents an agent’s physical capability to consume 
electricity, but it does not control when this electricity is transported from the electricity system 
to the agent. This task is instead performed by an agent of the I_ControlForConsuming 
interface, and hence the I_ElectricityLoad interface agent must have a connection to such 
an agent to operate properly, as depicted in Figure 10. Furthermore, the I_ElectricityLoad 
agent must be connected physically to the electricity system with a connection to an 
I_ElectricityNode agent. 

The I_ElectricityLoad interface, representing agents that are placed as a final point in 
branches of the radial electricity system topology, extends the I_ElectricityEndPoint 
interface. It mirrors the I_ElectricitySource interface, which represents entities that 
generate or discharge electricity. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityLoad contains a method that can be called by I_ControlForConsuming 
interface agents to set a limit or entirely disable the electric power rate that can be transported 
from the electricity system to the load at a given time. This is a basic method to control the power 
flow to the I_ElectricityLoad agent, and more complex methods are added with interfaces 
that extend the I_ElectricityLoad interface. 

4.3.4.9 I_ElectricityNode 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityNode interface represents entities connected to the electricity system which 
physically connect one or more other I_ElectricityObject agents. This essentially allows 
power to be transported to/from the electricity consuming/generating 
I_ElectricityEndPoint agents (as shown in Figure 10). The I_ElectricityNode interface 
constitutes the backbone of the electricity system topology representation and conveniently 
allows the connection of various agent types to the electricity system by using the same overall 
set of methods and properties. Unless special requirements apply, i.e. the need for power 
conversion, all I_ElectricityObjects agents can be connected to the electricity grid simply 
by establishing a relation to an I_ElectricityNode agent. The I_ElectricityNode agent 
sums all electricity productions and loads from the agents it connects; if there is a surplus or a 
deficit, this power is transported to/from the agent that the I_ElectricityNode agent 
connects to upwards in the system. 
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The I_ElectricityNode interface does not include any capabilities for consuming or 
generating electricity, with consumption due to thermal transportation losses being the only 
exception to this. 

This interface is also part of the Electricity Grid and System Integration modules. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricityNode interface is one of the framework interfaces that represent a basic role 
in the grid topology, and it thereby extends the I_ElectricityObject interface.  

It has close relations to the I_ElectricityObject interface as it connects this to the electricity 
system topology. It also has a relation to itself as it connects itself in a chain through the electricity 
system topology.  

Methods for interactions 

An I_ElectricityNode interface agent has, per default, no references to the agents that it 
connects downwards in the radial electricity system, only to the node that it is connected to 
upwards. Instead, all connected agents downwards in the system call a method at the 
I_ElectricityNode each time they change the rate of power drawn from/injected to the 
I_ElectricityNode agent. This method call contains information on the rate change, and upon 
receiving this method call, the I_ElectricityNode agent updates its power rate and similarly 
makes a method call at the I_ElectricityNode agent it is connected to upwards in the system, 
hence propagating the power rate change upwards in the radial topology using the same 
methodology for all nodes. 

The uppermost agent in the topology is not connected to another I_ElectricityNode agent 
upwards in the system and is instead assumed to draw/inject the deficit/surplus power from/to 
the overall electricity grid, which is not included in the simulation framework. No limit applies to 
the rate of power that can be drawn/injected this way, as the focus of the simulation framework 
is to investigate congestions in localised parts of the distribution grid and not the balance between 
electricity supply and demand in the overall electricity system. 

If a non-top-level I_ElectricityNode agent is not connected to another 
I_ElectricityNode agent upwards in the system, an exception occurs, as electricity cannot be 
transported to or from nothing in the real system counterpart and hence must not in the 
simulation framework as well. 

4.3.4.10 I_ElectricityObject 
Definition and purpose 

The Electricity Object interface represents entities connected to the electricity system. This 
interface is included to capture properties that are not related to an agent’s role as 
I_ElectricityEndPoint or I_ElectricityNode, respectively, but that are relevant to both 
of these interfaces. Furthermore, agents implementing this interface can be referred to in the 
context where their connection to the electricity system is of relevance. 

This interface is also part of the Electricity Grid and System Integration modules. 

Relations to other Interfaces 

The I_ElectricityObject interface is one of the highest levelled interfaces in the simulation 
framework. It is extended by three other framework interfaces that constitute high-levelled roles 
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in the electricity system, the I_Appliance, the I_ElectricityNode, and the 
I_ElectricityEndPoint. It is thereby indirectly extended by all interfaces that represent roles 
connected to the electricity system. 

Methods for interactions 

As all I_ElectricityObjects are connected to the electricity system, they must all include a 
variable that contains the current power flow between the object and the I_ElectricityNode 
it is connected to upwards in the system topology. This information can be accessed by 
I_ElectricityNode agents if they need to update their power flow information accordingly. 

4.3.4.11 I_ElectricitySource 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricitySource interface represents the ability to generate or discharge electricity 
from an agent to the electricity system to which the former is connected.  

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricitySource interface represents an agent’s physical capability to generate 
electricity, but it does not control when this electricity is transported to the electricity system. This 
task is instead performed by an agent of the I_ControlForProducing interface, and hence the 
I_ElectricitySource interface agent must have a connection to such an agent to operate 
properly, as depicted in Figure 10. Furthermore, the I_ElectricitySource agent must be 
connected physically to the electricity system with a connection to an I_ElectricityNode 
agent. 

The I_ElectricitySource interface, representing an agent that is placed as a final point in 
branches of the radial electricity system topology, extends the I_ElectricityEndPoint 
interface. It mirrors the I_ElectricityLoad interface, which represents entities that consume 
electricity. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricitySource contains a method that can be called by 
I_ControlForProducing interface agents to set a limit or entirely disable the electric power 
rate that can be transported to the electricity system from the source at a given time. This is a 
basic method to control the power flow from the I_ElectricitySource agent, and more 
complex methods are added with interfaces that extend the I_ElectricitySource interface. 

4.3.4.12 I_ElectricityStorage 
Definition and purpose 

Represents agents that contain an electricity storage medium that can be charged/discharged by 
agent types implementing the I_ControlDevice, I_ControlForProducing, and 
I_ControlForConsuming interfaces and their extensions. This interface is included to capture 
methods and characteristics that apply to electricity storage mediums in general. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricityStorage interface, representing the capability to charge and discharge 
electricity, extends the I_ElectricityLoad and I_ElectricitySource interfaces. In this 
regard, it must have a connection to both an I_ControlForConsuming and an 
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I_ControlForProducing interface agent (and preferably one that implements both), which 
are responsible for controlling when the I_ElectricityStorage agent charges and discharges. 
As it also indirectly extends the I_ElectricityEndPoint and I_ElectricityObject 
interfaces, it must have a connection to an I_ElectricityNode agent in order to be physically 
connected to the electricity system and operate properly. 

The I_Battery domain interface extends the I_ElectricityStorage interface. Even though 
agents implementing the I_ElectricVehicle interface (i.e., ElectricVehicle) do not 
discharge as part of their logic in the current simulation framework, the I_ElectricVehicle 
interface still extends I_ElectricityStorage, as the former is able to store electric energy.  

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityStorage interface comprises a set of several methods that return 
information on parameters that relate to the charging/discharging rate and storage specifications 
of an unspecified medium for electricity storage. Furthermore, the interface includes methods for 
starting, adjusting, or stopping charging and discharging processes. All these methods must be 
called by I_ControlDevice interface agents, or I_ControlForProducing or 
I_ControlForConsuming if the methods specifically relate to discharging or charging, 
respectively. 

4.3.4.13 I_HeatingSource 
Definition and purpose 

The I_HeatingSource interface represents technologies that provide heat for room heating. 
The interface hence does not represent any particular technology, as long as the technology is 
able to provide heat to an agent implementing the I_HeatingSpace interface. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_HeatingSource is closely related to the I_HeatingConsumer and I_HeatingSpace 
interface, as it is owned and operated by the former and injects heating energy into the latter.  

It should be noted that the I_HeatingSource interface is per se not related to the electricity 
system. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_HeatingSource interface has several interfaces to establish a connection to an 
I_HeatingSpace interface agent and ensure operation in accordance with the requirements of 
the I_HeatingSpace and the owning I_HeatingConsumer interface agent. Apart from 
connecting the I_HeatingSpace to the I_HeatingSource agent, the I_HeatingConsumer 
also sets an indoor temperature preference. The I_HeatingSpace agent is able to set a required 
forward temperature that the I_HeatingSource agent must provide, and the 
I_HeatingSpace agent can furthermore retrieve the current heat production rate from the 
I_HeatingSource agent.  

4.3.5 Agent Type Definitions 
This section covers the logic that defines the behaviour and operation of the respective DER and 
complementary appliance agent types.  

It is important to note that the adoption of a DER agent is not performed by the DER agent itself 
(it does not exist before it is adopted and initialised) but is instead performed by the 
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ResidentialProsumer agent type, which implements the I_ApplianceOwner interface. The 
adoption logic is hence strictly part of the System Integration module of the framework, but for 
simplicity and clarity, it is described in the sections for the respective DER types instead of Section 
4.5.4.1. 

4.3.5.1 ElectricVehicle and ChargingBox 
Electric vehicles are represented by the ElectricVehicle agent type, and the complementary 
appliance, the EV charging box, is represented by the EVChargingBox agent type.  

The ElectricVehicle agent type contains two main actions that it performs as part of its logic, 
driving and charging. Furthermore, as it implements the I_ElectricityStorage interface, it 
contains variables that represent the amount of energy the battery currently contains and its State 
of Charge (SoC).  

At all times, an ElectricVehicle agent is in one of the four states presented in the statechart 
in Figure 12, and this chart summarises the logic that the ElectricVehicle is able to perform. 
The following descriptions are, therefore, based  

When instantiated, an ElectricVehicle is in the Idle state. In this state, the agent is not 
connected to an I_EVChargingBox interface agent, and when in this state, the 
ElectricVehicle is fully charged and not in need of a connection to an I_EVChargingBox 
agent. Furthermore, although not part of the scenarios established in this thesis, for cases where 
multiple vehicles are owned by the same I_EVUser interface agent, and there are fewer 
I_EVChargingBox agents than vehicles, this state represents a situation where the 
ElectricVehicle agent is waiting for a vacant I_EVChargingBox agent.  

For the driving, an ElectricVehicle agent receives a schedule of driving trips from an 
I_EVUser agent, which consists of sets of departure and arrival datetimes and corresponding 
driving distances. When the datetime of a simulation reaches the next departure datetime of the 
driving schedule, the agent switches to the Driving state through one of the transitions labelled 1, 
i.e., regardless of the state that the agent was previously in.  

It is important to emphasise that the ElectricVehicle agent type does not, by itself, add any 
trips to the schedule. The I_EVUser is responsible for this task, as the owner of an EV decides 
when to drive. Determination of the driving trips is covered as part of the 
ResidentialProsumer description in Section 4.5.4.1. 

While in the Driving state, the ElectricVehicle does not perform any actions and waits until 
the arrival datetime of the trip arises. At that time, moving through the transition labelled 2 in 
Figure 12, the ElectricVehicle first subtracts an amount of energy from its battery 
corresponding to the energy spent for the trip, given the trip distance and the mileage of the 
vehicle model type. It then sends a request to the owning I_EVUser interface agent to connect 
to an I_EVChargingBox interface agent. If the owner returns a vacant charging box, the 
ElectricVehicle stores a reference to the box and moves to the Connected_to_charger state. 
Otherwise, it moves into the Idle state.  

While in the Connected_to_charger state, the ElectricVehicle agent is not charging. The 
vehicle provides its SoC to the connected I_EVChargingBox agent, and the latter then decides 
when the charging commences and at which rate (not exceeding the max. charging rate of the 
ElectricVehicle agent) by calling a designated method at the ElectricVehicle agent. The 
state of the vehicle moves between the Charging and Connected_to_charger states through the 
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transitions at 3 in the statechart, depending on the signal from the I_EVChargingBox. When 
doing so, the ElectricVehicle agent updates the charging rate and, as an I_EndPoint agent, 
sends the change in electricity load to the I_EVChargingBox through the method to update the 
load, as the latter constitutes the power connection to the vehicle by extending the 
I_ElectricityNode interface. If the I_EVChargingBox agent asks the ElectricVehicle 
agent to charge at a higher rate than supported by the vehicle, it charges at its maximum charging 
rate instead. 

If the vehicle battery becomes fully charged by reaching a 100 % SoC, the ElectricVehicle 
agent disconnects from the I_EVChargingBox agent and moves to the Idle state through one of 
the transitions labelled 4.  

 

Figure 12: AnyLogic statechart for the ElectricVehicle agent type. The numbers in boxes have been subsequently 
added to support the description of the logic. 

From the perspective of the EVChargingBox agent type, which represents the complementary 
EV charging equipment, planning of the charging of an I_ElectricVehicle interface agent 
commences once the I_ElectricVehicle agent has been connected to the box by the owning 
I_EVUser agent. Furthermore, the EVChargingBox agent must have a connection to an 
I_ElectricityNode agent in order to receive electricity and operate. 

The EVChargingBox moves between the set of states presented in Figure 13. Initially, the agent 
is in the Idle state, which denotes when the agent is not connected to an I_ElectricVehicle 
agent or to the electricity system. Once both of these connection criteria are fulfilled, the 
EVChargingBox agent moves through the transition labelled 1 in the figure and continues to one 
of the two overall states, EVSimple and EVSmart, depending on which charging scheme the box 
uses.  

In the EVSimple charging scheme state (2), the EVChargingBox agent immediately goes to the 
Charging_A state and asks the connected I_ElectricVehicle to start charging at the 
maximum possible rate. Upon receiving a message from the connected I_ElectricVehicle agent 
that it is fully charged, the EVChargingBox agent then moves to the Fully_charged_A state and 
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waits until the I_ElectricVehicle or I_EVUser agent asks to disconnect from the vehicle, 
upon which the state changes back to Idle.  

For the EVSmart state (3), the EVChargingBox initially asks the I_ElectricityVehicle for 
the next scheduled driving trip departure datetime and available future electricity prices from the 
I_EVUser. It then plans the charging to commence in the hours with the lowest electricity prices 
before the next departure so that the connected I_ElectricVehicle agent is fully charged 
when it is set to leave. The box then asks the I_ElectricVehicle agent to start and stop 
charging as set by the plan, and it moves between the Non_charging_B and Charging_B states 
accordingly. If information relating to the driving schedule or electricity prices is missing, the box 
instead asks the I_ElectricVehicle agent to start charging immediately, like in the EVSimple 
state. The smart charging scheme, and hence the EVSmart state, is not used for the simulations 
performed for this thesis and will not be discussed further. 

The max. charging rate of the EVChargingBox agent sets a limit to how much power that it can 
draw from the I_ElectricityNode agent that connects the box to the electricity system. 
However, when the I_ElectricVehicle agent starts charging and invokes the load update 
method at the EVChargingBox agent, the box then applies the efficiency and invokes a higher 
load change at the connected I_ElectricityNode. This essentially means that the max. 
charging rate the EVChargingBox agent can provide to a connected I_ElectricVehicle 
agent is lower than the rate stated for the box model type. For instance, an EVChargingBox 
agent with a max. charging rate of 11 kW and an efficiency of 85.7 % can charge an 
I_ElectricVehicle agent at a max. rate of 9.43 kW while drawing 11 kW from the connected 
I_ElectricityNode. 
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Figure 13: AnyLogic statechart for the EVChargingBox agent type. The numbers in boxes have been subsequently 
added to support the description of the logic. 

When adopting an EV, an agent of the ResidentialProsumer agent type, implementing the 
I_EVUser interface, which extends I_DERUser, first chooses an available EV model type and 
then an EV charging box model type.  

The EV model type is randomly selected, with the probabilities of the available model types 
reflecting the relative sales numbers of these model types.  

The chosen EV charging box model type is the one with the lowest maximum charging rate that is 
equal to or higher than the chosen EV model type. If no available EV charging box model type 
fulfils this requirement, the box with the highest charging rate is chosen instead. This way, the 
charging equipment will not be the limiting factor on the charging rate of the vehicle. 

4.3.5.2 HeatPump 
The heat pump DER appliance is represented by the HeatPump agent type, and this DER, as stated 
in Figure 11, does not have a particular complementary appliance to act as a power control device. 
Instead, it maintains this control by itself, hence implementing the I_ControlForConsuming 
interface in Table 12. 

It has a close relation to the I_HeatedSpace, as it provides heating to an agent that implements 
this interface. When initialised upon adoption by an I_HeatPumpUser interface agent, a 
connection to an I_HeatedSpace agent must be established by the I_HeatPumpUser to the 
HeatPump agent. Furthermore, a HeatPump agent must be connected to an 
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I_ElectricityNode to receive electricity. Once these two connections have been established, 
the HeatPump agent is able to operate. The I_HeatPumpUser interface agent furthermore 
passes a desired indoor temperature to the HeatPump agent. 

As the HeatPump agent type depends on the outdoor temperature to determine its operation 
efficiency, it contains a method that can be called by an I_WeatherEnvironment agent to 
update the temperature. When the temperature is changed, the HeatPump adjusts its maximum 
production rate (the Pdh) and efficiency (the COP) accordingly. As part of the model type 
specifications, the Pdh and COP values for a HeatPump agent are given at -7, 2, 8 and 12 °C and 
the lowest operation boundary temperature (typically -10 °C). For temperatures between these 
setpoints, the Pdh and COP values are determined using linear interpolation between the two 
nearest setpoints. For instance, a HeatPump agent with a COP of 4 at 2 °C and 5 at 8 °C has a COP 
of 4.5 at an outdoor temperature of 5 °C. If the temperature is above 12 °C, the two variables stay 
at the 12 °C values. For temperatures below the lower operation boundary, the HeatPump agent 
ceases to produce heating.  

The HeatPump agent type is assumed to have a variable speed compressor and can hence adjust 
its heat production rate according to the need for heating. Every five minutes, a HeatPump agent 
sends a request to the connected I_HeatingSpace agent to get the current indoor temperature 
and the rate of heat dissipation from the heated space. The HeatPump agent then sets its 
production rate equal to the dissipation rate to keep the temperature in the I_HeatingSpace 
constant unless this rate exceeds the maximum rate the pump can produce with the outdoor 
temperature at that time, the Pdh value. In such a case, the pump produces heat at its maximum 
capacity. Furthermore, if the indoor temperature drops below 2 °C of the desired temperature, 
the HeatPump agent will operate at maximum capacity, while it will switch off if the indoor 
temperature is at least 2 °C higher than the desired temperature.  

Each time the heat pump updates its heat production rate, either in response to an update in 
building heating dissipation rate or a change of outdoor temperature, it sends the new heating 
rate to the connected I_HeatingSpace agent. 

The power drawn by the HeatPump agent, as I_ElectricityEndPoint, from the connected 
I_ElectricityNode agent is determined by dividing the heat production with the COP value. 

It should be noted that the logic of the ResidentialBuilding agent type, which is the only 
agent type which implements the I_HeatingSpace interface in this model, is covered in Section 
4.5.4.2. 

A ResidentialProsumer agent, being an I_HeatPumpUser which adopts a HeatPump, 
chooses the available model type that has the highest nominal heating rate that is less than the 
heating dissipation rate at the desired indoor temperature and an outside temperature of -12 °C 
of the I_HeatedSpace interface agent to be heated by the pump. For instance, if a model type 
with a nominal rate of 4 kW and another with 6 kW are available, the former is chosen for an 
I_HeatedSpace agent that has a dimensioning heat dissipation rate of 5 kW. This dimensioning 
is based on the dimensioning method for space heating bodies that is standard for Danish heating 
installations [39], where the heat pump is slightly under-dimensioned, and the remaining heating 
demand is covered by a resistive heater when the outdoor temperature is very low. Furthermore, 
the pump must have a forward temperature that matches the requirement for the heating 
installations in the I_HeatedSpace agent, i.e., 35 °C with floor heating or 55 °C with radiators.  
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4.3.5.3 RoofPhotovoltaic and StandardInverter 
The PV equipment and the complementary inverter are represented in the model by the 
RoofPhotovoltaics and StandardInverter agent types, respectively.  

The agent represents an assembly of PV cells into a panel which operates as a single unit. It is 
therefore assumed that all cells receive the same amount of solar radiation, that they have the 
same orientation and azimuth angle, and that none of them is damaged, dirty, etc. 

A RoofPhotovoltaic must be connected to an agent that implements the 
I_ElectricityConverter interface before it can deliver electricity to the electricity system, 
as it requires the generated DC power to be converted to AC power. The operation of the 
RoofPhotovoltaic agent type is, compared to the other DER agents, relatively simple. It has a 
peak production capacity, measured in kWp, which represents the production when the solar 
radiance on the agent is 1000 W/m2, and the actual electricity generation from the agent scales 
proportionally with the received solar irradiance. For instance, a RoofPhotovoltaic agent with 
a nominal rating of 5 kWp will produce at a rate of 4 kW with a received solar radiance of 400 
W/m2.  

The production from the RoofPhotovoltaic agent type is defined by Equation [4], where Qsolar 
denotes the solar irradiance, εPV denotes the conversion efficiency of the PV cells, NPV.unit denotes 
the number of PV cells that make up the panel, and APV.unit denotes the area of the individual PV 
cells. 

 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝜀𝜀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∗ 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 [4] 
 

As the electricity production from the Photovoltaic agent depends on the solar irradiance, the 
agent type contains a method that can be accessed by an I_WeatherEnvironment agent to 
update the solar irradiance, and the Photovoltaic agent changes its electricity production rate 
correspondingly when this happens.  

The StandardInverter agent type has two connection sides, one for an I_Photovoltaics 
agent (the PV side) and another for an I_ElectricityNode agent (the grid side), i.e., the 
electricity system. Each side has a distinct power rating it can support. The StandardInverter 
agent that connects an I_Photovoltaics interface agent only influences the latter if its PV side 
power rating is lower than the generation rate from the I_Photovoltaics agent and by 
applying a small thermal loss to the generated electric energy before it is transported to the 
I_ElectricityNode agent connected to the grid side. It does not actively perform any actions 
to control or limit the generation from the connected I_Photovoltaics agent. 

Upon adoption of a RoofPhotovoltaic agent, the ResidentialProsumer, implementing the 
PVUser interface, firstly chooses a model type for the PV. This choice is made randomly between 
the available model types, with an equal chance of adopting each of them.  

After the choice of the RoofPhotovoltaic agent has been made, the StandardInverter 
agent with the lowest power rating for the PV connection side, which is at least equal to the peak 
generation rate of the RoofPhotovoltaic agent, is selected. If no available inverter model types 
fulfil this requirement, the one with the highest PV connection side power rating is selected.  

The number of PV cells is then determined for the total capacity of the RoofPhotovoltaic 
agent. Depending on the setting, this can be done in two different ways:  
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The number of cells is set to cover a certain share of the available roof area of the I_Building 
agent owned by the ResidentialProsumer agent. For the agent type that implements this 
interface, the ResidentialBuilding, this area is assumed to equal the heated area divided by 
the number of floors of the building. Alternatively, the number of cells is determined to provide a 
total capacity that is randomly determined between an upper and lower limit, using a uniform 
distribution. For instance, if the RoofPhotovoltaic agent must have a total capacity between 
4 kWp and 6 kWp, the ResidentialProsumer agent might decide to adopt a 5.6 kWp 
RoofPhotovoltaic agent and will set the number of cells to achieve a capacity as close to that 
value as possible. The latter solution for dimensioning is used for all simulations that are 
conducted for this thesis. 

4.3.5.4 ResidentialBattery and HybridInverter 
The residential storage battery and complementary hybrid inverter appliance are represented by 
the ResidentialBattery and HybridInverter agents, respectively. 

The logic of the ResidentialBattery agent type is as follows and is based on the statechart 
and elements in Figure 14:  

Before a ResidentialBattery agent is able to operate, it must, similar to other DER agents, be 
connected to an I_ElectricityConverter agent. Furthermore, the battery must have a 
connection to an agent that implements the I_ControlForConsuming and 
I_ControlForProducing interfaces to control when the battery charges and discharges. These 
connections are established by the owning I_BatteryUser agent upon adoption of the 
appliance, and the state of the ResidentialBattery agent moves from disconnected (labelled 1 in 
Figure 14) to connected. 

As the operation of a ResidentialBattery agent is decided by a controller agent, it does not, 
by itself, decide when to charge and discharge. However, the battery will stop charging if it reaches 
a SoC of 100 %. Furthermore, the battery includes a DoD value that determines the share of the 
capacity that it is designed to charge and discharge in a single charging cycle without significant 
degeneration of the battery capacity. For the simulation framework, the DoD is added to the 
battery logic as a minimum SoC that must always be kept. For instance, with a DoD value of 80 %, 
a ResidentialBattery agent will stop discharging when it reaches a SoC of 20 %.  

The ResidentialBattery, furthermore, includes parameters that determine the maximum 
charging and discharging rates that the battery can support, and it includes parameters for the 
efficiencies of the two processes as well.  

The battery starts charging or discharging when the connected controller agent asks it to do so. 
The ResidentialBattery agent then moves to either the charging or discharging state through one 
of the transitions labelled with 2 in Figure 14. The rate of charging or discharging is set by the 
controller but cannot exceed the maximum rates of the battery. 

If the ResidentialBattery agent stops the operation by itself due to being fully charged or 
reaching the minimum SoC as described above, it moves to the idle state through one of the 
transitions labelled with 3. Otherwise, if asked to stop operation by the controller agent, it moves 
to the idle state through one of the two transitions labelled with 4. When not operating, the 
battery, depending on the SoC, the battery is either in the fullCharge state with a SoC of 100 %, 
emptyCharge at the minimum SoC with the given DoD, or partialCharge at all SoC levels in 
between.  
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The charging and discharging processes and current level of charge in the battery are represented 
by AnyLogic system dynamics elements as depicted at 5 in the figure. When charging, the 
currentChargingRate variable is positive, and the charge variable continuously increases. Similarly, 
the currentDischargingRate variable is positive during discharging, and the charge variable 
continuously decreases. The currentPower variable denotes the power rate that is drawn from 
(when positive) or supplied to (when negative) the connected I_ElectricityNode agent, as 
the ResidentialBattery agent implements the I_ElectricityEndPoint interface. This 
power rate includes the charging or discharging efficiency of the battery agent. 

 

Figure 14: Statechart and system dynamics that define the operation of the ResidentialBattery agent type. 
The numbers in boxes have been subsequently added to support the description of the logic. 

The HybridInverter agent type is similar to the StandardInverter agent type; however, it 
is more complex. Firstly, the HybridInverter includes three connection sides instead of two, 
one for a PV, one for a battery and one for the grid connection. Like other appliance agents, it 
requires a connection to an I_ElectricityNode agent before it is able to operate. 

When connecting an I_Photovoltaics and I_ResidentialBattery agent, the 
HybridInverter agent controls the power flow between the two agents and the 
I_ElectricityNode agent, which connects it to the electricity grid. It does so by controlling the 
power flow of the battery side and by prompting the connected I_ResidentialBattery agent 
to charge or discharge at a certain rate. 
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The HybridInverter decides this operation with the goal of minimising the net power flow at 
the I_ElectricityNode agent that the inverter is connected to upwards in the electricity 
system. Essentially, this corresponds to the grid connection point of the ResidentialProsumer 
agent who owns the inverter. 

The inverter continuously monitors the net power flow at this point, and each time it changes, 
usually, in response to another appliance that changes its load or generation rate, the inverter 
sets the operation of the battery to balance out this change. This means that when a 
HybridInverter agent registers a net load at the prosumer point, it sends a message to the 
battery to charge or discharge at a rate that will change the net power flow to zero (if possible, 
within the max. power transfer rates set by the battery and inverter equipment). For instance, if 
the net load at the I_ElectricityNode agent changes to 2 kW, perhaps because a HeatPump 
agent connected to the same node starts operating, the HybridInverterAgent will ask the 
battery to discharge at a rate of 2 kW (or increase the discharge rate by 2 kW if the battery was 
already discharging).  

A HybridInverter agent is not able to plan ahead in time and simply reacts in response to the 
net power flow described above. It is, therefore, likely that it will spend all the energy stored in a 
battery to balance a slight net load over a duration of several hours, while it will be unable to 
reduce a short-term peak load that occurs subsequently because the battery charge has been 
depleted by then. The operation of the inverter can therefore be described as naïve. 

A ResidentialBattery agent is adopted in conjunction with a RoofPhotovoltaic agent, and 
the choice of model type commences as follows: 

1. The PV is dimensioned as covered in Section 4.3.5.3 
2. The hybrid inverter model type adopted is the one with the lowest recommended PV peak 

capacity that is greater than the peak capacity of the PV. For instance, a PV with 6 kWp 
will cause the adoption of a Growatt Hybridpower 2051G from the Table 48 assortment. 
If no available inverter model type exceeds the PV peak capacity, the one with the greatest 
capacity is chosen. 

3. The battery model type adopted is the one with a storage capacity closest to one hour of 
peak production from the PV and which, at the same time, has a charging rate equal to or 
greater than the inverter battery side power flow capacity.  

4.4 Electricity Grid Module 
This section describes the representation of the electricity distribution grid and its components 
that are included in the DERInGrid simulation framework.  

4.4.1 Overview of Interfaces 
This section describes the interfaces relating to the electricity distribution grid representation and 
the corresponding agent types.  

An overview of the interfaces is given in Table 13, and the hierarchy of interfaces extending each 
other and agent types implementing them is shown in Figure 15. The table and figure distinguish 
between framework and domain interfaces. Furthermore, brief descriptions of the respective 
interfaces are provided in the subsections that are referred to in the table. 
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Table 13: List of domain and framework interfaces that are directly or indirectly implemented by agent types in the 
Electricity Grid Module of the simulation framework. 

Ecosystem role 
name Interface name Directly implementing 

agents Extends interfaces 

Domain interfaces 
Cable I_Cable Cable I_ElectricityGridLine 

Cable Box I_CableBox CableBox I_ElectricityGridNode 

Consumer 
Point 

I_ConsumerPoint ConsumerPoint I_ElectricityGridNode 

Distribution 
Grid 

I_DistributionGrid DistributionGrid I_ElectricityGridNode 

Transformer I_Transformer Transformer I_ElectricityGridNode 

Framework interfaces 
Electricity Grid 
Component 

I_ElectricityGridComponent N/A I_ElectricityNode 

Electricity Grid 
Line 

I_ElectricityGridLine N/A I_ElectricityGridComponent 

Electricity Grid 
Node 

I_ElectricityGridNode N/A I_ElectricityGridComponent 

Electricity 
Node 

I_ElectricityNode N/A I_ElectricityObject 

Electricity 
Object 

I_ElectricityObject N/A None 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Hierarchical structure of domain (grey) and framework (white) interfaces implemented by the electricity 
distribution grid agent types. 
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4.4.2 Domain Interfaces 
The list of domain interfaces for the Electricity Grid module comprises the following interfaces: 

• I_Cable (Cable) 
• I_CableBox (Cable Box) 
• I_ConnectionPoint (Connection Point) 
• I_DistributionGrid (Distribution Grid) 
• I_Transformer (Transformer) 

4.4.2.1 I_Cable 
Definition and purpose 

The I_Cable interface represents cables in the electricity grid that form connections between 
nodes in an electricity distribution grid. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

Due to its role in connecting nodes in the electricity grid, the I_Cable interface extends the 
I_ElectricityGridLine interface. Given this extension, the I_Cable interface forms 
interconnections between agents implementing the I_ElectricityGridNode interface and 
hence has a significant relation to this.  

It furthermore has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid domain interface, as an agent type 
implementing I_Cable is part of an agent implementing the I_DistributionGrid.  

Agent types that implement the I_Cable interface include Cable. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_Cable interface does not add any methods by itself. 

4.4.2.2 I_CableBox 
Definition and purpose 

The I_CableBox interface represents cable boxes in the electricity grid that connect electricity 
lines and consumer points, and aggregate power flows to and from these components.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_CableBox serves as a junction between I_ElectricityGridLine interface agents, one 
that represents a connection upwards in the radial electricity grid and an unspecified number of 
those that form connections downward in the grid. In this regard, it extends the 
I_ElectricityGridNode interface. 

It furthermore has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid domain interface, as an agent type 
implementing I_CableBox is part of an agent implementing the I_DistributionGrid.  

Finally, it constitutes the connection between I_ConnectionPoint agents and the electricity 
distribution grid.  

Agent types that implement the I_CableBox interface include CableBox. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_CableBox interface does not add any methods by itself. 
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4.4.2.3 I_ConnectionPoint 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ConnectionPoint interface represents points in the electricity grid where users of 
electricity are connected.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_ConnectionPoint interface has a relation to agent types that implement the 
I_ElectricityUser framework interface, as it serves as the point that connects these agents 
to the electricity grid. In this regard, it also interacts with an agent of the I_DSO interface, as the 
latter needs to know the address of the connection point in order to connect an 
I_ElectricityUser at the correct location in the grid topology.  

 Furthermore, it has a relation to the I_CableBox, which, in turn, connects the 
I_ConnectionPoint interface agent to the grid. It acts as a node in the grid and hence extends 
the I_ElectricityGridNode interface. 

Furthermore, the interface has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid domain interface, as an 
agent type implementing I_ConnectionPoint is part of an agent implementing the 
I_DistributionGrid. 

Agent types that implement the I_ConnectionPoint interface include ConnectionPoint. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ConnectionPoint interface adds a method to retrieve the address of the implementing 
agent by an I_ElectricityServiceProvider interface agent when the latter connects and 
I_ElectricityUser agent to the point.  

4.4.2.4 I_DistributionGrid 
Definition and purpose 

The I_DistributionGrid interface represents an overall distribution grid that transports 
electricity to a specific district, is constituted by a set of sub-components and is owned and 
maintained by a DSO. Agents that implement this interface, therefore, act as environments in 
which agents that implement the other interfaces of the Electricity Grid module are embedded. 
Furthermore, the I_DistributionGrid interface is responsible for visualising a map of the 
distribution grid topology during simulation runtime. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_DistributionGrid interface has a relation with multiple other interfaces. The interface 
has a relation to the I_DSO interface, as an agent implementing the latter interface acts as the 
owner and operator of the I_DistributionGrid agent.  

Furthermore, the agent implementing the I_DistributionGrid interface embeds, initialises 
and visualises agents that form the topology of the grid it represents, and the interface, therefore, 
has a relation to all other domain interfaces and framework interfaces that are part of the 
Electricity Grid module. 

The I_DistributionGrid extends the I_ElectricityNode, as it serves as the upper-most 
component in the electricity system. An agent in the electricity grid must be, directly or indirectly, 
connected to an agent that implements this interface to operate properly. 
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Agent types that implement the I_DistributionGrid interface include DistributionGrid. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_DistributionGrid interface includes several methods that serve two purposes: 

• An owning I_DSO agent (extending the I_ElectricitySystemOperator framework 
interface) can ask an I_DistributionGrid agent to set up the grid topology and 
connect I_ElectricityUser agents to I_ConnectionPoint agents embedded in the 
grid. 

• Embedded agents that implement the I_ElectricityGridComponent interface can 
call a method at the I_DistributionGrid to request being connected to the grid and 
visualised in the topology representation. Furthermore, these agents can ask to be 
connected to other agents in the topology, either as I_ElectricityGridLine or 
I_ElectricityGridNode interface agents.  

4.4.2.5 I_Transformer 
Definition and purpose 

The I_Transformer represents a transformer in the electricity grid where the voltage is converted 
between two different levels. The simulated case study systems only comprise, and this interface 
is therefore similar to the I_CableBox domain interface, except that it does not connect 
I_ConnectionPoint agents.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_Transformer serves as a junction between I_ElectricityGridLine interface agents 
(at different voltage levels), one that represents a connection upwards in the radial electricity grid 
and an unspecified number of those that form connections downward in the grid. In this regard, 
it extends the I_ElectricityGridNode interface. 

It furthermore has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid domain interface, as an agent type 
implementing I_Transformer is part of an agent implementing the I_DistributionGrid.  

Agent types that implement the I_Transformer interface include Transformer. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_Transformer interface does not add any methods by itself. 

4.4.3 Framework Interfaces 
The list of framework interfaces for the Electricity Grid module comprises the following: 

• I_ElectricityGridComponent 
• I_ElectricityGridLine 
• I_ElectricityGridNode 
• I_ElectricityNode 
• I_ElectricityObject 

The I_ElectricityNode and I_ElectricityObject interfaces are part of the DER module, 
as well, and have already been presented in Sections 4.3.4.9 and 4.3.4.10, respectively. These 
interfaces are hence not covered in this section. 
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4.4.3.1 I_ElectricityGridComponent 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityGridComponent represents all components that constitute the topology of 
the electricity grid. 

Relations to other interfaces 

As the I_ElectricityGridComponent is implemented by agents which must transport 
electricity, the interface extends the I_ElectricityNode framework interface. 

The I_ElectricityGridComponent interface has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid as 
it belongs to and is embedded in the latter.  

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityGridComponent interface contains multiple methods used to request the 
ID of the agent that implements the interface, the ID of the I_DistributionGrid agent it 
belongs to, or the ID of the I_ElectricityNode agent it must connect to upwards in the grid 
topology according to the input topology information. These methods are called by agents 
implementing the I_ElectricityNode interface and are used to set up the distribution grid 
topology.  

4.4.3.2 I_ElectricityGridLine 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityGridLine interface represents components in the electricity grid that form 
a connection between two nodes in the grid and transports electricity between them. It 
distinguishes between the node that is connected downward in the grid topology and upward in 
the topology. Changes in power flow at the downward node are forwarded to the upward node 
in accordance with the overall representation of power flows included in the DERInGrid simulation 
framework. 

Relations to other interfaces 

As stated above, I_ElectricityGridLine agents carry electricity between nodes in the 
electricity grid, and hence the interface has a relation to the I_ElectricityGridNode 
interface. 

The I_ElectricityGridLine interface extends I_ElectricityGridComponent and 
thereby has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid as it belongs to and is embedded in the 
latter.  

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityGridLine interface includes methods that can be called by 
I_ElectricityNode agents to request references to the two nodes connected by the 
I_ElectricityGrid agent. 

4.4.3.3 I_ElectricityGridNode 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityGridNode represents nodes in the electricity grid that connect lines or 
connection points downward located downwards in the electricity grid topology and aggregate 
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their power flows to a single line that connects the I_ElectricityGridNode agent upwards in 
the topology. 

Relations to other interfaces 

As I_ElectricityGridNode interface agents connect electricity lines, the interface has a 
relation to the I_ElectricityGridNode interface. 

The I_ElectricityGridNode interface extends I_ElectricityGridComponent and 
thereby has a relation to the I_DistributionGrid as it belongs to and is embedded in the 
latter.  

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityGridNode interface does not include any methods by itself. 

4.4.4 Agent Type Definitions 
Unlike Sections 4.3.5 and 4.5.4, which cover the agent type definitions in the two other modules, 
this section will not cover the individual agent types but will instead summarise the phases of 
actions between the agents from a more holistic perspective. This is due to the significant extent 
of commonality between the agents that constitute the Electricity Grid module. 

4.4.4.1 Grid topology initialisation 
All agents that belong to the Electricity Grid module of the model bear some commonalities in 
their operation, commonalities which are captured by the I_ElectricityNode interface. These 
commonalities are separately described in Section 4.3.4.9, while the characteristics that are 
unique to the logic of the respective distribution grid agent types are covered in the subsequent 
sections. 

One common characteristic of all agents that are part of the Electricity Grid module is a parameter 
that contains the ID of the distribution grid they belong to. The respective lists of information on 
the components given as input to the simulation framework contain these IDs, and based on this 
information, a DistributionGrid agent can automatically establish the topology of the 
distribution grid. 

Once the grid has been established, the connected I_DSO agent can start requesting 
I_ElectricityUser agents to be connected to the grid. The DSO passes an ID or an address of 
the user, and the DistributionGrid agents check whether one of these matches the ID or 
address of one of the embedded I_ConnectionPoint agents. If it does, the connection is 
established between the I_ConnectionPoint and I_ElectricityUser agents. 

4.4.4.2 Power flows 
The representation of power flows in the electricity grid follows the same logic as the power flows 
between electricity appliances in the DER module. This means that all agents that transport 
electricity in the Electricity Grid module do implement the I_ElectricityNode interface. All 
agents are connected to a single agent upward in the radial grid topology and none to multiple 
agents downward in the topology. A grid agent responds to changes in loads and generations from 
the downward connected agents and, in turn, invokes this change at the upward connected agent. 
This forms a chain of load change calls that pass from the agent where the power flow change 
originates (at the ConnectionPoint agents in the simulation) and through the path to the top agent 
in the topology. 
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Due to the relatively small scale of the case study systems and the focus on grid congestions, no 
thermal losses occur in the agents that constitute the electricity distribution grid topology. 

Furthermore, each agent type, except DistributionGrid, has a parameter that denotes the 
maximum power flow it can support before it becomes congested. Congestion occurrences are 
only registered and measured to become part of the simulation outputs from the model, however, 
and they do not cause any changes to the agent behaviour, e.g., decreased power flows or 
disruptions.   

It is emphasised that the representation of power flows in the current version of the DERInGrid 
framework does not include reactive power and does represent the grid as a three-phase system. 
This design choice has been made for simplification purposes and, more importantly, due to 
limitations in the information on DER model types, grid topology and electricity consumption 
measurements that have been acquired for the case study systems.    

4.4.4.3 Distribution grid topology visualisation 
The simulation framework includes a visualisation of the grid topology in the case study district, 
based on information pertaining to the location of the individual components, using GIS 
functionalities and maps provided by the AnyLogic software. An example of this visualisation is 
depicted in Figure 16. 

Here, the circles with human figures denote ConnectionPoint agents, the circles with dots 
denote CableBox agents, the circle with a building denotes a Transformer agent, while the 
solid lines with stars denote Cable agents. It should be noted that the star icons and the icons 
inside the circles are provided by the respective agents when visualised and hence depends on 
agent types, not interfaces. The dashed lines denote how I_ConnectionPoint agents and 
I_CableBox agents are connected (these lines are, in turn, based on the interfaces as they are 
drawn by the DistributionGrid agent).  

The circles and star icons will change colour during a simulation depending on whether they are 
currently overloaded and by which magnitude relative to the capacity of the agent.  

Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 16, the connection points can include four different two-letter 
combination labels, one for each DER type. These labels appear when their respective appliances 
have been adopted by the ResidentialProsumer agent at the connection point. The four labels 
are: 

• EV: Electric vehicle 
• HP: Heat pump 
• PV: Roof photovoltaic panels 
• HB: Household battery 
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Figure 16: Electricity distribution grid topology visualisation during a simulation run 

4.5 System Integration and Residential Prosumer Module 
This section describes the module that has been established to integrate the modules used to 
represent the DER agents and their interactions and the grid topology representation. This 
integration pivots around the ResidentialProsumer agent type, which is the main focus of this 
section. 

It should be noted that, for convenience, the residential electricity users are referred to as 
“prosumers” rather than “consumers” throughout this document, even though they might not 
produce electricity in some cases. 

Agents that are responsible for maintaining and operating parts of the electricity grid, storing data, 
trading electricity or any other responsibility that is not directly tied to the physical transportation 
of electricity and/or ownership and use of DER appliances in the overall electricity system are 
presented here. These agents have been included in the framework to give a complete 
representation of the mapped energy ecosystem, and they do not directly impact the operation 
of DER agents or the power flows in the grid. Their importance for the experimental scenario 
established for the case study systems is therefore limited, and they will not be further presented 
in this section. These agent types include the DSO, TSO, DataHub, and ElectricitySupplier, 
along with their respective interfaces.  

4.5.1 Overview of Interfaces 
This section provides an overview of the interfaces relating to and implemented by the 
ResidentialProsumer agent type, which constitutes the connection between the DER parts of 
the simulation with the distribution grid parts. All domain and framework interfaces that are part 
of this are included in Table 14, and their hierarchy is depicted in Figure 17. Furthermore, brief 
descriptions of the respective interfaces are provided in the subsections that are referred to in the 
table. 
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Furthermore, the remaining parts of this module, i.e., interfaces relating to the agent types that 
constitute the central actors in the electricity system, are shown in Table 15, and their hierarchy 
is depicted in Figure 18. however, these are not described in further detail, as they are peripheral 
to the core framework. 

Table 14: List of domain and framework interfaces that are directly or indirectly implemented by 
ResidentialProsumer and ResidentialBuilding agent types in the System Integration and Residential 
Prosumer module of the simulation framework. 

Ecosystem 
role name Interface name Directly implementing 

agents Extends interfaces 

Domain interfaces 
Battery User I_BatteryUser ResidentialProsumer I_ElectricityProsumer 

Electric 
Vehicle User 

I_EVUser ResidentialProsumer I_ElectricityConsumer 

Heat Pump 
User 

I_HeatPumpUser ResidentialProsumer I_ElectricityConsumer 
I_HeatingConsumer 

Household I_Household ResidentialProsumer 
I_BuildingOwner 
I_ElectricityConsumer 
I_HeatingConsumer 

Photovoltaic 
User 

I_PhotovoltaicUser ResidentialProsumer I_ElectricityProducer 

Residential 
Building 

I_ResidentialBuilding ResidentialBuilding I_HeatingSpace 

Framework interfaces 
Appliance 
Owner 

I_ApplianceOwner N/A None 

Building 
Owner 

I_BuildingOwner N/A None 

Electricity 
Consumer 

I_ElectricityConsumer N/A I_ApplianceOwner 
I_ElectricityUser 

Electricity 
Producer 

I_ElectricityProducer N/A I_ApplianceOwner 
I_ElectricityUser 

Electricity 
Prosumer 

I_ElectricityProsumer N/A I_ElectricityConsumer 
I_ElectricityProducer 

Electricity 
User 

I_ElectricityUser N/A I_ElectricityNode 

Heating 
Consumer 

I_HeatingConsumer N/A None 

Heating Space I_HeatingSpace N/A I_WeatherDependent 

Electricity 
Metering 
Point 

I_MeteringPoint N/A I_ElectricityObject 
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Figure 17: Hierarchical structure of domain (grey) and framework (white) interfaces implemented by the 
ResidentialProsumer and ResidentialBuilding agent types. 

Table 15: List of domain and framework interfaces that are directly or indirectly implemented by central agent types in 
the System Integration and Residential Prosumer module of the simulation framework. 

Ecosystem 
role name Interface name Directly implementing 

agents Extends interfaces 

Domain interfaces 
Data 
Collector 

I_DataCollector DSO None 

Data 
Platform 

I_DataPlatform DataHub None 

DSO I_DSO DSO I_GridServiceProvider 

Electricity 
Retailer 

I_ElectricityRetailer ElectricitySupplier None 

TSO I_TSO TSO I_GridServiceProvider 

Framework interfaces 
Grid Service 
Provider I_GridServiceProvider N/A None 
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Figure 18: Hierarchical structure of domain (grey) and framework (white) interfaces implemented by the central 
electricity system agent types. 

4.5.2 Domain Interfaces 
4.5.2.1 I_BatteryUser 
Definition and purpose 

The I_BatteryUser interface represents actors that can adopt, own and operate residential 
storage batteries. This includes setting the charging and discharging schemes of the unit 
controlling the battery appliance. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The appliances owned by the I_BatteryUser are a residential battery and the complementary 
battery inverter appliance, and the I_BatteryUser hence has a relation with the I_Battery 
and I_BatteryInverter domain interfaces.  

The I_BatteryUser interface extends the I_ElectricityProsumer interface due to the load 
and generation capabilities that the battery provides by charging and discharging, respectively.  

The I_BatteryUser interface is implemented by the ResidentialProsumer agent type. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_BatteryUser interface does not add any methods.  

4.5.2.2 I_EVUser 
Definition and purpose 

The I_EVUser interface represents actors that can adopt, own and operate EVs. This includes 
using the vehicles for driving and setting the charging scheme of the complementary charging box 
device.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_EVUser has a relation with the I_ElectricVehicle and I_EVChargingBox domain 
interfaces.  

The I_EVUser interface extends the I_ElectricityConsumer interface due to the load that 
charging of the vehicle constitutes.  
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The I_EVUser interface is implemented by the ResidentialProsumer agent type. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_EVUser interface adds a method to be called by an I_ElectricVehicle interface agent 
when requesting a connection between the vehicle and an I_EVChargingBox interface agent to 
be established. 

4.5.2.3 I_HeatPumpUser 
Definition and purpose 

The I_HeatPumpUser interface represents actors that can adopt, own and operate residential 
heat pumps. This includes setting temperature preferences and the operation scheme of the heat 
pump device. 

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_HeatPumpUser interface has a relation with the I_HeatPump interface, the latter 
representing the device owned by I_HeatPumpUser interface agents. 

As the heat pump is an electrical load, the I_HeatPumpUser interface extends the 
I_ElectricityConsumer interface. It should also be noted that the I_HeatPumpUser 
interface extends the I_HeatConsumer interface. 

The I_HeatPumpUser interface is implemented by the ResidentialProsumer agent type. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_HeatPumpUser interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.2.4 I_Household 
Definition and purpose 

The I_Household interface represents the basic interactions and responsibilities of a 
conventional household. This includes ownership and inhabitation of a residential building with 
an address, connection to the electricity grid to transport electricity to or from owned appliances, 
incl. the base demand, and the consumption of heating for comfort. It does not cover the 
ownership and use of any particular types of appliances, including the ones relating to DER 
technologies, as these are separately defined.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_Household interface extends the I_BuildingOwner interface as a building is part of the 
definition of a household. Furthermore, and closely related, the I_Household interface extends 
the I_HeatingConsumer interface due to the household inhabitants’ need for heating for 
comfort.  

Finally, the I_ElectricityConsumer framework interface is extended by I_Household, as a 
conventional household will always have a demand for electricity due to its base load. This, by 
extension, also defines the household as an I_ElectricityUser, which adds the ability to 
establish a connection to the electricity grid. The relations for agents implementing these 
interfaces belong to these three interfaces and the interfaces they extend. 

The I_Household interface is implemented by the ResidentialProsumer agent type. 
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Methods for interactions 

The I_Household interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.2.5 I_PhotovoltaicUser 
Definition and purpose 

The I_PhotovoltaicUser interface represents actors that can adopt, own and operate home-
installed PV equipment. This includes adjusting the settings of the inverter equipment that 
connects the PV to the electricity system.  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The appliances owned by the I_PhotovoltaicUser are home-installed PV equipment and the 
complementary PV inverter appliance, and the I_PhotovoltaicUser hence has a relation with 
the I_Photovoltaic and I_PhotovoltaicInverter domain interfaces.  

The I_PhotovoltaicUser interface extends the I_ElectricityProducer interface due to 
the generation capabilities that the PV equipment provides when converting solar power to 
electricity.  

The I_PhotovoltaicUser interface is implemented by the ResidentialProsumer agent 
type. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_PhotovoltaicUser interface does not add any methods.  

4.5.2.6 I_ResidentialBuilding 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ResidentialBuilding interface represents buildings that are inhabited by  

Relations to other interfaces and implementing agent types 

The I_ResidentialBuilding interface has a relation to the I_BuildingOwner interface, as 
the latter is implemented by agents owning and using the Residential Building agent. This 
agent type implements the I_ResidentialBuilding interface. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ResidentialBuilding interface adds a method to set the geographical address of the 
implementing agent. It furthermore adds a method to retrieve roof area, which might be used to 
determine the area available for PV equipment. 

4.5.3 Framework Interfaces 
4.5.3.1 I_ApplianceOwner 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ApplianceOwner interface represents actors that are able to adopt, own and use electric 
appliances. All actions and responsibilities that relate to the ownership and use of a non-specified 
electric appliance hence are contained in this interface. 
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Relations to other interfaces  

As the I_ApplianceOwner interface refers to the ownership and use of electric appliances, 
agents of this interface perform interactions with agents that implement the I_Appliance 
interface, and the two interfaces, therefore, have significant relations.  

Methods for interactions 

The I_ApplianceOwner interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.3.2 I_BuildingOwner 
Definition and purpose 

The I_BuildingOwner interface represents an actor that owns and lives in a building. This 
includes properties that relate to the actor’s geographical address. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_BuildingOwner interface has a relation to the I_ResidentialBuilding interface, as 
agents implementing the latter are owned and used by I_BuildingOwner interfaces. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_BuildingOwner interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.3.3 I_ElectricityConsumer 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityConsumer interface represents the ability to own and use electric 
appliances that can consume electricity. Agents implementing this interface can draw electricity 
from the grid to the owned appliances and can furthermore establish electricity contracts with 
electricity retailers to buy this electricity. 

Relations to other interfaces 

Due to the exclusive consumption focus of the I_ElectricityConsumer interface, it has a 
relation to the I_ElectricityLoad interface, as the latter is used for appliances that consume 
electricity. 

Furthermore, this interface mirrors the I_ElectricityProducer interface, as the latter covers 
electricity production appliance ownership and use. 

The I_ElectricityConsumer interface extends the I_ElectricityUser interface, adding 
electricity production responsibilities in addition to the electricity grid connection responsibilities. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityConsumer interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.3.4 I_ElectricityProducer 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityProducer interface represents the ability to own and use electric 
appliances that can produce electricity. Agents implementing this interface can supply electricity 
to the grid from the owned appliances and can furthermore establish electricity supply contracts 
with electricity retailers to sell surplus electricity production. 
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Relations to other interfaces 

Due to the exclusive production focus of the I_ElectricityConsumer interface, it has a 
relation to the I_ElectricitySource interface, as the latter is used for appliances that 
produce electricity. 

Furthermore, this interface mirrors the I_ElectricityConsumer interface, as the latter covers 
ownership and use of electricity-consuming appliances. 

The I_ElectricityProducer interface extends the I_ElectricityUser interface, adding 
electricity production responsibilities in addition to the electricity grid connection responsibilities. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityProducer interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.3.5 I_ElectricityProsumer 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityProsumer interface provides responsibilities and properties that relate to 
actors that can own electricity-consuming and producing appliances. The purpose of this interface 
is to capture actions, relations, interactions and responsibilities that apply to actors that 
simultaneously serve as I_ElectricityConsumer agents and I_ElectricityProducer 
agents, in addition to the relations, interactions and responsibilities that apply to these two roles 
individually.  

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricityProsumer interface is implemented by agents that might own and use electric 
appliance agents, which implement the I_ElectricityLoad and I_ElectricitySource. 

An example of this is the I_ElectricityStorage interface. 

The I_ElectricityProsumer interface extends both the I_ElectricityConsumer and 
I_ElectricityProducer interfaces. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityProsumer interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.3.6 I_ElectricityUser 
Definition and purpose 

The I_ElectricityUser interface represents actors that handle electricity and interact with 
the electricity grid when doing so. The purpose of this interface is to contain all the interactions 
and relations that come with an actor’s role of connecting to the electricity grid and feeding 
electricity into or drawing electricity from the grid when using or being responsible for owned 
electric appliances. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_ElectricityUser interface is related to the I_ElectricityProducer and 
I_ElectricityConsumer interfaces, both of which extend this interface and add additional 
methods, relations and responsibilities.  
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The I_ElectricityUser interface furthermore has a relation to the I_ConnectionPoint 
interface from the Electricity Grid module as the latter represents the point in the electricity grid 
that transports electricity to and from the I_ElectricityUser agent. 

Finally, the I_ElectricityUser interface has a relation to the I_DSO and 
I_ElectricityRetailer interfaces, as it connects to the grid through an agreement with the 
former and trades electricity with the latter. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_ElectricityUser interface adds a method for an I_DSO interface agent to connect the 
I_ElectricityUser agent to the electricity grid through an I_ConnectionPoint agent. 

4.5.3.7 I_HeatingConsumer 
Definition and purpose 

The I_HeatingConsumer interface represents actors that own and inhabit heated indoor spaces 
and require the heating of these spaces to receive a desired level of comfort. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_HeatingConsumer interface has a significant relation to the I_HeatingSpace interface 
as it owns and inhabits the latter. Furthermore, the I_HeatingConsumer interface has a relation 
to agents of the I_HeatingSource interface, which must be connected to the 
I_HeatingSpace to receive the thermal energy required for achieving the desired comfort level. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_HeatingConsumer interface does not add any methods. 

4.5.3.8 I_HeatingSpace 
Definition and purpose 

The I_HeatingSpace interface represents indoor spaces that are heated for comfort purposes. 
I_HeatingSpace interface agents receive thermal energy from a heating source and dissipate 
thermal energy to the surrounding environment. Characteristics that determine these heat flows 
and the temperature of the heated space are part of this interface. The purpose of this interface 
is to separate the base properties and interactions of a building or indoor space that specifically 
relate to heating into one distinct interface. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_HeatingSpace interface has a close relation to the I_HeatingSource interface. An 
I_HeatingSource agent can supply thermal energy to an I_HeatingSpace agent.  

The I_HeatingSpace interface furthermore has a close relation to the I_HeatingConsumer 
interface, as agents implementing this interface use, inhabit and hence receive the comfort of the 
I_HeatingSpace agents. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_HeatingSpace interface adds several methods that allow an I_HeatingConsumer 
interface agent to retrieve the specifications of the I_HeatingSpace interface agent and use 
that information to determine the specifications of an I_HeatingSource interface agent 
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needed to supply thermal energy to the I_HeatingSpace. The I_HeatingSpace interface adds 
a method to connect an I_HeatingSource interface agent as well. 

Furthermore, the I_HeatingSpace interface adds methods for the connected 
I_HeatingSource interface agent to acquire information on the specifications and current state 
of the I_HeatingSpace to determine operation accordingly. Finally, a method allows the 
connected I_HeatingSource interface agent to update the current flow of thermal energy that 
is supplied to the I_HeatingSpace interface agent. 

4.5.3.9 I_MeteringPoint 
Definition and purpose 

The I_MeteringPoint interface is used for objects in the electricity system where electricity 
consumption or production metering equipment is installed and applied. This does not only 
include electricity user connection points but might also comprise individual appliances, grid 
components or other objects where metering is required. 

Relations to other interfaces 

The I_MeteringPoint interface has a significant relation to the I_MeteringApplication 
interface, as agents that implement the latter interface can be installed at I_MeteringPoint 
agents to perform the actual metering task.  

The interface extends the I_ElectricityObject interface, as it is always applied to agents that 
are part of the electricity system. 

Methods for interactions 

The I_MeteringPoint interface adds methods for an I_DataCollector interface agent to 
initialise and assign an I_MeteringApplication interface agent at the I_MeteringPoint 
agent. Furthermore, a method is added for the I_DataCollector interface agent to retrieve the 
reference to the I_MeteringApplication interface agent.   

4.5.4 Agent Type Definitions 
4.5.4.1 Residential Prosumer  
The ResidentialProsumer agent type implements a set of interfaces which represents its 
interactions with the four DER appliances. All of these interfaces directly or indirectly extend the 
I_ApplianceOwner interface, which covers the appliance adoption functionality of the 
REsidentialProsumers agent type. 

Because the rate of adoption of DER technologies applies to the entire population of 
ResidentialProsumer agents, the adoption of a DER technology is instigated by the 
environment agent in which the agent is embedded, which is the Main agent in the DERInGrid 
simulation framework. The embedding agent (the Main agent in the current framework) decides 
when the adoption of technology occurs according to the adoption function, and when adoption 
happens, it chooses a random ResidentialProsumer agent in the population which does not 
already own the DER technology.  

When prompted to adopt a DER appliance, the ResidentialProsumer firstly choose a model type 
of the DER and complementary equipment according to the procedures described in Section 4.3.5. 
When the adopted agents have been initialised, the ResidentialProsumer agent sets itself as 
the owner of the adopted DER agent and its complementary equipment agent, if any, which both 
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implement the I_Appliance interface. The ResidentialProsumer then connects the DER 
agent, as an I_ElectricityEndPoint interface agent, to the complementary equipment 
agent, if one exists, the latter implementing the I_ElectricityNode interface. Finally, the 
complementary equipment agent, or if no such exists, the DER agent itself, is connected to the 
ResidentialProsumer, as the prosumer also implements the I_ElectricityNode interface. 
The structure of these connections adheres to the one presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

Apart from determining the model type and dimensioning of the adopted appliances and 
establishing the connections between them, the ResidentialProsumer agent also receives future 
electricity prices as they become available and forwards those to all owned appliances, which 
implements the I_ControlDevice interface. The prices can then be used for the planning and 
controlling of power consumption and generation by these agents. 
The following sections cover the parts of the ResidentialProsumer logic that relate to specific 
DERs: 

EV User 

The ResidentialProsumer agent type implements the I_EVUser interface and hence interacts 
with the I_ElectricVehicle and I_EVChargingBox agents that it has adopted. The essential 
part of these interactions relates to determining the driving patterns of the I_ElectricVehicle 
agent.  

It has not been possible to acquire any real data on residential usage of personal vehicles that 
could be used to determine when and how often the ResidentialProsumer agents would use their 
vehicles in the simulation framework.  

Instead, the driving schedule is decided according to the following procedure: 

1. Exactly one driving trip is planned for each day, and the next trip is scheduled at the time 
of arrival from the previous one. Thereby, the schedule always contains one planned trip. 

2. The time of departure and arrival always lie within pre-defined time ranges, one for the 
departure and one for the arrival. The boundaries of these ranges are whole hours and 
can be changed between simulation experiments. For instance, all departures must 
happen between 5:00 and 9:00 in the morning, while all arrival must happen between 
14:00 and 20:00 in the afternoon and evening.  

3. A whole hour within each of the two different time ranges is determined for the departure 
and arrival, respectively. For the departure, this hour is determined by identifying the 
highest load in the base load dataset that lies in the departure time range shifted one hour 
backwards. At the time of this load, it is assumed that someone is likely to be home and 
that they might leave during the next hour, and so the departure will be set to commence 
in the hour after this load. The same procedure is used for the arrival, except that the 
departure time range is shifted one hour forward, and the determined arrival hour is set 
one hour before the beginning of the highest identified load in the range. 
For instance, if the highest load between 4:00 and 8:00 begins at 7:00, the hour of 
departure is set to 8:00. Likewise, if the highest load between 15:00 and 21:00 begins at 
20:00, the arrival hour will be set to 19:00. If no base load data is available, the departure 
and arrival times are instead randomly decided within the two different time ranges. 

4. When the whole hours are determined for the departure and arrival, the minute value for 
each of those is randomly determined using a uniform distribution. This value is added to 
the whole hour. For instance, if the minute value for the departure is set to 27, the 
departure time for the trip will be 8:27.  
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5. Finally, the distance of a planned driving trip is determined. This is done by using a set of 
probability distributions, one for each day of the week.  

When a trip has been planned, the departure and arrival times and the distance will be passed to 
the I_ElectricVehicle and the I_EVChargingBox interface agents, which the 
ResidentialProsumer agent owns and uses. 

Furthermore, the ResidentialProsumer agent is responsible for connecting the 
I_EVChargingBox and I_ElectricityVehicle when the latter needs charging after driving. 

Heat Pump User 

The ResidentialProsumer agent type implements the I_HeatPumpUser interface and hence 
interacts with the I_HeatPump agent that it has adopted.  

The interactions between the ResidentialProsumer agent and the adopted I_HeatPump 
agent are limited to the prosumer setting the desired indoor temperature and connecting the 
pump to the I_HeatedSpace that is owned by the ResidentialProsunmer and must be 
heated by the pump. The remaining parts of the interactions with the I_HeatPump are 
maintained by the I_HeatedSpace agent. 

PV User 

The ResidentialProsumer agent type implements the I_PhotovoltaicUser interface and 
hence interacts with the I_Photovoltaic and I_PhotovoltaicInverter agents that it has 
adopted.  

Apart from the choice of model types, dimensioning and establishment of a connection between 
the adopted agents, a ResidentialProsumer agent does not interact with the two agents. 

Battery User 

The ResidentialProsumer agent type implements the I_BatteryUser interface and hence interacts 
with the I_Battery and I_BatteryInverter agents that it has adopted.  

Apart from the choice of model types, dimensioning and establishment of a connection between 
the adopted agents, a ResidentialProsumer agent does not interact with the two agents. 

4.5.4.2 Residential Building 
An essential part of the ResidentialBuilding agent type logic relates to its implemented 
I_HeatedSpace interface. 

For determining the heat dissipation rate from a surface in a building, Equation [5] is applicable, 
where Usurface denotes the heat transfer coefficient of the surface, Asurface denotes the area of the 
surface, Tin is the indoor temperature at the surface, and Tout is the outdoor temperature. 

 �̇�𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡.𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 = 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 ∗ (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡) [5] 
 

The aggregated dissipation rates of all surfaces in a building give the total heat dissipation rate 
of the building.  

In accordance with the Danish Standard, DS 418 [45], the equation is used for assessing the 
dimensioning heat dissipation rate for a building. When doing so, the outdoor temperature is set 
to -12 °C while the indoor temperature is set to the desired value.  
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This equation has not been used in the simulation framework as it has not been possible to obtain 
the required information on the structure and building materials of the residential buildings in the 
two Danish case study systems during the development of the DERInGrid framework. 
Furthermore, a detailed calculation of heat dissipation coefficients for each building in the case 
study systems will add significant complexity to the model that is not within the scope of this 
thesis.  

Alternatively, a search has been performed to find a table or method to determine the average 
heat dissipation coefficient of a building depending on its building/renovation year, heated area 
and number of floors. This search returned multiple methods and tables to estimate a yearly heat 
demand of a building, for instance, the demands that are presented in Table 16. However, a yearly 
heat demand does not provide enough information to provide a sufficient representation of the 
heat dissipation rate from a ResidentialBuilding type agent at varying outdoor and indoor 
temperatures. 

The search, however, revealed that according to the Danish Building Regulations (BR18), the heat 
dissipation rate at newly constructed residential buildings must not exceed the dimensioning heat 
dissipation rate per heated area defined by Equation [6]. In the equation, this rate is denoted by 
Xloss.max, while E denotes the number of floors, and A denotes the heated area of the building.  

 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠.𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 = �12.0 +
6.0
𝐸𝐸

+
300
𝐴𝐴
�

W
m2 [6] 

 

Assuming that all buildings constructed or renovated between 2010 and 2019 are in accordance 
with this regulation (even though the regulation was enacted in 2018) without having a heat 
dissipation rate per heated area that is lower than necessary.  

For older buildings, and due to the linear relation between heat dissipation rate and heat 
dissipation coefficient in Equation [5], it is assumed that the heat dissipation rate per heated area 
has proportionally decreased with the yearly heat demand. Based on this assumption, the relative 
demands of buildings in the building/renovation year categories compared to the 2010 – 2019 
category in Table 16 have been calculated for each heated area category and are presented in 
Table 17. In order to accommodate for building age and earlier building regulations, the heat 
dissipation rate per heated area is multiplied by the factor corresponding to the building age and 
area from the table. 

Finally, as Xloss.max is determined at dimensioning temperatures, i.e., -12 °C and the desired indoor 
temperature, the heat dissipation rate per area is divided by the difference between these 
temperatures to get the dissipation rate relative to the actual temperature difference between 
the indoor and outside air.  

Combining these assumptions, Equation [7] is used to calculate the heat dissipation rate in the 
ResidentialProsumer agent type. Here, Tout.dim denotes the outdoor temperature used for 
dimensioning (-12 °C), Twanted denotes the wanted (and dimensioning) indoor temperature, k 
denotes the demand factor from Table 17, A denotes the heated area, Tout denotes the outdoor 
temperature, and Tin denotes the indoor temperature.   

 �̇�𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 =
𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠.𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚

𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡.𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑
∗ 𝑘𝑘 ∗ 𝐴𝐴 ∗ (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡) [7] 
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Table 16: Estimated yearly demand for heating per heated area [kWh/m2] depending on building/renovation year and 
heated area as estimated by [39]. Domestic hot water is not included in the demand. 

Building/renovation year 
Heated 

area [m2] 
1930 - 
1939 

1940 - 
1949 

1950 - 
1959 

1960- 
1969 

1970 - 
1979 

1980 - 
1989 

1990 - 
1999 

2000 - 
2009 

2010 - 
2019 

< 80 124 139 137 123 105 78 81 71 40 
80 - 100 125 120 127 122 104 77 82 65 37 

100 - 120 118 115 119 117 96 76 76 61 34 
120 - 140 110 111 114 112 96 77 77 59 33 
140 - 160 108 110 110 110 97 78 78 59 33 
160 - 180 104 100 106 105 95 79 78 57 31 
180 - 200 101 95 102 103 93 76 73 53 29 
200 - 300 93 92 90 96 88 73 70 51 28 

> 300 92 89 89 92 83 73 75 48 28 
 

Table 17: Relative heat demand factors based on Table 16. Older buildings have higher heating demands compared in 
each heated area category compared to the 2010 – 2019 buildings. These factors are used for the demand factor in 
Equation [7]. 

Building/renovation year 
Heated 

area [m2] 
1930 - 
1939 

1940 - 
1949 

1950 - 
1959 

1960- 
1969 

1970 - 
1979 

1980 - 
1989 

1990 - 
1999 

2000 - 
2009 

2010 - 
2019 

< 80 3.10 3.48 3.43 3.08 2.63 1.95 2.03 1.78 1.00 
80 - 100 3.38 3.24 3.43 3.30 2.81 2.08 2.22 1.76 1.00 

100 - 120 3.47 3.38 3.50 3.44 2.82 2.24 2.24 1.79 1.00 
120 - 140 3.33 3.36 3.45 3.39 2.91 2.33 2.33 1.79 1.00 
140 - 160 3.27 3.33 3.33 3.33 2.94 2.36 2.36 1.79 1.00 
160 - 180 3.35 3.23 3.42 3.39 3.06 2.55 2.52 1.84 1.00 
180 - 200 3.48 3.28 3.52 3.55 3.21 2.62 2.52 1.83 1.00 
200 - 300 3.32 3.29 3.21 3.43 3.14 2.61 2.50 1.82 1.00 

> 300 3.29 3.18 3.18 3.29 2.96 2.61 2.68 1.71 1.00 
 

In addition to the calculation of the heat loss rate, the indoor temperature must be continuously 
determined as part of the ResidentialProsumer definition. For this calculation, Equation [8] is used, 
where Twanted denotes the wanted temperature (which is used for the initial state of the building), 
Qin denotes the total amount of thermal energy that has been added to the system, Qout denotes 
the total amount of thermal energy that has been removed from the system, h denotes the room 
height, A denotes the heated area, ρair denotes the density of air at a temperature of 25 °C and 
absolute pressure of 101.325 kPa, 1.204 kg/m3, and cp.air denotes the heat capacity of air at the 
same conditions, 1.005 kJ/(kg °C) [117].  

 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 +
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡

ℎ ∗ 𝐴𝐴 ∗ 𝜌𝜌𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝.𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆
 [8] 

 

It is important to note that domestic hot water is not part of the ResidentialBuilding agent, 
i.e., only space heating is included in the agent definition. The reason for this simplification is 
partly that insufficient information on the buildings has been acquired to make a realistic 
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representation of the buildings in the case study systems, and partly because the focus of this 
thesis is on the framework and less on the complexity of the individual agents. Also, for the same 
reason, heat capacities of building materials, furniture, etc., that add inertia to the indoor 
temperatures of the buildings are disregarded, while the room height is assumed to be the same 
for the entire heated area of all buildings.  

The elements that constitute the ResidentialBuilding agent type are depicted in Figure 19 

Note that the values in the three square boxes, providedHeat, Q_house and consumedHeat, 
denote the total amount of energy that has passed into the node minus the amount that has been 
removed from it (measured in Joule due to simulation resolution settings). The arrows between 
the boxes denote the current flow of energy (measured in Joule per hour). Also, note that the two 
parameters in the bottom row that represent the volumes of water in the heat circulation system 
are unused in the current model version. 

 

Figure 19: AnyLogic system dynamics used to represent the state and heating flow in the ResidentialBuilding 
agent type.  
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4.6 Framework User Interface 
As a final part of the DERInGrid simulation framework, a user interface has been provided, which 
can be used to set parameters and settings before a simulation experiment.  

While the user interface is not a crucial part of the framework in relation to the research 
objectives, it has been added to provide an easier and more understandable way of preparing 
simulation experiments with the correct set of input parameter values and settings. In doing so, 
the DERInGrid framework can be employed by users who do not possess detailed knowledge of 
the underlying content of the framework.  

The user interface consists of multiple different views where parameters for respective agent 
types can be set before a simulation experiment is started. For instance, the view in Figure 20 
allows the configuration of parameters relating to the ResidentialProsumer agent type as an 
I_EVUser. Similarly, the view in Figure 21 allows adjustments to ResidentialProsumer 
I_HPUser and I_HeatingConsumer settings (left) and configuration of heat dissipation 
properties for the ResidentialBuilding as I_HeatingSpace (right). 

The adoption functions can be set for all four DER types, and a summary view for the four functions 
is given in a user interface view as well, Figure 22, so they can be confirmed before the start of a 
simulation. It should be noted from the figure that the adoption function can be set to other 
function types than logistic growth. Furthermore, the number of agents in the 
ResidentialProsumer population (this can be varied as well) sets a hard limit to the growth 
function, as seen on the curve for the Battery adoption in the figure. 

 

Figure 20: User interface view for parameters and settings relating to EV adoption (left half) and driving patterns (right 
half)  
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Figure 21: User interface view for parameters and settings relating to heat pump adoption (left half), heat source 
dimensioning criteria, and residential building heat dissipation (right half)  

 

 

Figure 22: User interface summary view with adoption curves for all four DER technologies, based on adoption 
functions passed as input. 

The user interface comprises multiple other views that are not presented here, and while it is not 
a crucial part of the DERInGrid simulation framework, it contributes toward the applicability of the 
framework as a tool that can be used by DSO. The DSO might not have the required knowledge, 
experience or information to understand and modify the content of the framework but can still 
use the framework to perform a broad range of different simulation experiments for different 
future scenarios. 
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4.7 Simulation Framework Input and Output Information and Data Formats 
Almost all sets of information and data that are passed as inputs to the DERInGrid simulation 
framework, as well as the sets of output data the model produces, are grouped according to a few 
overall structural formats. These formats are introduced here to provide a better overview when 
the individual information and data sets are presented and discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.   

4.7.1 Input Formats 
The DERInGrid simulation framework is designed to take input information and data that adhere 
to specific formats, which can overall be grouped as follows: 

• Agent population specifications 
• Technology model type specifications 
• Time-series properties 

Each of these three groups of input information and data uses a distinct structure, which might 
vary slightly depending on the agent type and purpose of the data. While the formats are relatively 
simple, they are presented here to give clarity. It should be noted that this section only discusses 
the generic formats with only a few examples of how they are applied for the specific agents and 
data in the performed simulations. The actual sets of data and information that have been applied 
for simulating the case study systems in the experimental scenarios are presented in relevant 
parts of Chapter 6. The groups are described in the following sections. 

4.7.1.1 Agent population specifications 
For most populations of agents in the simulation framework, and typical for agent-based 
simulation methodology in general, member agents must be assigned values to the set of 
parameters that define the agent type. In many cases, these characteristics are extracted from a 
set containing information for each agent in the population, denoted by an identifier for the agent. 
A particular purpose of the identifier is to ensure that the correct characteristics are assigned to 
the correct agent in cases where these characteristics are provided by multiple separate datasets. 

The structure of this input group follows Table 18, where a set of values for m parameters is 
provided for each agent in a population of n agents. 

Table 18: Format of information and data used to define characteristics and parameter values of agents in populations 

 Name/identifier Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter m 
Agent no. 1     
Agent no. 2     
Agent no. n     

 

Notable examples of input information that adhere to this structure include: 

• Residential prosumer characteristics 
• Residential building characteristics 
• Electricity distribution system components characteristics 

4.7.1.2 Technology model types specifications 
The technology model types specifications structure group is largely similar to the agent 
population specifications group; however, in this case, the information does not apply to distinct 
agents in a population. Instead, the information is assigned to certain agents depending on 
decision criteria, e.g., probability distributions or a need for a parameter to attain a specific value. 
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In the developed model, information using this structure is typically employed to contain 
specifications of technologies that might be adopted by appliance owner role agents, and hence 
each DER type and complementary appliance type comes with a dataset that contains sets of 
parameters for the available models types The structure of this input group is as depicted in Table 
19, where each of n available appliance model types, denoted by a model type name, comes with 
a set of m parameter values that define its specifications.  

Table 19: Format of information and data used to define characteristics and parameter values of agents in populations 

 Name/identifier Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter m 
Model type 1     
Model type 2     
Model type n     

 

4.7.1.3 Time-series properties 
Some input datasets consist of values that change with time. Depending on the number of agents 
that are covered by a time-dependent property dataset, the dataset might be formatted in one of 
the two following ways:  

Sometimes, time-series input data is applied to the simulation environment, a single agent or 
multiple agents that use the same set. In these cases, the input set contains time-based data 
entries (referred to as measurements) for multiple time-dependent parameters that share a 
mutual time scale and resolution. Examples could be weather conditions or electricity prices that 
affect all agents in a simulation case study environment. In such cases, the Table 20 format is used, 
where i timed-based entries for m parameters are applied to a single agent or multiple agents 
with the same parameter values. 

Table 20: Format for a singular set of time-series properties 

 Start date Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter m 
Measurement 1     
Measurement 2     
Measurement i     

 

In other cases, time-series input data might contain sets of measurements where each set applies 
to a distinct agent in a population, similarly to the agent population specifications format group. 
Here, only measurements for a single parameter are included. As depicted in Table 21, i 
measurements of the same parameter are given for n agents, using the identifiers of the agents 
in the column header to assign the data to the correct agents.  

Table 21: Format for a singular time-series property with lists of measurements for multiple agents 

 Start date Agent 1 
name/identifier 

Agent 2 
name/identifier 

Agent n 
name/identifier 

Measurement 1     
Measurement 2     
Measurement i     

 

Similar between the two time-series formats is the start date which denotes when the given 
measurement becomes valid during a simulation run. For some input datasets, an end date 
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column is included as well to mark when a measurement expires. Alternatively, the expiry is either 
set to occur at the start date of the next measurement in the list or after a fixed amount of time, 
which is typically one hour, has passed since the start date. 

4.7.2 Output Formats 
Similar to the inputs, the outputs generated from running simulations using the DERInGrid model 
belong to three different groups, each assuming a distinct format, depending on their content and 
purpose. These groups are used for different parts of the discussion and analysis of the results and 
will be referred to frequently when discussing results throughout subsequent chapters. They are 
hence provided with abbreviations: 

• Singular properties information (SPI) 
• Time-series measurements (TSM) 
• State duration statistics (SDS) 

More detailed descriptions of the output gained from running simulations for the experimental 
scenarios established in Chapter 5 are provided in Chapter 7. 

4.7.2.1 Singular properties information  
One part of the outputs produced when running DERInGrid model simulations is constituted by 
properties with single values that provide information on the characteristics and the final state of 
agents in the simulation. This includes parameters that were passed to the agent from input 
datasets but also certain properties that have been determined during a simulation run, e.g., the 
time of adoption of a certain DER appliance by a residential prosumer agent. 

For each agent type included in the set outputs, these properties are arranged as depicted in Table 
22, which includes i singular value properties for n agents. The identifier column contains a unique 
identification string for each property and is included to ensure consistency in subsequently used 
results organisation and analysis algorithms in situations where the order of properties or the 
property name are modified due to changes in the list of desired outputs. 

In addition to tables that contain values for singular properties of populations of agent types, an 
additional SPI table is produced from the simulation to provide information on properties relating 
to the simulation environment and the overall simulation run. This table only includes one value 
column. 

The primary purpose of the SPI outputs is to note simulation experiment parameters, settings and 
characteristics of individual agents and to retrieve output properties of the agents that are not 
time-dependent. 

Table 22: Output format for singular properties information of populations of an agent type 

 Property 
name/description 

Identifier Unit Value, 
agent 1 

Value, 
agent 2 

Value, 
agent n 

Property 1       
Property 2       
Property i       

 

4.7.2.2 Time-series measurements 
During simulation runs, information on relevant properties that describe the state of certain agent 
types is captured at regular time intervals, producing sets of time-series measurements for these 
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properties as a simulation output. These measurements are formatted as shown in Table 23, 
which includes i time-series measurements of the state constituted by m different agent 
properties. It should be noted that, unlike SPI output tables that contain results from multiple 
agents of the same type, TSM tables only contain results for a single agent.  

The primary purpose of the TSM outputs is to analyse how the simulated system and agents 
develop over time and to identify and analyse time-dependent patterns in the states of the agents 
over simulation runs. 

Table 23: Output format for time-series measurements of the state of a single agent  

 Measurement 
date 

Property 1 Property 2 Property m 

Measurement 1     
Measurement 2     
Measurement i     

 

4.7.2.3 State duration statistics 
The last group of outputs considers durations in which agents assume certain states or fulfil certain 
conditions. These durations are separated according to time interval bins, namely hour of the day, 
day of the week and month of the year.  

Using the structure depicted in Table 24, the total duration of time in which an agent fulfils the 
respective m conditions at times that fall into the individual k time interval bins are registered. 
Multiple tables are produced for multiple sets of time bins, and, similarly to the TSM outputs, each 
table contains outputs for a single agent. 

The purpose of the SDS outputs is to analyse whether certain conditions tend to be fulfilled at 
specific time patterns during simulation runs.  

Table 24: Output format for durations in which an agent fulfils a particular state or condition, separated according to 
time interval bins 

 Time bin name State/condition 1 State/condition 2 State/condition m 
Time bin 1     
Time bin 2     
Time bin k     
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5 Scenarios and Experimental Design  
This chapter introduces the simulation scenarios that have been designed to employ the 
developed DERInGrid simulation framework and its modules for the identification and evaluation 
of emerging DER operation patterns and the congestions these cause in parts of an electricity 
distribution system.  

5.1 Validation Hypotheses 
Before the scenarios are established, a set of hypotheses is established to enable validation of the 
DERInGrid framework in relation to the research aim and objectives established in Section 1.2. 
The set of hypotheses is not exhaustive for a comprehensive analysis of the power flows and DER 
impacts in the electricity distribution system. Instead, they are provided to give a demonstration 
of whether the framework is applicable for the investigation of DER evolution in distribution grids 
and thereby fulfil the established research aim. The hypotheses are comprised as follows: 

H1: If the electricity grid is sufficiently dimensioned to support the current mix of electric 
appliances, incl. DERs, owned and used by residential prosumers, no overloads will occur by 
simulating this mix of appliances. 

H2: The gradual adoption of EV, heat pump and PV over time will cause a gradual increase in 
electricity distribution components that have encountered an overload. 

H3: If the storage capacity of residential batteries that are adopted in conjunction with PV 
equipment is increased, the gradual increase in overloads caused by gradually adopted DERs 
in the electricity grid will be delayed. 

H4: If an EMS system is employed to control electrical appliances and to reduce load fluctuations 
at the prosumer level compared to no control, the following impacts will be observed: 
a) Duration of overloads caused by excess electricity demand will decrease across all grid 

components. 
b) Duration of overloads caused by excess electricity generation will decrease across all grid 

components. 
c) Electricity load self-sufficiency of individual prosumers and the overall distribution grid 

will increase. 
d) Electricity generation self-sufficiency of individual prosumers and the overall distribution 

grid will increase. 
H5: If the residential battery storage capacity adopted by residential prosumers with PVs 

increases, the following impacts will be observed: 
a) Duration of overloads caused by excess electricity demand will decrease across all grid 

components. 
b) Duration of overloads caused by excess electricity generation will decrease across all grid 

components. 
c) Electricity load self-sufficiency of individual prosumers and the overall distribution grid 

will increase. 
d) Electricity generation self-sufficiency of individual prosumers and the overall distribution 

grid will increase. 

These hypotheses are evaluated in Section 7.3; however, additional discussion of the simulation 
results and their implications are provided throughout Chapter 7 as well. 
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5.2 Scenario Descriptions 
Based on the research question, objectives, and corresponding hypotheses presented in Section 
5.1, six different experimental scenarios are established.  

As part of these scenarios, the agents from the DER DERInGrid simulation framework are replaced 
with agents that operate according to a simulation framework developed by a collaboration team 
at the European Institute for Energy Research (EIFER). This simulation has been developed as part 
of the SoLAR project [118] and comprises DER agents that possess more detailed and complex 
logic compared to the DERInGrid DER agents. The set of agents will be referred to accordingly for 
the rest of the thesis. 

The scenarios are listed as follows:  

1. Business as usual (base scenario) 
2. Gradual adoption of DERs, without batteries 
3. Gradual adoption of DERs, with batteries 
4. SoLAR DER agent logic, uncontrolled 
5. SoLAR DER agent logic, with EMS 
6. SoLAR DER agent logic, uncontrolled with batteries 

The scenarios are discussed in further detail in their respective sections, 5.2.2 to 5.2.7, which each 
include the following points: 

• Purpose 
• Description 
• Input and output parameters and data 
• Expected outcomes 

However, before then, some conditions related to the overall experimental design and all the 
scenarios are provided. 

With the general premises covered, the following sections describe the individual scenarios in 
more detail, along with a comparison between their parameter variations. 

5.2.1 Comparison between Scenarios 
Except for the base scenario, each scenario will include multiple simulations runs with variations 
of one or a few independent variables. Within each of these scenarios, the impacts of adjusting 
the independent variables will be analysed in Section 7.3. Furthermore, some pairs of scenarios 
differ from each other by a single qualitative parameter setting that determines whether a certain 
agent type or behavioural aspect is present. For instance, one scenario includes battery storage 
while another does not. Results comparison between pairs of scenarios will hence be conducted 
as well to estimate the impact of these agents or aspects. The configurations of these aspects are 
summarised in Table 25, while the pairs of compared scenarios are summarised in Table 26. 
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Table 25: Overview of key similarities and differences between validation scenarios 

Scenario 
number 

Case 
systems 

Time 
scale 

DER agent 
logic 

DER 
adoption 

Storage EMS 
DER agent 

interactions 

1 
Denmark, 
Germany 

1 year DERInGrid 
Implicit, 

PDEA 
No No No 

2 Denmark 
Multiple 

years 
DERInGrid 

implicit, 
NDEA 

No No No 

3 Denmark Multiple 
years 

DERInGrid implicit, 
NDEA 

Yes No Yes 

4 Germany 1 year SoLAR PDEA No No No 
5 Germany 1 year SoLAR PDEA No Yes Yes 

6 Germany 1 year 

SoLAR 
(non-

batteries) 
& 

DERInGrid 
(batteries) 

PDEA Yes No Yes 

 

Table 26: Comparisons between scenarios to determine the impact of the inclusion or variation of a particular 
property. Each field represents a combination of the scenario numbers denoted by the row and column, respectively, 
and where applicable, a property that differs between the scenario is denoted, whose impact is further investigated 
and discussed. For instance, the comparison of scenarios 2 and 3 allows for determining the impact of residentially 
installed batteries, as batteries are included in scenario 3 while they are not in scenario 2.  

Scenario 
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1  
BaU/gradual 

DER 
adoption 

None 

DERInGrid 
DER 

agents/SoLAR 
DER agents 

None None 

2   
No 

storage/residential 
battery storage 

None None None 

3    None None None 

4     No 
EMS/EMS None 

5      Battery 
storage/EMS 

6       
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5.2.2 Business as Usual 
5.2.2.1 Purpose 
This scenario will act as a base scenario in which the case study systems remain as they were at 
the time when the information was gathered for the system. It will be used to estimate grid 
stability with the DERs currently found in the respective simulated case study systems.  

Outcomes from this scenario will provide insight regarding whether the case study electricity 
distribution grids are able to support the residential consumer loads and generations as they are 
today. Furthermore, this scenario will be used as a comparison reference when analysing 
outcomes of the subsequent scenarios to assess how much the conditions in these scenarios will 
impact the electricity systems compared to their current states. 

5.2.2.2 Scenario description 
This scenario will simulate the case study residential electricity distribution systems as they are 
today, with only already existing DER appliances included among the residential prosumer 
population agents. Given this condition, no adoption of additional DER appliances will commence 
during the simulated time period. DER appliances already adopted due to PDEA will be initialised 
at the respective residential prosumer agents upon simulation start and represented using the 
logic defined as part of the DERInGrid framework. For residential prosumers who have not 
adopted any DER appliances, power flows will be entirely constituted by time-series 
measurements of historical loads measured at the respective prosumers to represent the agents’ 
inflexible (or traditional) appliance loads and, for some agents, implicitly adopted DERs.  

In some cases, loads and generations from existing DER appliances at the prosumers are 
embedded in these traditional load measurement sets. In these cases, the residential prosumer 
agents in question will not adopt the respective DER appliances within the simulation setting, as 
that would essentially cause double adoption and, by extension, impact from that DER technology. 
Furthermore, the specifications for the adopted appliances are unknown in these cases. 
Identification of these appliances is performed as described in Section 6.1.3.3.  

5.2.2.3 Input and output parameters 
For the inputs, the particular combination of general scenario experimental settings is as follows: 

• Time scale – The system does not evolve between simulation years due to the lack of DER 
adoption, and it is expected that the output patterns will approximately repeat for each 
year. The simulation is, therefore, run for a single year. 

• DER agent logic – The DERInGrid logic is used to simulate DER appliances that are known 
to currently exist in the case systems. Implicitly adopted DERs are instead represented in 
the inflexible base load input.  

• DER adoption – No additional DER appliances will be adopted. 
• Storage – No electricity storage capacities are owned by residential prosumers. 
• EMS – No EMS is used for DER and appliance control. 
• DER agent interactions – No interactions or coordination commence between different 

DER agents. 

Due to its base scenario role, no input parameters are varied between experiments for this 
scenario. Only one simulation run for each case study system is, therefore, conducted. 
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Key outputs for this scenario include: 

• The presence of overload occurrences, their timing and magnitudes. 
• All key outputs are considered for the subsequent scenarios – for comparison with base 

conditions. 

5.2.2.4 Expected results 
For a system where only a few DER appliances have been adopted by connected residential 
consumers, it is expected that the distribution system is sufficiently dimensioned to support the 
loads and generations in the system. This is further attributable to the fact that no or very few 
incidents have occurred where parts of the grid have been disrupted, or consumers have been 
requested to reduce demands to avoid such incidents. 

The expected results of a system comprising few DER appliances will hence be zero to few 
occurrences and durations of minor overloads.  

For a case where the electricity system has been installed along with the establishment of 
households that are provided with a significant quantity of DER appliances upon construction, it 
is expected that the system is appropriately dimensioned to support these appliances. Similarly, 
no or few minor overload occurrences are expected as well. 

5.2.3 Gradual Adoption of DERs, without Batteries 
5.2.3.1 Purpose 
This scenario will consider residential prosumer adoption of DER technologies based on trends 
found in the literature and will thereby, as closely as possible, represent the conditions that will 
likely apply to the real electricity distribution systems in the future, notably how DER equipment 
adoption might gradually start to impact grid stability over the future years.  

The timing of first overloads at the respective grid components will be of particular interest to 
determine sections of the case study grids that might be vulnerable to DER technologies and which 
are expected to require reinforcements by the DSO at that time. This scenario is also used to 
validate the simulation and its framework as an applicable DSO grid planning decision tool. 

5.2.3.2 Scenario description 
This scenario is similar to the base scenario, but here, the residential prosumers will gradually 
adopt EV, heat pump, and PV equipment during the simulation run, according to pre-set adoption 
functions given for each technology. The adoption will commence independently between the 
technologies, e.g., heat pump adoption and EV adoption will not affect each other, and the 
residential prosumer agents in the population will be selected randomly for the adoptions. A 
prosumer agent can only adopt and own one unit of each DER. 

The operation of the three technologies uses the DERInGrid logic and is not coordinated through 
mutual interactions or an EMS between the prosumer agents, the DER agents and the distribution 
grid agents. 

The simulation will comprise 15 years, which is considered a reasonable timeframe to achieve a 
significant adoption of DERs, while not being too long and hence too uncertain for the last years. 
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5.2.3.3 Input and output parameters 
For the inputs, the particular combination of general scenario experimental settings is as follows: 

• Time scale – The system evolves over time due to the adoption of DER appliances by 
residential prosumers agents. To properly identify grid congestions and needs for 
reinforcements that might arise within a reasonable future, the time scale will comprise 
15 years. 

• DER agent logic – The DERInGrid logic is used to represent DER appliances. 
• DER adoption – Residential prosumer agents adopt EVs, heat pumps, and PV appliances 

with time. 
• Storage – Batteries are not included for adoption, and no electricity storage capacities are 

owned by residential prosumers. 
• EMS – No EMS is used for DER and appliance control. 
• DER agent interactions – No interactions or coordination commence between different 

DER agents. 

For this scenario, the adoption of DER appliances and their impact on the electricity system is the 
focus. While realistic adoption functions are determined for the case study systems in Section 
6.1.3.4 to test how relative adoption rates will cause different impacts on the system, the three 
functions will be multiplied with a factor to increase or decrease the adoption rates. 

Variation input parameters hence comprise a factor that is multiplied onto the growth rate 
parameters that define how fast the prosumers adopt the respective DER technologies: 

• 90 %, 100 % and 110 % EV adoption rate  
• 90 %, 100 % and 110 % heat pump adoption rate  
• 90 %, 100 % and 110 % PV adoption rate  

The same rate is used simultaneously for the three parameters, giving rise to three distinct 
parameter variation simulation runs. 

Key outputs to be considered in this scenario include: 

• The adoption rate for each DER type (for verification). 
• Date of first overload in grid components to evaluate when reinforcements start to 

become necessary. 
• DER load and generation patterns. 
• Timing, duration and magnitudes of grid overloads in the grid during hours of the day, 

days of the week and months of the year. 
• Self-sufficiency rates and load and generation fluctuation factors. 

5.2.3.4 Expected results 
Given the gradual adoption of DER appliances during the simulation experiments of this scenario, 
it is expected that grid components in the distribution system will increasingly encounter overload 
incidences as the simulation time progresses.  

If the adoption rates of EVs and heat pumps are increased, it is furthermore expected that the first 
overload occurrence, on average among the electricity grid components, will occur earlier during 
the simulation time and that the total duration of overloads will increase as well. The same 
relation is expected for PV adoption rate and earliest generation overload occurrence. 
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Regarding the distribution of overloads over hours, days and months, it is expected that a 
considerable number of heat pumps will cause overloads in the minor to moderate overload 
magnitude groups and that these overloads will predominantly occur during the winter season of 
the year and night hours of the day where outdoor temperatures are lower. For EVs, overloads in 
the moderate to major magnitude groups are expected to occur in the late afternoon/early 
evening when the vehicles return from driving trips and commence charging. Furthermore, it is 
likely that some components encounter their first overload incident when EVs are adopted due to 
the relatively high charging loads of this DER. It is expected that overloads of higher magnitudes 
will be of shorter durations, while lower magnitude overloads will last into the late evening hours 
due to faster charging at high charging loads. PV equipment is expected to cause generation 
overloads during the hours of the day surrounding midday and to a larger extent during the 
summer season months.   

Expectations for the combination of the three DER appliance types depend on correlations and 
emergence between their operation patterns and are difficult to assess, especially for 
intermediate and top-level grid components where loads and generations from multiple 
residential prosumers are aggregated. However, if the arrival time range of EV driving is set to late 
afternoon/early evening, it is expected that the simultaneity between PV generation and EV 
charging is limited and that both generation and load congestion frequency and magnitude will 
increase as the appliances are adopted. The self-consumption rate is expected to increase, 
however, only to a certain limit, again due to the expected timing discrepancy between EV 
charging and PV generation.   

The adoption of DER appliances, regardless of technology, is assumed to be randomly assigned 
between residential prosumer agents in the system, and “clustered” adoption is hence not 
expected to occur and cause significant overloads in certain grid sections compared to other 
sections. However, the grid topology, notably in terms of rated capacities compared to the 
connected number of residential prosumers, is expected to affect which grid sections that 
encounter overloads earlier, for longer durations and higher magnitudes. Characteristics, e.g., 
building year or heated area, of buildings connected in certain sections of the grid might also be 
an impact factor in this regard.  

The local load absorption factor is expected to gradually increase as PV equipment is adopted. It 
is furthermore expected that the marginal increase of this factor with more PV adoption in the 
overall grid decreases, as there is a limited amount of load that can be absorbed by the PV 
generation during the hours of the day with solar radiation. For the same reason, it is expected 
that the generation absorption factor will start close to 100 % while there are only a few PVs and 
then gradually decrease as increasing generation rates from PV adoption will “saturate” the 
midday loads and cause net generations on the overall grid in some of these hours. 

The load fluctuation factor is expected to increase with the adoption of DERs, especially EVs, as 
these technologies add additional loads that are higher in magnitude than the base loads and are 
turned on and off. 
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5.2.4 Gradual Adoption of DERs, with Batteries 
5.2.4.1 Purpose 
This scenario will be used to investigate how the introduction of electricity storage using batteries 
installed with PV panels might reduce electricity load and especially generation peaks behind the 
individual consumer points and in the distribution grid as a whole.  

Of particular interest is the use of batteries to charge EVs in the system using electricity produced 
by the PV equipment, thereby both reducing high PV generation peaks during midday and EV 
charging peaks when driving trips end over the late afternoon/early evening.  

This scenario will provide insight into how batteries might increase grid stability in a realistic DER 
adoption case and how battery storage capacity dimensioning will affect this impact. Furthermore, 
the scenario will be used to determine how batteries can improve electricity self-sufficiency in the 
system. 

5.2.4.2 Scenario description  
This scenario extends scenario 2 by adding residential storage batteries, which can be adopted by 
residential prosumers in conjunction with PV adoption to allow shifting of the generation from 
the PV devices to cover loads at later points in time than the generation. This implies that the 
battery DER will not have its own adoption function and cannot be adopted without PV 
equipment. The batteries will be charged and discharged to keep the net load and generation 
rates at the respective consumer connection points as close to zero as possible, using the logic 
defined in Section 4.3.5.4. This scenario hence introduces a simple interaction between the 
operation of the DERs as they affect the battery operation by affecting the net power flow at 
prosumer connection points. 

5.2.4.3 Input and output parameters 
The combination of general scenario experimental settings for scenario 3 is as follows: 

• Time scale – The system evolves over time due to the adoption of DER appliances by 
residential prosumers agents. Similar to scenario 2, to identify grid congestions and needs 
for reinforcements that might arise within a reasonable future and to enable comparison 
with scenario 2, the time scale will comprise 15 years. 

• DER agent logic – The DERInGrid logic is used to simulate DER appliances. 
• DER adoption – Residential prosumer agents adopt EVs, heat pumps, and PV/battery pairs 

over time. 
• Storage – Batteries are adopted by consumers to allow PV generation shifting by storing 

it immediately when there is a net generation and consuming it immediately when there 
is a net load. 

• EMS – No EMS is used for DER and appliance control. 
• DER agent interactions – A simple interaction commences between the battery, the PV, 

and the load appliance agents, defined by the battery inverter responding to the net load 
at the prosumer connection point. 

The potential shift of generated electricity that the battery can provide is expected to depend on 
its storage capacity since the battery should ideally be able to absorb a significant share of the PV 
electricity generation during a day cycle and sustain a significant share of the demand during 
evening peak and EV charging hours.  
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In order to investigate the significance of battery storage capacity, this parameter is varied by 
multiplying it with the following factors: 

1. 100 % 
2. 200 % 
3. 400 % 

All other battery parameters are not changed between these variation experiments. Essentially, 
this corresponds to prosumers deciding to adopt 1, 2 or 4 battery units with the PV equipment 
and a single hybrid inverter. 

Key outputs considered for this scenario include: 

• Date of first overload in grid components to evaluate when reinforcements start to 
become necessary. 

• DER load and generation patterns, incl. battery charging and discharging. 
• Timing, duration and magnitudes of grid overloads in the grid during hours of the day, 

days of the week and months of the year. 
• Self-sufficiency rates and coincidence between loads and generations. 

These outputs will be compared to their counterparts in scenario 2.  

5.2.4.4 Expected results 
The expectations for all results in this scenario concern the impact on the grid and self-sufficiency 
rates due to the introduction of batteries in conjunction with PVs and variations in battery storage 
capacity. 

The overall expected operation pattern of the battery includes charging during midday hours with 
high solar radiations and discharging in the late afternoon/early evening hours with high 
household appliance loads and EV charging.  

A particularly interesting expectation given this pattern concerns the load fluctuation factor: 
Introducing batteries is expected to decrease the average loads on the grid components. However, 
if batteries do not have sufficient capacities to contain enough energy to supply the entire 
duration of the afternoon/evening peak load periods, there will still be parts of those peak loads 
left after the batteries are discharged. The combination of decreased average load and an 
unchanged or slightly decreased peak load will cause a decrease in load factor, which is the 
opposite of the intention with the batteries. Higher battery capacities might solve this issue. 

It is also expected that batteries will cause decreasing overall durations and magnitudes of 
overloads but also a bigger difference in overload duration between winter and summer seasons 
due to the difference in solar radiation and hence charging potential between the two seasons. 

Furthermore, it is expected that the addition of batteries will increase the load self-sufficiency 
factor, particularly by mitigating the reduction of the increasing marginal load absorption factor 
with PV adoption, which is expected in scenario 2, due to the batteries allowing PV generation to 
sustain loads outside of the solar radiation hours. Similarly, the generation self-sufficiency factor 
is expected to increase as well compared to scenario 2. Both factors are furthermore expected to 
increase with higher battery storage capacities.  
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5.2.5 SoLAR DER Agent Logic, Uncontrolled 
5.2.5.1 Purpose  
The purpose of this scenario is to use an alternative set of agents provided in the SoLAR simulation 
framework developed at EIFER to represent the DER appliances module in the simulations while 
the System Integration and Residential Prosumer module and Electricity Grid modules from the 
DERInGrid framework are retained. By comparing the outcomes of this scenario with the 
DERInGrid-based scenario 1 outcomes for the same case study system subject to the same 
conditions, insight can be acquired as to whether the operation patterns are similar between the 
two models and whether some assumptions or simplifications in the DERInGrid DER agents cause 
operation patterns that might not be realistic in a real system. 

Furthermore, due to the combination of the SoLAR DER representations with the grid part of the 
DERInGrid framework, this scenario is important to illustrate that the interfaces and 
grid/integration/DER modular framework of the DERInGrid framework can be used to exchange 
agents serving the same roles with each other in the model. 

The results from this scenario will also be used to estimate grid stability in the German case study 
system in the situation where no EMS controls the DER technologies operation.  

5.2.5.2 Scenario description 
This scenario investigates the load and generation patterns of the system simulated using the DER 
agent logic that comes with the SoLAR simulation framework. The DER agents in this scenario do 
not interact with each other, and their operation patterns are not controlled to achieve reductions 
in load/generation peaks and fluctuations. The SoLAR DER agent logic is combined with the grid 
topology part from the DERInGrid framework to analyse how the DERs technologies cause 
overloads on the intermediate grid components, i.e., cables and cable boxes if they operate 
according to the SoLAR framework logic.  

5.2.5.3 Input and output parameters 
The combination of overall scenario experimental settings is as follows: 

• Time scale – The system does not evolve with new DER adoptions over time. Furthermore, 
SoLAR simulation outputs for only one year are available, requiring a time scale of a single 
year.  

• DER agent logic – The SoLAR logic is used to simulate DER appliances, including flexible 
household appliances. 

• DER adoption – No additional DER appliances will be adopted. 
• Storage – No storage is used by the residential prosumer agents. 
• EMS – No EMS is used for DER and appliance control. 
• DER agent interactions – No interactions or coordination commence between different 

DER agents. 

As it is expected that the dimensioning of the distribution grid in the German case study system is 
sufficient to support the high prevalence of already adopted DER appliances, it is also expected 
that there will not be any or only a few overloads to analyse, especially regarding the timing as 
provided by the measurements on the overload durations over the hours of the day, days of the 
week and months of the year. In order to investigate how the grid would perform if dimensioned 
lower and how much the capacity can be lowered, i.e., for the case of an older grid not 
dimensioned for DERs, before significant overloads emerge, the capacities of all grid components 
are reduced to the following fractions: 
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• 10 %, 25 %, 50 % and 100 % grid components capacity. 

The following key outputs are considered for this scenario: 

• DER load and generation patterns, incl. battery charging and discharging. 
• Timing, duration and magnitudes of grid overloads in the grid during hours of the day, 

days of the week and months of the year. 
• Self-sufficiency rates and load and generation fluctuation factors. 

Furthermore, an important outcome of this scenario is the challenges identified during the 
combination of the SoLAR and DERInGrid simulations frameworks by using the proposed 
interfaces approach discussed in Chapter 4.  

5.2.5.4 Expected results 
This scenario is best compared with scenario 1 to analyse how the two sets of DER agent logic 
perform compared to each other. Due to this difference in the logic of multiple agents rather than 
the change of a single input property, it is difficult to establish expectations for the results relating 
to this scenario compared to scenario 1. There are, however, some conditions in the logic 
definitions that might cause some distinct differences in the operation patterns: 

1. EV: A significant constraint that applies to residential prosumer agents’ use of EVs is the 
assumption that a vehicle is used for one trip per day. While this logic is strictly part of the 
residential prosumer agent behaviour, it does not apply to the relation to the SoLAR EV 
agent. It is therefore expected that the frequency and timing of the EV trips will be less 
uniformly scheduled in this scenario compared to scenario 1. The charging pattern is, 
however, considered to be the same between the two EV agent types, as both use 
immediately start charging when arriving home. 

2. Heat pump: It is expected that the SoLAR heat pump agent will utilise the thermal 
capacities of the heated building spaces and domestic water and hence occasionally 
activate and operate at the full or a high heating rate, e.g., when the household space 
temperature falls below a certain level, contrary to the DERInGrid operation which 
steadily operates at partial heating rates to constantly maintain the space temperature. 
Furthermore, the SoLAR system includes domestic heated water consumption, which is 
expected to cause higher peak loads and electricity demand for heat pumps in this 
scenario compared to scenario 1. 

3. PV: The SoLAR framework includes multiple conditions that affect the efficiency of the PV 
equipment, e.g. orientation relative to the sun, dirt on the panels, etc. When considering 
these conditions, it is expected that the SoLAR PV agents will operate at lower generation 
rates compared to the DERInGrid PV agents. 

Furthermore, the SoLAR framework also includes a Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant agent 
whose operation is not coordinated with the SoLAR logic used in this scenario. A CHP agent in the 
simulation system might hence generate power simultaneously with PV agents, possibly causing 
significant overloads during the middle of the day and decreasing the generation self-sufficiency 
rate as well. 

A particular expectation for this scenario is that, like for scenario 1, no or only a few minor 
overloads will occur in the distribution grid components, as it is expected that the system is 
designed to support the currently installed DER appliances, and as this scenario does not include 
additional DER adoption.  
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5.2.6 SoLAR DER Agent Logic, EMS 
5.2.6.1 Purpose 
This scenario will be used to investigate whether EMS can be used to reduce grid impacts from 
DER technologies and to which extent. The combination of agent types in this scenario is identical 
to scenario 4 with the addition of an EMS to control the operation of the electrical appliances, incl. 
DERs, in the system with the goal of promoting self-sufficiency and reducing power fluctuations, 
both at the individual consumer connection points and the overall electricity grid.  

5.2.6.2 Scenario description 
This scenario investigates the load and generation patterns of the system simulated using the DER 
agent logic that comes with the SoLAR simulation framework. For this scenario, the SoLAR 
simulation includes an EMS agent that controls the appliances at the residential prosumers in the 
system with the purpose of reducing electricity peaks and fluctuations at the feeder transformer. 
This is done by shifting EV charging and operation of heat pumps and traditional household 
appliances that can offer flexibility, e.g., dishwashers and washing machines, respecting 
constraints due to comfort requirements when doing so. It furthermore controls CHP agents in 
the system, hence coordinating the heat and electricity loads and generations in conjunction. 
Similar to scenario 4, the SoLAR DER agent logic is combined with the grid topology part from the 
DERInGrid model to analyse how the DERs technologies cause overloads on the intermediate grid 
components, i.e., cables and cable boxes, if they operate according to the SoLAR agent logic.  

5.2.6.3 Input and output parameters 
The list of overall scenario experimental settings comprises: 

• Time scale – The system does not evolve with new DER adoptions over time. Furthermore, 
SoLAR simulation outputs for only one year are available, requiring a time scale of a single 
year.  

• DER agent logic – The SoLAR logic is used to simulate DER appliances, including flexible 
household appliances. 

• DER adoption – No additional DER appliances will be adopted. 
• Storage – No storage is used by the residential prosumer agents. 
• EMS – An EMS system is applied to control the operation of flexible electricity appliances 

in the system. 
• DER agent interactions – Complex interactions commence between aggregated loads at 

consumer points and the overall grid due to the EMS.  

In order to allow comparison with the results from scenario 4, the same parameter variation is 
conducted for experiments performed in this scenario: 

• 10 %, 25 %, 50 % and 100 % grid components capacity. 

The following key outputs are considered for this scenario: 

• Durations of overload magnitudes over the day, week, and year in different grid layers. 
• Self-sufficiency rates. 

These are compared to the counterparts in scenario 4 to evaluate the performance of the EMS. 

5.2.6.4 Expected results 
This scenario adds an EMS to the SoLAR DER agents set considered in scenario 4 to coordinate the 
operation of these agents with the objective of achieving reduced peak loads and fewer 
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fluctuations at the feeder transformer. Given this objective, it is expected that the load factor will 
increase and that the overload durations at grid connection points will be reduced compared to 
scenario 4. This expectation also applies to the cable, cable box and transformer grid components, 
although with more uncertainty, as the EMS does only aim to reduce load fluctuations behind the 
respective consumer connection points and not for the overall distribution grid.  

Generation and load absorption factors are expected to be higher in this scenario as well, as it is 
expected that the EMS schedules flexible load appliance operation to commence during hours 
with solar radiation and PV generation. 

It is expected that, like for scenario 4, no or only very slight overloads will occur in the system 
unless the capacities of the distribution system components are reduced. 

5.2.7 SoLAR DER Agent Logic, Uncontrolled with Batteries 
5.2.7.1 Purpose 
While scenario 5 is used to investigate the potential grid impact reductions that can be achieved 
from employing an EMS, this scenario considers the reductions that can alternatively be gained 
by using battery storage. 

5.2.7.2 Scenario description 
This scenario combines the conditions from scenario 4 and includes a battery in all households 
that own PV equipment from the simulation start.  

It is important to note that the combination of the SoLAR EMS agent and DERInGrid battery agent 
to simulate a scenario where both storage and a complex control system are available cannot be 
conducted, as the EMS agent would need to respond to the battery and probably control the 
charging as well. However, when the batteries are applied to the uncontrolled SoLAR agent logic, 
the battery is the only appliance that responds to the operation of other appliances in the system, 
and because the battery comes from the DERInGrid model, this is possible to simulate. 

5.2.7.3 Input and output parameters 
The list of overall scenario experimental settings is as follows: 

• Time scale – The system does not evolve with new DER adoptions over time. Furthermore, 
SoLAR simulation outputs for only one year are available, requiring a time scale of a single 
year.  

• DER agent logic – The SoLAR logic is used to simulate DER appliances, including flexible 
household appliances. DERInGrid logic is used for the battery agents. 

• DER adoption – No additional DER appliances will be adopted. 
• Storage – Batteries are adopted by consumers to allow PV generation shifting by storing 

it. 
• EMS – No EMS is used for DER and appliance control. 
• DER agent interactions – A simple interaction commences between the battery, the PV 

and the load appliance agents. 

In order to allow comparison with the results from scenario 5, the same parameter variation is 
conducted for experiments performed in this scenario. Furthermore, the impact caused by the 
dimensioning of the installed batteries must be investigated when using the SoLAR DER agents, 
and another parameter variation includes the battery capacity to PV peak production hours 
proposed for scenario 3. 
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The parameter variations therefore include: 

• 10 %, 25 %, 50 % and 100 % grid components capacity. 
• 100 %, 200 % and 400 % of the adopted battery model type storage capacity. 

The combination of parameter values leaves 16 simulation experiments to be run.  

The following key outputs are considered for this scenario: 

• Durations of overload magnitudes over the day, week, and year in different grid layers. 
• Self-sufficiency rates. 

5.2.7.4 Expected results 
It is expected that a higher relative battery storage capacity will cause the same impacts as 
expected for scenario 3. 

Furthermore, it is expected that the battery will be less effective for decreasing overload durations 
and magnitudes and increasing self-sufficiency rates compared to the EMS due to the more 
complex and broader control mechanisms of the latter. However, if the battery capacity is 
increased, it might surpass the impact of the EMS. 

5.3 Experimental Setup 
5.3.1 Applied Simulation Frameworks 
As previously stated in this chapter, for the scenarios, either the set of agent types relating to the 
DERInGrid model developed for this research or the SoLAR project model developed by EIFER is 
used to represent the DER technologies, while the integration and grid parts of the DERInGrid 
model are used for all scenarios. The sets are briefly summarised as follows: 

• The DERinGrid set – includes the agents developed as part of the research performed and 
the framework proposed in this thesis. This set is a sub-part of the DERInGrid model and 
is based on the Danish case study distribution systems.  

• The SoLAR set – includes the agents developed externally by EIFER as part of the SoLAR 
research project. It is based on the small-scale German case study living lab for which 
detailed information on the system is available. Given this information availability and the 
intensive focus on the DER technologies in the SoLAR project, the agents of this set are 
defined in more detail compared to the DERinGrid set. More information on the SoLAR 
project and the agent logic can be found in [118]. 

5.3.2 Limitations from Scenario and Case Study Dependencies 
The details regarding the case study systems are presented in Chapter 6. However, it should be 
noted that experiments for scenarios are not applied to all case study systems. There is some 
dependence between scenarios and case study systems due to the following two reasons: 

• The SoLAR framework and agents were developed by the EIFER team for the SoLAR 
project, and collaboration between EIFER and the research project of this thesis was 
established subsequent to the development phases. Due to the separate projects, the 
SoLAR framework itself has remained undisclosed, and only results for DER operation 
patterns using the SoLAR framework for the German case study system have been 
obtained. This model has hence not been applied to the Danish case systems in scenarios 
4, 5 and 6. This is also the reason why the combination of EMS and battery storage is not 
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included in a scenario, as the addition of battery appliances would affect the decisions 
performed by the EMS. 

• As further explained in Section 6.2, the German case system has been established to act 
as a living lab to investigate DER and EMS performances in a small distribution system and 
how these can be used to provide electricity self-sufficiency and reduce peak loads and 
power fluctuations in the system. Therefore, the system has already been equipped with 
a comprehensive set of DER appliances, and additional potential DER adoption is limited 
and not expected to have a significant impact on the system. Scenarios 2 and 3 have hence 
not been applied to the German case system.  

Given these limitations, the scenarios are applied to the case systems as denoted in Table 25. This 
table also summarises the combinations of agent types that are included or used for the respective 
scenarios.  

5.3.3 General Inputs 
A list of all input parameters that are used across the proposed scenarios is provided in Table 27 
for an overview. Essentially, each field in the last column represents a unique set of information 
or data obtained for application in the scenarios stated in the field. As these input entries relate 
to the case study systems, their characteristics, values, and sources are presented in Chapter 6. 
The reasoning for their relevancy is presented in the respective scenarios for which the entries are 
used. 
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Table 27: Full list of input data entries, the case system they relate to, and the scenarios for which they are used  

Model 
section/agent 

group 
Input name Case system Input type Used for 

scenarios 

Environment 
Solar radiance Denmark Single time 

series 
2, 3 

Germany 1 

Outdoor temperature Denmark Single time 
series 

2, 3 
Germany 1 

Integration 

Residential consumer 
information 

Denmark List of 
information 

1, 2, 3 
Germany 1, 4, 5, 6 

Residential building 
information 

Denmark List of 
information 

1, 2, 3 
Germany 1, 4, 5, 6 

DER adoption functions 
parameters Denmark Sets of values 2, 3 

Driving habits Denmark Set of values 2, 3 
Germany Set of values 1 

Heated space 
temperature 
preferences 

Denmark Single value 2, 3 

Germany Single value 1 

DER and 
appliances 

Existing residential 
consumer electricity 

demand 
Denmark Multiple time 

series 1, 2, 3 

Household appliance 
electricity demand Germany 

Multiple time 
series (model 

output) 
1, 3 

DER model type 
specifications (for all 

DERs and 
complementary 

appliances) 

Denmark 
(potential future 

adopted 
appliances) 

Multiple lists 
of information 1, 2, 3 

Germany 
(currently 
adopted 

appliances and 
potential 
batteries)  

Multiple lists 
of information 1, 4, 5, 6 

Electricity grid 

Electricity consumer 
connection points 

Denmark List of 
information 1, 2, 3 

Germany List of 
information 1, 4, 5, 6 

Intermediary 
distribution grid 

components (cables 
and cable boxes) 

Denmark List of 
information 1, 2, 3 

Germany List of 
information 1, 4, 5, 6 

Feeder sub-stations 
Denmark List of 

information 1, 2, 3 

Germany List of 
information 1, 4, 5, 6 
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5.3.4 General Outputs 
The structures of the simulation outputs follow the ones proposed in Section 4.7. The lists of 
specific properties that have been included for the established set of simulation scenarios and the 
analysis of the subsequent results are presented in the following tables: 

• SPI outputs: Table 28 to Table 31 – Note that SPI measurements of Table 28 actually 
produced by the model also contain the complete set of input settings and parameters 
that have been used for the simulation. These are omitted from the table and are instead 
presented in Chapter 6. 

• TSM outputs: Table 32 to Table 34 – These variables are measured as time series. 
• SDS outputs: Table 35 – Similar tables are produced that use day of week and months of 

the year as time bins for the rows. Furthermore, these tables are applied to all agents that 
are part of the distribution grid topology. 

These tables are the same for all simulation scenarios. For scenarios where a specific property is 
not relevant or cannot be measured due to the scenario configuration, a “not relevant” output is 
given for that property. 

Furthermore, all outputs are organised according to the agents where they have been measured. 
For this purpose, measurements performed at different agents in the simulated electricity grid are 
grouped according to their location in the grid topology: 

• Top layer (sometimes transformer layer): Transformer 
• Intermediate layer: Cable and CableBox 
• Bottom layer (sometimes prosumer layer): ConsumerPoint/ResidentialProsumer 

Note that ConsumerPoint and ResidentialProsumer measurements are identical in the 
bottom as instances of the two agent types are always connected one-to-one and hence 
experience the exact same power flows. 

For the presentation and subsequent processing and analysis of the results that are performed in 
Chapter 7, aggregations, averages, or other statistical methods are applied to the measurements 
for all agents in a layer to give a summary of the layer rather than numerous individual agents. 

Table 28: List of SPI measurements applying to the overall experiment, the environment, or all agents in a population 

Parameter Group Parameter Name Paramete
r ID 

Parameter 
Unit 

Statistics, Outputs, and Utility 
Elements: 

Execution Time Passed during 
Simulation Run GUtGe1 s 

 Passed Cycles during Simulation 
Run GUtGe2  

 Real Simulation Start Datetime GUtGe3  
 Real Simulation End Datetime GUtGe4  
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Table 29: List of SPI measurements for individual residential prosumer agents 

Parameter Group Parameter Name Parameter 
ID 

Parameter 
Unit 

General and Electricity User: Electricity Consumer ID ECID0  
 Zipcode ECAD1  
 Road Name ECAD2  
 Road Number ECAD3  
 Building Letter ECAD4  
 Floor/Other ECAD5  
 Grid Connection Date ECGC1  
 Grid ID ECGC2  
 First Overload Event Date ECGC3  

Electric Vehicle User: EV Adoption Date EUEV1  
 EV Model Name EUEV2  

 EV Charging Control Box Model 
Name EUEV3  

 Charging Control Box Charging 
Strategy EUEV4  

Heating Consumer/Heat 
Pump User: Building Use Code HCBP1  

 Building 
Construction/Renovation Year HCBP2  

 Heated Building Area (Living 
Space) HCBP3 m2 

 Building Room Height HCBP4 m 
 Building Heat Transfer 

Coefficient (U) HCBP5 kW/(m2 K) 

 Building Heating Source 
(Existing) HCBP6  

 Heat Pump Adoption Date HCHP1  
 Heat Pump Model Name HCHP2  
 Heat Pump in Base Load HCHP3  

Photovoltaics User: Rooftop PV Adoption Date EPPV1  
 PV Model Name EPPV2  
 Rooftop PV Nominal Capacity EPPV3 kW 
 PV in Base Load EPPV4  
 Inverter Model Name InPV4  

Battery User: Battery Adoption Date ESBT1  
 Battery Nominal Charge Rate ESBT2 kW 
 Battery Nominal Capacity ESBT3  
 Battery Model Name ESBT4  
 Inverter Name ESBT5  
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Table 30: List of SPI measurements for individual intermediate grid component agents 

Parameter Group Parameter Name Parameter 
ID 

Parameter 
Unit 

General and Electricity Grid 
Component: Component ID ENID0  

 Component Type ENGC1  
 Component Capacity ENGC2 kW 
 First Overload Event 

Date ENGC3  

 

Table 31: List of SPI measurements for individual electricity distribution grid agents 

Parameter Group Parameter Name Parameter ID Parameter Unit 
General and Electricity Grid: Grid ID EGID0  

 Capacity EGEN1 kW 
 First Overload Event Date EGEN2  

 

Table 32: List of TSM properties for individual residential prosumer agents 

Parameter Name Parameter Unit 
Inflexible Household Appliances Power kW 
Flexible Household Appliances Power kW 
EV Charging Power kW 
EV Driving/Connection State 

 

Heat Pump Power kW 
Indoor Temperature °C 
PV Power kW 
Battery Charging/Discharging Power kW 
Battery State of Charge % 
Total Power kW 
Accumulated Electricity Expenses DKK 

 

Table 33: List of TSM properties for individual intermediate grid component agents 

Parameter Name Parameter Unit 
Aggregated Total Power kW 
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Table 34: List of TSM properties for individual electricity distribution grid agents  

Parameter Name Parameter Unit 
Aggregated Number of EVs 

 

Aggregated Number of Driving EVs  
Aggregated Number of Charging of EVs  
Aggregated Number of Heat pumps  
Aggregated Number of PVs  
Aggregated Number of Batteries  
Aggregated Number of Charging Batteries  
Aggregated Number of Discharging Batteries  
Aggregated Inflexible Household Appliances Power kW 
Aggregated Flexible Household Appliances Power kW 
Aggregated EV Charging Power kW 
Aggregated Heat Pump Power kW 
Aggregated PV Power kW 
Aggregated Battery Charging/Discharging Power kW 
Aggregated CHP Power kW 
Aggregated Total Power kW 
Electricity Price DKK 
Aggregated Accumulated Electricity Expenses DKK 

 

Table 35: List of SDS measurements for individual agents in the electricity distribution grid topology. Note that similar 
tables are produced for days of week and months of the year time bins. 

Hou
r of 
day 

Generation 
overload 
period [h] 

No 
overload 

period 
[h] 

Minor overload 
period [h] (cap. 

+0 to 10.0 %) 

Moderate overload 
period [h] (cap. 
+10.0 to 50.0 %) 

Major overload 
period [h] (cap. 

+50.0 %) 

0      
1      
2      

…23      
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6 Case Study Systems 
This chapter introduces three case study systems for which the developed DERInGrid simulation 
framework has been applied to test the framework and to evaluate and analyse distribution grid 
congestions and emergent DER operation patterns using this model and the external SoLAR 
simulation framework counterpart.  

Two case study systems are geographically located in Denmark, and the third system is located in 
Germany. As the two Danish systems bear some similarities while the German system differs in 
some respects, especially regarding the obtained system information and its level of detail, the 
systems are presented by country in the following sections. Furthermore, as previously discussed 
in Chapter 5, the applied experimental scenarios are different between the Danish and the 
German case study systems, with only scenario 1 being applied to the systems of both countries. 

Common to all case study systems is that they include a low-voltage radial electricity distribution 
grid that supplies a number of residential electricity prosumers. These prosumers might currently 
own DER appliances and are expected to adopt additional appliances in the future.  

Furthermore, in accordance with the simulation framework modules, information and aspects 
relating to the environment, the residential prosumers, the DER technologies and the electricity 
distribution grids are, as far as possible, presented and discussed in separate sections. 

This chapter will thereby present the case study systems separately by countries.  

6.1 Danish Systems 
For the simulation experiments performed for the Danish settings, two case study systems have 
been chosen: The first system is located in the Danish town of Strib, while the second is located 
at Nørre Bjert near Kolding (referred to as Nr. Bjert henceforth). Both of the systems include purely 
residential districts, each consisting of a few hundred households, mainly one-family buildings 
with a few multi-family buildings present as well.  

Common for the two systems, and the reason for selecting them for this research is that they act 
as living labs for the Flexible Energy Denmark (FED) project, in which TREFOR is an active 
participant [119]. 

6.1.1 General, Geographical and Environmental Information 
As depicted in Figure 23, the two Danish case study systems are situated near the coastline 
between Jutland and Funen, which is divided by the sea of Lillebaelt. They are located approx. 15 
km apart and are owned and maintained by the same DSO, TREFOR [120]. Furthermore, both 
systems are part of the Western Denmark (DK1) bidding area on the Nord Pool Spot market 
platform, and the residential prosumers are subjected to the same electricity tariffs and spot 
prices [121].  
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Figure 23: Locations of the two Danish case study systems, Nr. Bjert (left circle) and Strib (right circle) and the location 
of the measured weather data applied to the systems in the simulations (red dot) 

The numbers of agents of each grid component and residential prosumer agent type found in the 
two case study systems are presented in Table 36. Note that the number of connection points and 
residential prosumers match as these are paired, e.g., no vacant connection point or prosumer 
without a connection point is present. Furthermore, as the systems form graphs where all nodes 
are connected, and no loops occur, the number of cables (or edges) is one less than the combined 
number of cable boxes and transformers (vertices).  

Table 36: Number of grid components and residential prosumer agents in the two Danish case systems 

Agent type Amount, Strib Amount, Nr. Bjert 
Residential prosumers 126 160 
Connection point 126 160 
Transformer 1 1 
Cable box 38 56 
Cable 38 56 

 

In terms of weather conditions, due to the relatively short distance between the two locations, a 
single set of hourly solar irradiances and outdoor temperatures has been applied for the agents in 
both systems. These measurements cover 2019 and have been obtained at an hourly resolution 
from the Kolding Airport weather station, marked by the red dot in Figure 23, which is the station 
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maintained by the Danish Meteorological Institute located closest to both systems. It should 
hence be noted that local differences in the irradiances and temperatures might have been 
present at the locations of the prosumers in the real system counterpart. 

6.1.2 Grid Topology 
6.1.2.1 General aspects 
The electricity grid topologies for the two Danish case study systems each consist of a single 10 
kV/0.4 kV transformer sub-station that feeds the entire electricity distribution grid, which, in turn, 
connects all residential prosumers in the system. In both cases, the grids have radial topologies 
which are not altered during simulation runs, e.g., due to switches that close in response to faults, 
etc.  

In addition to the transformers, the topologies consist of three different types of components: 
cables, cable boxes and the connection points that transport power to the residential prosumers. 
It is important to note that only the cables that interconnect cable boxes are included. Cables that 
constitute the connection between cable boxes and residential prosumer connection points are 
disregarded for the systems as no information or specifications could be acquired for these. 

For both systems, the voltage level is 400 V between two phases and 230 V between each phase 
and the neutral circuit. 

6.1.2.2 Component specifications, locations and interconnections 
TREFOR has supplied information on all cables and cable boxes. For the cables, this information 
includes cable types, lengths, rated amperage and information on the cable boxes they connect 
at each end. For the cable boxes, only the geographical location has been provided, which entails 
that overload occurrences cannot be registered for the cable boxes in simulations on the Danish 
case study systems. Only overloads in the cables are hence part of the intermediate layer in these 
cases. Finally, TREFOR has provided information on which cable boxes that feed the respective 
consumer connection points and the IDs and residential prosumer addresses of these points. All 
this information can be found in Table 64 to Table 66 in Appendix A. 

Furthermore, according to TREFOR, electricity prosumers connected to their grid are usually 
allocated with 2 A per phase when new grid sections are dimensioned. This means that the 
allocated power capacity at each connection point is: 

0.4 kV ∗ 2 A ∗ √3 = 3.46 kW 

This allocation is low, as it is set to respect the risk of overloads in the intermediate grid 
components due to simultaneous loads between the residential prosumers. In reality, the 
capacities are higher at the individual prosumer points. When looking at aggregating grid 
components, i.e., the middle and top layers, it is, indeed, likely that some connection points 
downward in the system topology draw more than 2 A while others draw less or even supply 
power into the grid, hence resulting in a mean load less than 3.46 kW of these connection points. 
The actual capacity of the fuses at the individual connection points might hence be significantly 
higher. Nonetheless, this capacity is applied to all connection points, and thereby residential 
prosumers, in the two case study systems to assess when and how often the minimum allocated 
capacity is exceeded.  

6.1.2.3 Grid topology maps 
Schematics for the two system topologies are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 for Strib and Nr. 
Bjert, respectively. Here, the blue squares represent cable boxes, the dashed lines represent 
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cables that connect the boxes, the red triangle represents the feeder transformer sub-station, and 
the numbered grey shapes represent households, each with a distinct connection point to the 
grid.  

It is notable, especially for the Nr. Bjert system in Figure 25 that the grids are composed of a set 
of branches that each connect a certain sub-part of the system. For instance, cable box 73755 and 
the components below this point in the Nr. Bjert grid constitutes a branch that connects the 
households in the south-western part of the system. 

 

Figure 24: Electricity distribution grid topology for the Strib case system, provided by TREFOR  
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Figure 25: Electricity distribution grid topology for the Nr. Bjert case system, provided by TREFOR 

6.1.3 Residential prosumers, buildings and DER ownership and adoption 
As part of the living lab role of the two systems and employing the smart meters that have been 
rolled out at all Danish electricity consumer points by the end of 2020 [3], data for hourly 
electricity consumption and production measurements have been provided for all the residential 
prosumers. It is important to state that the living lab role of the two systems has not impacted 
decisions or actions performed by the prosumers actors in the systems. For instance, no new 
buildings have been established to perform experiments and acquire data to analyse building 
energy optimisation or efficiency solutions, nor have residential electricity prosumers been 
encouraged or compensated to adopt DER technologies or other solutions related to electricity 
demand and generation, such as EMS or special electricity tariffs. In other words, in the context 
of the data used for this study, the purpose of the living labs has solemnly been to obtain electricity 
consumption measurements without affecting the behaviour of the prosumers actors in the 
system. 

6.1.3.1 Prosumers 
The numbers of prosumer agents included in the Strib and Nr. Bjert systems are 126 and 160, 
respectively, as stated in Table 36. However, the real living lab systems contain 130 and 163 
prosumers, respectively, and information regarding their connection to the grid topology and their 
previously measured electricity consumption and production has been obtained. After verifying 
the address, grid connection, electricity consumption/production and building information sets, a 
few of the population members were subsequently omitted from the population for the following 
reasons: 
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• Entries with missing road number or building letter identifier in address information (1 
Strib, 2 Nr. Bjert) 

• Entry with missing building information in the BBR registry (1 Nr. Bjert) 
• Entry referring to a church/graveyard utility building (1 Strib) 
• Entries referring to a commercial garage and its complementary residential building, both 

being abandoned in 2019 and since decommissioned (2 Strib) 

After performing the omission of these entries, the numbers of prosumers were reduced to 126 
and 160 for Strib and Nr. Bjert, respectively. These entries have been included for all scenarios 
applying to the two case systems.  

The numbers of inhabitants of the respective households are not known, nor is any information 
relating to income, employment situation, age, etc. of the households and their inhabitants. The 
characteristics of the prosumers in the two systems are hence considered identical in all respects, 
except for the measured hourly electricity consumptions, the building characteristics and the 
existing DER appliances identified in the systems.  

In terms of building types, 206 of the prosumers inhabit one-family houses, 64 inhabit terraced 
houses, while the remaining 16 prosumers inhabit small-scale apartment complexes. No 
distinction in terms of adoption and operation of DERs is made between these building types in 
the simulation framework. 

Finally, as previously mentioned, all buildings inhabited by the prosumers are purely residential, 
with one exception for the Strib system, where a single building also contains a small commercial 
area. This commercial area has been disregarded for the heat demands in the performed 
simulations.  

For driving patterns, the time range for departure is set to 5:00 to 9:00, while the arrival range is 
14:00 to 20:00. These ranges are assumed to reasonably reflect a standard driving behaviour to 
and from work. It should be noted that these time ranges are used for weekends and holidays as 
well for simplicity purposes. For the distance of a driving trip, the value is set according to a 
random distribution based on measurements performed in [122]. Each day of the week has a 
distinct distribution. 

6.1.3.2 Buildings 
For the characteristics of the buildings found in the two case study systems, the following 
important characteristics are given or assumed: 

From the Danish Register of Buildings and Dwellings (BBR) [123], the overall information 
pertaining to the characteristics of the buildings has been acquired. This information includes: 

• Geographical address and location 
• Heated area 
• Building/renovation year 
• Existing heating source 

The building heat transfer coefficient and space heating demand have been determined using the 
methodology described in Section 4.5.4.2. It is assumed that the room height in all buildings is 2.5 
meters.  
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For the year of construction or latest renovation, the distribution among the buildings in the two 
Danish systems is provided in Figure 26. The profile of heated areas is furthermore depicted in 
Figure 27. 

 

Figure 26: Distribution of construction/renovation years of the buildings of the two Danish case study systems. It should 
be noted that the Nr. Bjert district has been established relatively recently, and the buildings hence are considerably 
newer compared to the Strib district.  

 

Figure 27: Distribution of heated areas in the buildings of the two Danish case study systems 

The BBR contains information relating to the heating sources of the buildings, and the distribution 
of primary heat sources employed by the buildings in the two systems is provided in Table 37. 
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Table 37: Distribution of heat sources in the two Danish case study system building populations 

Source\System Strib Nr. Bjert Total 
District heating 0 132 132 
Oil boiler 12 1 13 
Coke or biomass boiler 2 0 2 
Natural gas boiler 102 0 102 
Heat pump 8 21 29 
Electric radiator 2 6 8 
Total 126 160 286 

 

It is notable that Nr. Bjert is connected to a district heating system, while the Strib district is not, 
causing the majority of buildings in the latter system to rely on individual natural gas boilers as 
the heating source.  

Of further note, all heated buildings in the case study systems are assumed to have a water-based 
central heating system that can connect and distribute the heat from adopted heat pumps. This 
assumption is based on the fact that the existing heat sources are either gas, biofuel or oil boilers 
or district heating, all of which require a central heating system that hence must be there already. 
Furthermore, as it has not been possible to assess the available outdoor area for burying ground-
source heat pump pipes for the individual households, and hence whether such a pump can be 
installed at all, the air-to-water heat pump is the only type considered for the two case systems. 

The BRR does not state whether radiators or floor heating is currently employed by the buildings 
and, therefore, whether a 55 °C or 35 °C heat pump is suitable upon adoption. For simplicity, it is 
assumed that all buildings in the systems either already have installed floor heating or that 
installation of such a heat distribution system is possible and will be performed with the 
installation of a heat pump. It is therefore assumed that all buildings use a 35 °C forward 
temperature for space heating. Furthermore, no information relating to the volume of heated 
water storage buffers is available, and these are hence disregarded for this system. 

Finally, the electric radiator heating source consumes electricity and is hence impacting the 2019 
measured electricity consumption dataset for the prosumers inhabiting the buildings with this 
heating source. However, as it is difficult to determine when the radiators were operating during 
the measured year, these impacts have not been subtracted from the base load input data, and 
the 8 households with electric radiators will therefore have twice the impact from electricity 
consumed for heating if they adopt heat pumps.  

6.1.3.3 Existing DER equipment 
Regarding the ownership of already existing DER equipment in the Strib and Nr. Bjert systems, 
none of the prosumers are known to have any specific model type of any DER type, and there are 
hence no PDEAs for the two systems.  

However, by investigating the base load datasets of the respective prosumer agents, it has been 
determined that some of them have negative loads during some hours with daylight, implying that 
they might already own PV equipment. Furthermore, the existing primary heating sources given 
in Table 37 reveal that several prosumers have already adopted heat pumps in the two systems. 

The identified DER appliances will be implicitly adopted by the respective residential prosumer 
agents in the systems upon simulation start, and the numbers of these appliances are given in 
Table 38. 
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Table 38: Number of implicitly adopted DER technologies in the two Danish case study systems 

DER type\system Strib Nr. Bjert 
EV 0 0 
Heat pump 8 21 
PV 7 19 

6.1.3.4 DER adoption rates 
The following subsections describe how the growth functions of the EVs, heat pumps and PVs 
are determined for the Danish case study systems. Based on the discussion on Section 3.2.1, a 
logistic growth function is used for the DER adoption across the prosumer agent populations. 
The upper limit, K, is set to the number of prosumers in the respective systems, as it is assumed 
that every prosumer is able to adopt one of each DER. 

6.1.3.4.1 Electric vehicles 
The Danish bureau of statistics, Statistics Denmark, publishes detailed data relating to the monthly 
and yearly EV sales in Denmark [124]. This data can be acquired for individual municipalities and 
can be filtered according to whether a vehicle is used for commercial or residential purposes. 
Furthermore, vehicles are separated depending on whether they are pure EVs or hybrid vehicles.  

For the purpose of establishing the expected future adoption rates of EVs in the two Danish 
systems, the numbers of sold EVs have been extracted for the Middelfart and Kolding 
municipalities, which contain the Strib and Nr. Bjert systems, respectively. Only residential 
vehicles are included, and, for simplicity, only pure EVs are considered for this study; hence hybrid 
vehicles have been disregarded. The extracted data encompasses the years 2018 to 2021.  

In order to scale the number of sold EVs with the size of the case study systems, the numbers of 
EVs are divided by the 2019 numbers of households in the respective municipalities, 17631 for 
Middelfart and 42743 for Kolding [125], and are then multiplied by the numbers of households in 
the two systems. i.e., 126 and 160 for Strib and Nr. Bjert, respectively. 

Performing a regression on the data gives an exponential growth rate of 70.3 % and 87.1 % for 
Strib and Nr. Bjert, respectively. Furthermore, from the regression, the numbers of EVs in the two 
systems sold until 2019 (i.e., only 2018 sales in the dataset) were 0.272 and 0.202, respectively, 
and both of these numbers are rounded up to a single vehicle for both systems.  

It is assumed that the growth in the number of adopted EV appliances is in its early phase and that 
the determined exponential growth rates are hence applicable for a logistic growth function, 
which is used in accordance with the theory presented in Section 3.2. The logistic growth functions 
are therefore set to Equation [9] for Strib and Equation [10], where t denotes the number of years 
passed. The functions are plotted in Figure 28. 

 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃.𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆(𝑠𝑠) =
126

1 + �126− 1
1 � ∗ 𝑒𝑒−0.703∗𝑡𝑡

 [9] 

 

 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃.𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡(𝑠𝑠) =
160

1 + �160− 1
1 � ∗ 𝑒𝑒−0.871∗𝑡𝑡

 [10] 
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Figure 28: Expected growth functions for EVs in the Danish case study systems 

6.1.3.4.2 Heat pumps 
The growth functions for heat pumps in the two systems are determined similarly to the EVs. 
Statistics Denmark provides data on newly installed heat pumps by municipality and type of 
building [126]. Data spanning 2011 to 2021 has been extracted for Middelfart and Kolding 
municipalities and for one-family houses and terraced/double houses, and like for the EV dataset, 
it has been divided by the numbers of buildings in the respective municipalities and multiplied by 
the numbers of households in the respective case systems. 

Exponential regressions reveal that the growth rates for heat pumps are expected to be 17.3 % 
and 14.5 % for Strib and Nr. Bjert, respectively. For the starting number of heat pumps, the dataset 
denotes 6 and 5 pumps for Strib and Nr. Bjert. However, as the number of heat pumps identified 
in the Nr. Bjert system is significantly higher. The values from Table 38 are used as starting values 
in the growth functions. 

In this regard, it should be noted that the BBR data used for the table was extracted in the 2021 
autumn, and the number of heat pumps, therefore, reflects the prevalence of the DER type at that 
time, not in 2019. In the real system, there might hence have been fewer heat pumps in 2019 than 
denoted in Table 38.  

The growth function for Strib is given in Equation [11], and the function for Nr. Bjert is given in 
Equation [12]. The expected developments in the number of heat pumps are illustrated in Figure 
29. 

 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃.𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆(𝑠𝑠) =
126

1 + �126 − 8
8 � ∗ 𝑒𝑒−0.173∗𝑡𝑡

 [11] 

 

 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃.𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡(𝑠𝑠) =
160

1 + �160− 21
21 � ∗ 𝑒𝑒−0.145∗𝑡𝑡

 [12] 
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Figure 29: Expected growth functions for heat pumps in the Danish case study systems 

6.1.3.4.3 Photovoltaic panels 
Contrary to the previous two DER types, Statistics Denmark does not provide data on the sales of 
PV equipment for residential buildings. Instead, a projection made by the Danish Energy Agency 
has been acquired, which considers the expected development in installed roof-top PV capacity 
[127]. While this capacity does not exclude installations on non-residential buildings, it is assumed 
to be sufficient to establish the expected growth rate. 

By performing an exponential regression, the growth rate of the PVs for both systems is 
determined to be 6.9 %. For the starting numbers of PV equipment, the values from Table 38 are 
used, providing the final PV growth functions, Equation [13] and Equation [14] for Strib and Nr. 
Bjert, respectively.  The functions are plotted in Figure 30. 
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126

1 + �126− 7
7 � ∗ 𝑒𝑒−0.069∗𝑡𝑡

 [13] 
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Figure 30: Expected growth functions for PVs in the Danish case study systems 

6.1.4 Distributed Energy Resource Specifications 
For the two Danish case systems, the same DER and complementary appliance model types are 
available to the residential prosumers for adoption. These sets are presented in the following 
sections. 

6.1.4.1 Electric vehicle & charging box 
From [128], which lists the most sold vehicle models in Denmark for the first 7 months of 2021, 
the 10 most popular pure EV model types have been selected for inclusion in the simulations. 
These model types are presented in Table 39. Instead of choosing an appliance model type 
randomly or based on building dimensioning requirements, etc., when a residential prosumer 
adopts the appliance as is the case with the other DER types in the simulation framework, the 
choice of adopted EV model type is instead based on recent Danish sales statistics. For each 
vehicle model type, the share of sales compared to the combined sales number of the 10 selected 
EV model types in the period is calculated. This number is assigned to the DK relative market share 
parameter, which determines how likely a consumer is to adopt the specific model type compared 
to the others. The choice of EV is randomly decided by the adopting residential prosumer agent, 
and the probabilities of the respective available EV model types directly reflect the sales of those 
model types relative to the total sales constituted by the ten most popular model types. This, for 
instance, means a residential prosumer has a 22.5 % probability of choosing a VW ID.4 (Pure) EV 
upon adoption.  

For consistency between vehicle suppliers, which might sometimes present certain parameters 
differently, the specifications for the chosen EV model types have been gathered from the Electric 
Vehicle Database [16].  

It is important to state that the sales statistics only provide information on the overall model type 
sold. Several of the vehicle model types have multiple sub-types with varying specifications, e.g., 
the Volkswagen ID.3 comes as a Pure, a Pro and a Pure Performance sub-type. For the simulation 
case study, the most basic sub-type of each vehicle model type is used. As the choice of sub-type 
significantly affects some specifications, especially the battery capacity, in many cases, it should 
be noted that the impact on the electricity system from EV charging might be more inflexible 
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and/or smaller due to the lower battery capacities and slightly lower mileages that come with the 
basic vehicle sub-types, respectively.  

Table 39: List of EV DER model types and their specifications 

Model type 
name  

Battery energy 
capacity [kWh] 
(capacity) 

Vehicle 
mileage 
[kWh/km]  

Maximum 
charging rate 
[kW]  

DK relative 
market share 
[%]  

VW ID.4 (Pure) 52 0.182 11 22.5 
VW ID.3 (Pure 
Performance) 45 0.164 11 16.6 

Tesla Model 3 57.5 0.151 11 15.2 
Hyundai Kona 
Electric (39 
kWh) 

39.2 0.157 7.2 8.6 

Audi Q4 (e-tron 
35) 52 0.182 7.2 7.7 

Kia e-Niro (39 
kWh) 39.2 0.167 11 6.8 

Skoda Enyaq iV 
(50) 52 0.176 7.2 6.3 

Fiat 500 (24 
kWh) 21.3 0.158 11 5.7 

Renault Zoe 
(ZE40 R110) 41 0.161 22 5.5 

SEAT Mii Electric 32.2 0.158 7.2 5.1 
 

For the complementary EV charging box appliances, the model types available for adoption in the 
Danish case systems are presented in Table 40, along with their respective parameters. Only four 
different EV charging box model types have been included in the simulation, one for each of the 
four maximum charging rates that are commonly supported by EV model types, i.e., 3.7, 7.2, 11, 
and 22 kW, as it is assumed that domestic consumers will always adopt a charging box that at least 
supports the maximum charging rate of the vehicle and the operational limitations set by the box 
do not influence the charging of the vehicle. This is also the reason for the relatively generic 
assortment of boxes that all are provided by the same supplier [129]. Finally, note that the 
specifications catalogue pertaining to the four charging box model types do not include charging 
efficiencies, as these also depend on the vehicle and charging conditions and are hence prone to 
vary. For simplicity, the constant charging efficiency of 85.7 % has been used for the overall 
charging process in the Danish case study systems, corresponding to level 2 (240 V) charging 
stated in [130]. 

Table 40: List of EV charging box model types and their specifications 

Model type name  Maximum 
charging rate [kW] 

Minimum charging 
rate [kW]  

Charging 
efficiency [%]  

Schneider EVlink Wallbox - 3.7 3.7 0 85.7 
Schneider EVlink Wallbox - 7.4 7.4 0 85.7 
Schneider EVlink Wallbox - 11 11 0 85.7 
Schneider EVlink Wallbox - 22 22 0 85.7 
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6.1.4.2 Heat pump 
The parameters that define heat pump agents in the simulation framework are based on the 
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 811/2013 [42], which provides a standard 
specifications table that should be filled out by heat pump suppliers. An example of such a table 
is provided by [131]. Some of these specifications are included in the simulation for the heat pump 
representation. The lists of heat pump parameters for the heat pump model types used for the 
Strib and Nr. Bjert systems are depicted in Table 41 to Table 43. 

It should be noted that, unlike the EVs, it has not been possible to obtain sales statistics on the 
most popular heat pump model types sold in Denmark. Instead, specifications for a set of 10 
differently sized heat pump model types by the heat pump producer, Vaillant [131], have been 
used. The specifications of heat pumps with the same heating capacity, nominal forward 
temperature and source/sink mediums type do not differ significantly between heat pump 
producers, and the retrieved model types are hence considered sufficiently representative for the 
Danish heat pump adoption case simulation. Furthermore, the included heat pump model types 
all come with a compressor that is controllable and can adjust the pump operation according to 
outside weather conditions. This feature matches the heat pump logic in the DERInGrid 
framework. 

Table 41: Heat pump DER specification parameter list – part 1 

Model type 
name 

Nominal forward 
temperature [°C]  

Source/sink 
mediums type  

Nominal 
heating 
capacity [kW]  

Minimum 
external 
operating 
temperature [°C]  

VWF 51/4 (35) 35 A2W 4 -10 
VWF 51/4 (55) 55 A2W 4 -10 
VWF 81/4 (35) 35 A2W 6 -10 
VWF 81/4 (55) 55 A2W 7 -10 
VWF 111/4 (35) 35 A2W 8 -10 
VWF 111/4 (55) 55 A2W 9 -10 
VWF 151/4 (35) 35 A2W 10 -10 
VWF 151/4 (55) 55 A2W 11 -10 
VWF 191/4 (35) 35 A2W 13 -10 
VWF 191/4 (55) 55 A2W 15 -10 
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Table 42: Heat pump DER specification parameter list – part 2 

Model type 
name 

Heating rate at 
minimum 
external 
operating 
temperature 
[kW] 

Heating rate 
at -7 °C [kW]  

Heating rate 
at 2 °C [kW]  

Heating rate 
at 8 °C [kW]  

Heating 
rate at 12 
°C [kW]  

VWF 81/4 
(35) 5.9 6.5 7.7 8.6 9.1 

VWF 81/4 
(55) 6.6 6.8 8.2 9 9.4 

VWF 51/4 
(35) 3.9 4.3 5.7 6.2 6.7 

VWF 51/4 
(55) 4.3 4.6 5.5 6.1 6.7 

VWF 111/4 
(35) 7.8 8.4 10.2 11.3 12.4 

VWF 111/4 
(55) 8.6 9 10.4 11.7 12.6 

VWF 151/4 
(35) 10.5 11.2 13.8 15.1 16.5 

VWF 151/4 
(55) 10.9 11.5 14 15.4 16.6 

VWF 191/4 
(35) 13.3 14.6 17.2 19.6 21.1 

VWF 191/4 
(55) 14.7 15.6 18 20.1 21.5 

 

Table 43: Heat pump DER specification parameter list – part 3 

Model type 
name 

COP at minimum external 
operating temperature  

COP at -7 °C  COP at 
2 °C  

COP at 
8 °C  

COP at 
12 °C  

VWF 81/4 (35) 2.9 3.2 4.1 5.1 5.9 
VWF 81/4 (55) 2.2 2.4 3.3 4 4.7 
VWF 51/4 (35) 2.9 3.2 4.4 5.2 6 
VWF 51/4 (55) 2.2 2.4 3.2 4 4.8 
VWF 111/4 
(35) 2.8 3 4.1 5.1 5.8 

VWF 111/4 
(55) 2 2.2 3.1 4 4.6 

VWF 151/4 
(35) 3.1 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 

VWF 151/4 
(55) 2.1 2.3 3.3 4.1 5 

VWF 191/4 
(35) 2.8 3.1 3.9 4.8 5.6 

VWF 191/4 
(55) 2.1 2.4 3.1 3.9 4.6 
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6.1.4.3 Roof photovoltaic and standard inverter 
In the simulation framework, the list of parameters provided in Table 44 is used to define the PV 
agent. A variety of differently sized PV model types offered by [132] are included in the simulation 
input list. Note that while the information on all model types comes from the same PV retailer, 
the range of PV model types comes from multiple different producers and is considered broad 
enough to sufficiently represent the roof PV equipment that might be adopted by most Danish 
domestic electricity consumers. 

An example dataset is given in [133]. 

Table 44: Roof PV DER specification parameter list 

Model type 
name  

Nominal 
power [kWp]  

Max. power 
voltage [V]  

Open circuit 
voltage [V]  

Module 
efficiency [%]  

Module 
area [m2] 

DS-MS 260 0.26 47.2 57.6 17 1.67 
DS-SP 260 0.26 48 57.6 17.5 1.63 
DS-SP 280 0.28 51.9 63.9 18.5 1.63 
STP275S - 
20/WEM 0.275 31.1 38.5 16.9 1.63 

STP270S - 
20/WEM 0.27 30.8 38.3 16.6 1.63 

STP255S - 
20/WEM 0.255 30.8 37.6 15.7 1.63 

STP250S - 
20/WEM 0.25 30.7 37.4 15.4 1.63 

UL-260-60 0.26 30.8 38 16.01 1.62 
UL-265-60 0.265 30.9 38.1 16.32 1.62 
UL-270-60 0.27 31 38.2 16.63 1.62 
ESP6-60-
245/SI 0.245 29.63 37.45 15.08 1.64 

ESP6-60-
250/SI 0.25 29.98 37.54 15.39 1.64 

ESP6-60-
255/SI 0.255 30.36 37.62 15.7 1.64 

ESP6-60-
260/SI 0.26 30.77 37.73 16 1.64 

ESP6-60-
265/SI 0.265 31.94 38.18 16.23 1.64 

ESP6-60-
270/SI 0.27 32.25 38.49 16.55 1.64 

ESP6-60-
275/SI 0.275 32.52 38.76 16.81 1.64 

ESP6-60-
280/SI 0.28 32.82 39.06 17.16 1.64 
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Table 45: Standard inverter appliance specification parameter list – part 1 

Model type 
name 

Power transfer 
efficiency 
between all 
sides  

Grid side 
power 
transfer 
capacity [kW]  

Photovoltaic side 
power transfer 
capacity [kW]  

Recommended PV 
peak capacity 
[kWp]  

Growatt MIC 
750 TL-X 0.965 0.75 1.05 1.05 

Growatt MIC 
1000 TL-X 0.965 1 1.4 1.4 

Growatt MIC 
1500 TL-X 0.97 1.5 2.1 2.1 

Growatt MIC 
2000 TL-X 0.97 2 2.8 2.8 

Growatt MIC 
2500 TL-X 0.97 2.5 3.5 3.5 

Growatt MIC 
3000 TL-X 0.971 3 4.2 4.2 

Growatt MIC 
3300 TL-X 0.971 3.3 4.29 4.29 

Growatt MIN 
2500 TL-XE 0.971 2.5 3.5 3.5 

Growatt MIN 
3000 TL-XE 0.971 3 4.2 4.2 

Growatt MIN 
3600 TL-XE 0.972 3.6 5.04 5.04 

Growatt MIN 
4200 TL-XE 0.975 4.2 5.88 5.88 

Growatt MIN 
4600 TL-XE 0.975 4.6 6.44 6.44 

Growatt MIN 
5000 TL-XE 0.975 5 7 7 

Growatt MIN 
6000 TL-XE 0.975 6 8.1 8.1 

Growatt MOD 
10KITL3-X 0.981 10 15 15 

Growatt MOD 
11KITL3-X 0.981 11 16.5 16.5 

Growatt MOD 
12KITL3-X 0.982 12 18 18 

Growatt MOD 
13KITL3-X 0.982 13 19.5 19.5 

Growatt MOD 
15KITL3-X 0.982 15 22.5 22.5 

Growatt MID 
15KTL3-X 0.981 15 19.5 19.5 

Growatt MID 
17KTL3-X 0.982 17 22.1 22.1 

Growatt MID 
20KTL3-X 0.982 20 26 26 
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Growatt MID 
22KTL3-X 0.983 22 28.6 28.6 

Growatt MID 
25KTL3-X 0.983 25 32.5 32.5 

 

Table 46: Standard inverter appliance specification parameter list – part 2 

Model type name  Min. PV side voltage [V]  Max. PV side voltage [V]  
Growatt MIC 750 TL-X 50 500 
Growatt MIC 1000 TL-X 50 500 
Growatt MIC 1500 TL-X 50 500 
Growatt MIC 2000 TL-X 50 500 
Growatt MIC 2500 TL-X 80 550 
Growatt MIC 3000 TL-X 80 550 
Growatt MIC 3300 TL-X 80 550 
Growatt MIN 2500 TL-XE 100 500 
Growatt MIN 3000 TL-XE 100 500 
Growatt MIN 3600 TL-XE 100 550 
Growatt MIN 4200 TL-XE 100 550 
Growatt MIN 4600 TL-XE 100 550 
Growatt MIN 5000 TL-XE 100 550 
Growatt MIN 6000 TL-XE 100 550 
Growatt MOD 10KITL3-X 200 1100 
Growatt MOD 11KITL3-X 200 1100 
Growatt MOD 12KITL3-X 200 1100 
Growatt MOD 13KITL3-X 200 1100 
Growatt MOD 15KITL3-X 200 1100 
Growatt MID 15KTL3-X 250 1100 
Growatt MID 17KTL3-X 250 1100 
Growatt MID 20KTL3-X 250 1100 
Growatt MID 22KTL3-X 250 1100 
Growatt MID 25KTL3-X 250 1100 

 

Inverters are used to convert power between DC and AC when appliances requiring or producing 
DC power are connected to the grid. Two types of inverters have been included in the model: a 
standard inverter that connects PV appliances and a hybrid inverter that connects both PV and 
battery appliances. The parameters of these two inverter types are listed in Table 45 and Table 46 
for the standard inverter and Table 48 to Table 50 for the hybrid inverter. The included appliance 
model types have been retrieved from the same retailer as the battery [134]. Note that the 
number of retrieved hybrid inverter model types is limited to those that, according to the retailer, 
are guaranteed compatible with the set of batteries in Table 47; hence the list is relatively short. 

6.1.4.4 Battery and hybrid inverter 
The list of parameters that define the Battery agent in the simulation is provided in Table 47. For 
simplicity, and like with the roof PV model type specifications set, all specifications for the battery 
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model types have been obtained from a single retailer that sells household batteries on the Danish 
market, Viva Energi [134]. 

The list of chosen battery model types only includes one model type. Instead, the list contains 
installations of different numbers (currently 3 – 7) of module units of that model type that are 
stacked and hence linearly increase the rated voltage, capacity and charging rate. Furthermore, 
the battery model type is lithium-ion-based, thereby offering a relatively high depth-of-discharge 
level and durability. These choices have been made to limit the complexity and factors that affect 
the operation of the battery over its lifetime to a minimum in the simulations. 

Table 47: Battery DER specification parameter list 

Model type 
name  

Battery energy 
capacity [kWh]  

DoD top [%]  DoD bottom 
[%]  

Max. 
charging/ 
discharging 
rate [kW]  

Nominal 
voltage 
level [V]  

Lithium 
(LiFePO4) 7.5 
kWh 

7.5 100 20 4 153.6 

Lithium 
(LiFePO4) 10 
kWh 

10 100 20 5.3 204.8 

Lithium 
(LiFePO4) 
12.5 kWh 

12.5 100 20 6.6 256 

Lithium 
(LiFePO4) 15 
kWh 

15 100 20 7.9 307.2 

Lithium 
(LiFePO4) 
17.5 kWh 

17.5 100 20 9.2 358.4 

 

Table 48: Hybrid inverter appliance specification parameter list - part 1 

Model type 
name  

Power transfer 
efficiency 
between all 
sides  

Grid side power 
transfer 
capacity [kW]  

Photovoltaic side 
power transfer 
capacity [kW]  

Recommended 
PV peak 
capacity [kWp]  

Growatt 
Hybridpower 
2051G 

0.973 6 6 9 

Growatt 
Hybridpower 
2100G 

0.973 10 10 15 
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Table 49: Hybrid inverter appliance specification parameter list - part 2 

Model type name  Min. PV side voltage [V]  Max. PV side voltage [V]  
Growatt Hybridpower 2051G 160 1000 
Growatt Hybridpower 2100G 160 1000 

 

Table 50: Hybrid inverter appliance specification parameter list - part 3 

Model type name Battery side power transfer 
capacity [kW] 

Min. battery side 
voltage [V] 

Max. battery side 
voltage [V] 

Growatt 
Hybridpower 
2051G 

6 150 550 

Growatt 
Hybridpower 
2100G 

10 150 550 

 

6.2 German System 
The German case study system is located in Allensbach, a town at Lake Constance close to the 
Swiss border and is composed of a group of newly constructed multi-family homes, sharing two 
road number addresses and hence being in close vicinity to each other. The location of the system 
can be seen on the map in Figure 31. 

The Allensbach system is used as a living lab for the SoLAR project, which has provided the 
information presented in this section. As previously stated, additional information is available for 
the project, the Allensbach system and the simulation developed for the project at [118]. 

6.2.1 General, Geographical and Environmental Information 
Compared to the Danish case study systems, the electricity grid in the Allensbach system is 
relatively delimited and localised as it only supplies the 23 households that make up the SoLAR 
project living lab building complex. As depicted in Table 51, the system consists of six buildings, 
each containing two households, a single apartment building with multiple floors and six 
households, another smaller multi-floor apartment building with four households, and, finally, a 
building containing a single household. It should be noted that the latter building was not 
constructed as part of the SoLAR project and is hence older than the other buildings. Furthermore, 
the household in this building does not currently own any DER appliances. 

Table 51: List of Allensbach system buildings, their types and numbers of households 

Building reference number Number of households Type 
1 2 Double house 
2 2 Double house 
3 2 Double house 
4 2 Double house 
5 2 Double house 
6 2 Double house 
7 6 Apartment 
8 4 Apartment 
9 1 Single-family, older 
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Apart from the residential buildings, the system also includes a small-scale CHP plant fuelled by 
natural gas. This plant supplies heating for households that do not own heat pumps, essentially 
acting as a distributed district heating system. The power produced by the plant is fed into the 
electricity system and, along with the PV installations, contributes to self-sufficient power 
consumption in the system. 

Similar to the Danish systems, the weather data has been obtained from a weather station in the 
vicinity of the region, in this case, the Deutscher Wetterdienst station in Konstanz (marked by a 
red dot in Figure 31). Like the rest of the data for this case study system, the SoLAR team has been 
responsible for acquiring the data from the station and has since kindly disclosed it for use in this 
thesis. The data covers 2017 and consists of hourly outdoor temperature measurements and solar 
radiance measurements on a 10-minute resolution, allowing for a more detailed representation 
of the PV operation compared to the Danish systems. 

Constituting the basis for scenarios 1.b, 4, 5 and 6 presented in Chapter 5, the simulation 
framework developed by EIFER for the SoLAR project tests and evaluates an appliance control 
strategy algorithm that is being implemented in the real case system. The main objective of the 
strategy is to employ available flexibility from household appliances, DER and conventional, to 
increase the self-sufficiency rate from the PVs and the CHP plant. 

 

Figure 31: Location of the German case study system in Allensbach (circle) and the location of the weather data applied 
to the system in the simulations (red dot) 

 

6.2.2 Grid Topology 
It is important to note that it has been particularly challenging to identify the topology and 
characteristics of this electricity system and its components. This is due to the scope of the SoLAR 
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project, which focuses on the DERs themselves and their operation patterns at the individual 
households and the overall system, while the grid, the individual parts of the grid have not been 
considered for this research project, and the necessary information pertaining to this aspect has 
not been gathered for the system. 

Given the limited scope of the system, no cable boxes like the ones found in the Danish case 
systems are present in the Allensbach system. Instead, each junction between multiple cables or 
grid connection points in the system is considered in the same manner as a cable box to represent 
the topology between cables and connection points using the grid simulation framework. The 
locations and connections of these junction points are based on a schematic of the power lines 
between the buildings in the system provided by the EIFER and the SoLAR project partners. 
Furthermore, in order to investigate overloads that might occur at these junctions, they are 
assumed to have been dimensioned according to the number of prosumer connection points they 
connect downward in the radial grid topology. This dimensioning is assumed to have been 
conducted according to the recommendation chart in Figure 32, which is provided by [135] and is 
based on the German DIN 18015 standard. While the purpose of the chart is to provide 
recommendations for the minimum dimensioning of the main line that supplies an apartment 
building containing multiple households, taking the simultaneity factor into account, the 
Allensbach system is considered close enough to such a building for the chart to be applicable for 
the junctions.   

The list of cable junctions, along with their locations and capacities, is provided in Table 68 in 
Appendix B. 
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Figure 32: Recommended dimensioning chart for main power lines in buildings that contain multiple households [135]. 
The horizontal axis denotes the number of households, while the left vertical axis denotes the minimum recommended 
power capacity. Curve 1 represents systems with electrical heating of domestic hot water, while curve 2 denotes systems 
without this heating requirement.  

While the locations of the cables in the system have been disclosed by the SoLAR project partners, 
it has only been possible to acquire limited information regarding the characteristics of these 
cables.  

It has not been possible to acquire the full set of information on the electricity cables that 
constitute the connections between the cable junctions in the distribution system. The only 
parameters that have been obtained are the cable diameter and number of cores, which are 35 
mm and 5, respectively, and this information applies to all cables in the system. Based on this 
information, the specifications of the cables are instead determined using the HD 603 S1 standard 
[136], which is applied for dimensioning of electricity cables in distribution systems. In addition to 
the core number and diameter, it is assumed that the core material is copper and that the cable 
is unarmoured and XLPE insulated. Given these characteristics, the amperage capacity of all cables 
is then assumed to be 177 kW, in accordance with Table 14 in the standard. Information for the 
individual cables in the system is provided in Table 69 in Appendix B. 

Like in the Danish case studies, the cables that connect the prosumer connection points with the 
respective cable boxes/junctions have been omitted from the simulations in this case study 
system. The grid topology is depicted in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Overall schematic of the Allensbach system topology. The small circles denote junction boxes, double lines 
denote cables, and the small, dashed lines denote connections between prosumer points (multiple in each building except 
no. 9) and the grid. For further analysis of intermediate layer overloads, the grid is divided into two sections, one that 
connects the CHP and one that does not. 
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6.2.3 Residential Prosumers, Buildings and DER ownership and Adoption 
Contrary to the grid topology, which is based on significant assumptions due to the limited 
availability of information, the range of information provided for the prosumers in the system, 
their buildings and the adopted DER appliances is much more extensive.   

As previously stated, prosumers who do not own heat pumps are instead supplied with heat from 
the CHP unit. This unit has a power generation capacity of 40 kW.  

Table 52: Overview of DERs owned by residential prosumers in the Allensbach system and heated space areas of the 
buildings 

Prosumer ID Building 
number EV Heat pump PV 

Heated 
space area 

[m2] 
alb_cp0 1 Yes Yes Yes 167.85 
alb_cp1 1 Yes Yes Yes 169.84 
alb_cp2 2 Yes Yes Yes 167.85 
alb_cp3 2 Yes Yes Yes 169.84 
alb_cp4 3 Yes Yes Yes 167.85 
alb_cp5 3 Yes Yes Yes 169.84 
alb_cp6 4 Yes Yes Yes 167.85 
alb_cp7 4 Yes Yes Yes 169.84 
alb_cp8 5 No Yes Yes 167.85 
alb_cp9 5 No Yes Yes 169.84 

alb_cp10 6 No Yes Yes 167.85 
alb_cp11 6 Yes Yes Yes 169.84 
alb_cp12 7 Yes No Yes 72.04 
alb_cp13 7 No No Yes 111.57 
alb_cp14 7 No No Yes 71.89 
alb_cp15 7 No No Yes 111.39 
alb_cp16 7 Yes No Yes 81.11 
alb_cp17 7 Yes No Yes 91.84 
alb_cp18 8 Yes No Yes 93.38 
alb_cp19 8 No No Yes 44.8 
alb_cp20 8 No No Yes 44.04 
alb_cp21 8 No No Yes 87.69 
alb_cp22 9 No No No 430.0 

Total - 13 12 22 3265.9 
 

The SoLAR project partners have acquired information on the structure of the buildings for a 
detailed calculation of the heat loss coefficients, incl. areas of doors, walls, roof, windows, etc. 
While most of this information has been disclosed for the investigations presented here, the 
details pertaining to how it has been used as part of the SoLAR building and heat pump 
representations have not been obtained and are hence assumed to be an internal part of the logic 
of these agents in the simulation. For the DERInGrid logic simulation of the Allensbach system, 
performed in scenario 1, the building year, assumed to be 2017 for all buildings, is used along with 
the heated space areas given in Table 52 to determine the heating heat diffusion coefficients and 
heating demands of the households, similar to the method used for the Danish case study 
buildings. 
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6.2.4 Distributed Energy Resource Specifications 
Unlike the two Danish case study systems, the DER model types in the Allensbach system already 
exist in the system, and no further adoption of DERs is part of the scenarios applied to this case 
study system. This implies that the list of model types for the respective DERs and complementary 
appliances has not been gathered from suppliers and sales statistics information and that the 
adoption type that applies to all German case study scenarios is PDEA. All the lists have been 
disclosed by the EIFER collaboration team.  

The specifications are used to simulate the DER agents using the DERInGrid logic for scenario 1, 
while they are not directly used for scenarios 4 to 6, where the SoLAR simulation results are 
instead used. 

It should be noted that the DER specifications presented here are the ones that have been used 
for the SoLAR project simulation framework. These specifications, however, might differ from the 
specifications of the appliances found in the real Allensbach system, as the households in the 
system were free to choose their adopted model types as long as these fulfilled certain criteria, 
for instance, a certain peak capacity for PV installations. Information on the specific model types 
acquired by the individual households in the real system has not been obtained by the EIFER team. 
For this reason, the model types employed for the SoLAR agents and presented in the following 
sections have been given generic names, and the specifications match the required criteria of the 
DERs expected to be acquired by the households.  

A crucial condition that applies to the simulations performed for the Allensbach case study system 
in scenarios 4 – 6 is that the SoLAR logic is responsible for the operations of the appliance agents. 
All complementary appliances are kept generic and will never set any limits to the operations of 
the DER appliances, nor do they cause any energy losses during power transfers. The agents 
representing the complementary appliances, i.e., the EV charging box and inverter agents, will 
therefore not have any influence on the simulation outcome due to limited power capacities, 
energy losses, etc. The reason for this choice is due to the fact that the simulation of the DER 
agents has been performed using the SoLAR simulation framework, which, apart from providing 
the operation and control logic of the DERs and appliances for the two scenarios, also covers 
aspects pertaining to operation limits and efficiencies of the appliances. This commences 
internally in the SoLAR framework, and operation patterns fed into the DERInGrid grid simulation 
part of the process includes the net power flows measured at the point where the appliances are 
connected to the grid at the respective households. Therefore, when connecting SoLAR simulation 
outputs with the DERInGrid grid representation, the connection still happens with a control and 
connection appliance agent as an intermediary (except for the heat pump, which performs the 
control itself) in accordance with the structure presented in Section 4.3.2, but the complementary 
appliance agents will not attempt to control the DER appliance agents and set any restrictions to 
the operation. This avoids that the DERInGrid interferes with the outputs from the SoLAR 
simulations before the power flows reach the electricity grid.  

6.2.4.1 Electric vehicle 
For the Allensbach system, it is assumed that all 13 EV owners (as depicted in Table 52) have 
adopted vehicles of the same model type and hence identical specifications, except for the battery 
storage capacity. The specifications are depicted in Table 53. 
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Table 53: List of EV model types adopted by the Allensbach prosumers at simulation start 

Adopting households Battery energy 
capacity [kWh] 

Vehicle mileage 
[kWh/km]  

Maximum 
charging 
rate [kW] 

alb_cp0 – alb-cp7 +  
alb_cp11 – alb-cp12 + alb_cp16 

50 0.1656 11 

alb_cp17 – alb_cp18 30 0.1656 11 
 

The maximum charging rate of all EVs in the system is assumed to be 11 kW. Furthermore, the 
battery capacity of the vehicles owned by all prosumers except for alb_cp17 and alb_cp18 is 50 
kWh, while the last two vehicles have a capacity of 30 kWh. The mileage is not part of the EIFER 
SoLAR agent logic and has hence not been determined or assumed. For scenario 1 of this research, 
the mileage of the Allensbach system vehicles is set to the mean of the mileages of the EV model 
types in Table 39, 0.1656 kWh/km.  

6.2.4.2 Heat pump 
All heat pump owners are assumed to have adopted the same model type, which has the overall 
specifications depicted in Table 54. 

Table 54: Specifications for HP model type adopted by Allensbach prosumers at simulation start 

Parameter Value 
Nominal capacity [kW] 5 
Forward temperature [°C] 35 
Minimum external operating temperature [°C] -7 
Heating rate at the minimum external operating temperature [kW] 4 
Heating rate at -7 °C [kW] 4 
Heating rate at 2 °C [kW] 5 
Heating rate at 8 °C [kW] 6.8 
Heating rate at 12 °C [kW] 7.8 
COP at minimum external operating temperature 3.3 
COP at -7 °C 3.3 
COP at 2 °C 4.2 
COP at 8 °C 5.7 
COP at 12 °C 6.5 

 

Like the heat pump models available for adoption in the Danish case study system, it is assumed 
that the efficiency interpolates linearly between the three setpoints.  
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6.2.4.3 Roof photovoltaics 
Like for the previous two DERs, all of the prosumers adopting PVs choose the same model type. 
The specifications are given in Table 55. 

Table 55: Specifications for PV model type adopted by Allensbach prosumers at simulation start 

Parameter Value 
Total peak power capacity [Wp] 3600 
Nominal power capacity [Wp] 3000 
Area [m2] 17 
Short circuit current [A] 9.05 
MPP current [A] 8.38 
Open circuit voltage [V] 22.5 
MPP voltage [V] 17.9 

 

Due to the alignment of the roof structures of the respective buildings, there is, however, a 
difference between the installations among the households. The prosumers living in the six two-
family buildings have installed their PV panels evenly on each side of the ridge of the roof. This 
arrangement gives 1800 Wp of panels pointing northwest with an azimuth angle of -120° and 1800 
Wp pointing southeast with an azimuth angle of 60°. All households in the six-family apartment 
building have their 3600 Wp PV installations directed towards the southwest at a -30° azimuth 
angle. Two of the four-family apartment households have installed their 3600 Wp panels pointing 
northwest at an angle of -120°, while the panels of the other two households point toward the 
southeast at an angle of 60°.  

The inclination angles of the panels vary significantly from household to household, ranging 
between 9.5° and 45.0°; however, except for the six-family apartment households, all panels are 
tilted at least 31.5°.    
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7 Simulation Results 
This chapter presents the results that have been acquired by applying the DERInGrid and SoLAR 
simulation frameworks for the scenarios established in Chapter 5 and the case study systems 
presented in Chapter 6. The results will be briefly discussed as they are presented in this chapter 
and will be used to evaluate the established hypothesis from Section 5.1 in Section 7.3 at the end 
of the chapter. 

7.1 General Aspects 
Due to the extensive amount of data produced by running the simulations, the data has been 
processed into a more descriptive set of tables and charts, which comprise the following list of 
groups: 

• Adoption curves: For verification, these curves present the gradual adoption of the 
respective DER technologies during the course of the simulations. The curves are applied 
for scenarios 2 and 3. 

• Date of first overload plots: In order to understand how the sub-components in the 
distribution grids gradually become overloaded in the future, these plots show how the 
number of components that have encountered their first overload incidence develops 
over the course of a simulation run. Furthermore, plots illustrating the correlation 
between DER adoption dates and dates of first overload incidences are provided to 
investigate if certain DER types have a clear tendency to cause overloads. This applies to 
scenarios 2 and 3, while only the final number of overloaded components are noted for 
the remaining scenarios.  

• DER operation pattern example curves: To verify that the individual DER technology 
agents perform as expected in the model and furthermore identify mutual operation 
patterns that emerge in the system, example time series plots for the operation of the 
DER technologies measured during a winter week and a summer week are provided, both 
for an example prosumer agent and for the overall electricity grid, i.e., the top layer. These 
plots are provided for all scenarios to understand the differences caused by different DER 
compositions, different case study conditions, and sets of DER agent logic definitions. The 
operation of the individual DERs is furthermore compared between the winter (October 
to March) and summer (April to September) halves of the year by determining the average 
power flow of each DER at the top layer for each of the two periods. 

• Grid overload statistic profile curves: One important aspect relating to future congestions 
in the electricity grid is the timing and frequency of their occurrences. For this purpose, a 
number of curves have been produced to provide an overview of how occurrences of 
overloads and their durations are distributed over the hours of the day, days of the week, 
and months of the year, and how they might be reduced, increased or moved in time due 
to introduction of additional DERs or electricity demand control solutions. These curves 
are based on SDS outputs from the simularion framework and are applied for each of the 
three grid layers. 

• Self-sufficiency rates and load fluctuation factors: Finally, a set of tables containing 
information on how large a share of the electricity load that is directly covered by 
simultaneous generation/discharging at the same point in the system and, likewise, how 
big a share of the generation that is absorbed by a load at the same point. Furthermore, 
the factors to determine the fluctuations in loads and generations observed in the grid 
and its components are provided in these tables as well. The load factor denotes the 
average load relative to the maximum load measured during a certain period of time. At 
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a value of one, the load curve is perfectly smooth, and with higher peaks relative to the 
average, the value approaches zero. The values are calculated from the TSM outputs, and 
tables are provided for all scenarios. However, as scenarios 2 and 3 comprise significant 
changes to the simulated systems due to the DER adoptions, the rates and factors are 
calculated for each year and presented in time plots instead of tables. 

It is important to note that the results presented in the tables and figures in this chapter do not 
encompass the full set of outputs gained from running the simulation with the established 
scenarios and case study systems. This is not feasible due to the extensiveness of raw output data 
and the number of produced tables and figures; For instance, the number of produced grid 
overload statistics curves and boxplot figures is currently at 372. Instead, the tables and figures 
presented in the following sections are the ones that are particularly important in relation to 
verification and validation of the simulation framework and for discussing and evaluating the 
hypotheses established in Section 5.1. 

Furthermore, some figures contain results pertaining to multiple scenarios. A figure with multiple 
scenario results can be found in the section covering the first of these scenarios. 

7.2 Scenario Results 
7.2.1 S.1 – Business as Usual 
7.2.1.1 S.1.A – Danish case systems 
Starting with the simplest part of the produced results, Figure 34 depicts two weeks of base loads 
(denoted as inflexible loads, as these are based on measurements from the real case study 
systems) aggregated at the transformer in the top layer of the Nr. Bjert system. As all appliances, 
including some PVs and heat pumps, are an integral part of the base loads measurements, only 
the inflexible load and total load (identical) are changed in this plot. The typical pattern with peak 
loads in the morning and especially during the late afternoon and evening is prevalent, except for 
the last two days, the weekend, which do not to the same extent feature the same valley between 
the two peaks. Furthermore, the PVs that have implicitly been adopted by prosumers before the 
measurements were obtained cause some net generations in the grid two times during the week, 
and the magnitude of the demand is generally more profound during the winter. 

The operation patterns for the Strib system are similar, except that no net generation commences, 
and the load magnitudes are lower, possibly due to the Strib comprising fewer prosumers than 
Nr. Bjert.    
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Figure 34: Operation example weeks for the transformer in the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 1 without any additional DER 
adoption.. 

In terms of grid impacts, for this scenario, none of the transformers encounters any overload 
incidences, and for the intermediate components, only a few brief incidents occur around 19:00 
in the evening, and only for the Allensbach system.  

However, for the bottom layer, there are some periods of overloads of both negative and positive 
magnitudes that are worth presenting for later comparison with the impacts in the subsequent 
scenarios. From Figure 35, even though it only applies to 1.2 % of the total duration at its peak 
between 12:00 and 13:00 around noon on average among the prosumer points, there is a clear 
pattern of overload from electricity generations, possibly due to the higher number of implicitly 
adopted PVs the Nr. Bjert system. Furthermore, Nr. Bjert has some notable durations of load 
overloads, particularly in the cooking plate hours in the evening and during the winter half of the 
year, as observed in Figure 36. 

While the allocated capacities for the prosumer points in the two Danish systems have been set 
low according to TREFOR, the individual points might likely tolerate loads of significantly higher 
magnitudes, at least for short periods of time. Nonetheless, it is interesting that the electricity 
distribution system, as it is today, might not be sufficiently dimensioned to support the electrical 
appliances that are currently connected to it. 
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Figure 35: Overload statistics profile plot depicting the measured overload durations over the hours of the day in the 
bottom layer for the three case study systems in the scenario 1 simulations. 

 

Figure 36: Overload statistics profile plot depicting the measured overload durations over the months of the year in the 
bottom layer for the three case study systems in the scenario 1 simulations. 
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Table 56 presents self-sufficiency rates and fluctuation factors for this scenario as well as 
scenarios 4 – 6. Of particular note are the increasing rates and factors in the Allensbach system 
when the batteries and especially the control scheme are applied. The two empty fields are due 
to the absence of any net generation at the Strib top layer, likely because the generation from 
prosumers is outweighed by loads in the intermediate layer before reaching the transformer. 

Table 56: Load and generation self-sufficiency rates and load and generation fluctuation factors for all three layers of 
agents in scenarios 1 and 4 – 6.  

La
ye

r Parameter 
\scenario 

Scenario 
1, Strib, 
base 

Scenario 
1, Nr. 
Bjert, 
base 

Scenario 1, 
Allensbach, 
base 

Scenario 4, 
SoLAR, 
uncontrolled 

Scenario 
5, SoLAR, 
controlled 

Scenario 6, 
SoLAR, 
uncontrolled, 
1 x battery 
capacity 

Scenario 6, 
SoLAR, 
uncontrolled, 
2 x battery 
capacity 

Scenario 6, 
SoLAR, 
uncontrolled, 
4 x battery 
capacity 

To
p 

Load  
self-sufficiency  

rate mean 
0.00 0.00 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.52 0.55 0.57 

Generation  
self-sufficiency  

rate mean 
- 0.00 0.60 0.55 0.73 0.64 0.69 0.71 

Load factor mean 0.38 0.32 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.14 0.13 0.12 
Generation factor  

mean - 0.41 0.24 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.20 0.21 

In
te

rm
ed

ia
te

 

Load factor mean 0.26 0.23 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.09 

Generation factor  
mean 0.47 0.38 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.22 

Bo
tt

om
 

Load self-sufficiency  
rate mean 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.37 0.42 0.45 

Generation 
self-sufficiency mean 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.35 0.40 0.65 0.75 0.81 

Load factor mean 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Generation factor  

mean 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.16 0.13 0.11 

 

7.2.1.2 S.1.B – German case system 
The information on the DER appliances already existing in the Allensbach system allows them to 
be simulated as agents in this scenario (with PDEA), and contrarily to the operation depicted in 
Figure 34, the operation of the DERs can be analysed in greater detail. Figure 37 and Figure 38 
provide examples for this operation at the transformer and a single prosumer (alb_cp0), 
respectively, in the Allensbach system.  

The most notable difference between the summer and winter curves is the higher electricity 
generation during the summer, causing some significant generation surpluses, while the CHP is 
activated 11 times during the winter and only 3 times in the summer week. Furthermore, steady 
loads with small fluctuation from heat pump operation can be seen in the winter week charts, 
while there are only insignificant loads from this DER during the summer week at the transformer 
and none at the prosumer. 

The flexible, inflexible and EV load patterns, on the other hand, are relatively unaffected by the 
season, although the inflexible load has a peak on each of the summer weekend days.  
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The average power flows measured over the winter and summer periods for the appliances and 
DERs are provided in Table 57. The table supports the notion that the weather-independent 
appliances operate relatively similar between the winter and summer periods. 

Table 57: Average aggregated power flows in the winter period (October to March) and summer period (April to 
September) at the transformer in the scenario 1 Allensbach system 

Appliance\Period Winter [kW] Summer [kW] Relative difference [%] 
Inflexible appliance 9.44 8.83 -6.46 
Flexible appliance 2.63 2.56 -2.66 
EV 8.25 7.51 -8.97 
Heat pump 4.70 1.14 -75.74 
PV -3.92 -12.02 206.63 
CHP -7.73 -2.40 -68.95 
Total 13.37 5.61 -58.04 

 

 

Figure 37: Example winter and summer week operation patterns of DERs, household appliances, and CHP plant, with 
loads and generations aggregated at the Allensbach system transformer in scenario 1. The inflexible and flexible 
appliances and the CHP operate according to SoLAR data, while the three DERs (batteries are excluded) use DERInGrid 
logic. 
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Figure 38: Example weeks operation patterns for appliances at a single prosumer (ID: alb_cp0) in the Allensbach system 
in scenario 1. 

7.2.2 S.2 – Gradual Adoption of DERs, Without Batteries 
Scenario 2 comprises simulation experiments with varying DER adoption rates over a 15-year 
period. In order to verify that the adoptions of the respective DER technologies in this scenario 
adhere to the adoption functions established in Section 6.1.3.4, the developments in numbers of 
DERs are plotted for the two Danish case systems and the three growth rate variation experiments 
in Figure 39. As expected, heat pumps and especially PVs became less prevalent in the system 
compared to EVs. Also, EV adoption forms the characteristic S-curve seen with logistic growth 
patterns. Note that the batteries follow the same adoption curve as the PVs in scenario 3. 

Furthermore, an indication of the general need for grid reinforcements or other actions to prevent 
faults in the grid due to congestions can be obtained by determining how the components in the 
grid start becoming overloaded with time. For the bottom and intermediate layers, the 
development in the number of grid components that have encountered at least one overload 
incidence is plotted for the two systems and three variation experiments in Figure 40. It is 
interesting that the curves are relatively similar between the two case study systems. Note that 
the intermediate layer only includes cables, as cable boxes do not have any capacities in the 
Danish case systems. 

On the same notion, to determine if a specific DER type is prone to cause overloads, a plot that 
shows the correlation between the adoption dates of the three respective DER technologies and 
the date of the first overload incident at the connection point of the adopting prosumer is 
presented in Figure 41. The date of the DER technology adoption is plotted along the primary axis, 
while the secondary axis contains information on the date of the first overload occurrence at the 
prosumer agent. It should be noted that only prosumer agents who have adopted the respective 
DER technology and encountered at least one overload are included, hence the relatively low 
number of points in the PV plot.  
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Figure 39: Measured adoption curves for the two Danish case study systems in scenarios 3 and 4.  

 

Figure 40: Development in the number of agents in the bottom and intermediate layers that have encountered at least 
one overload occurrence during the scenario 2 simulations with different DER adoption rates.  
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Figure 41: Correlation plots to provide insight as to whether a specific DER technology tends to cause the first overload 
at the adopting prosumer agent in scenario 2 (with a 100 % adoption rate factor).  

In this Figure 41, it is particularly interesting that there is a relatively high correlation between the 
EV adoption date and the first overload date in the bottom layer. This can be explained by the fact 
that the capacity of the prosumers is set to a low value and that the charging rates of all available 
EV model types exceed this capacity. An EV is therefore guaranteed to cause an overload almost 
immediately. The correlation is not perfect, as overloads occur before the adoption of an EV at 
some prosumers. 

Regarding the operation patterns of household appliances and DERs, power flow measurements 
for a winter week and a summer week are provided in Figure 42 and Figure 43, which relate to an 
example prosumer agent and the transformer in the Nr. Bjert system, respectively. 
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Figure 42: Winter and summer week operation patterns of DERs and household appliances with loads and generations 
in 2033, at an example prosumer (ID: 2204927) in the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 2 with 100 % growth rate parameter 
variation. 

 

Figure 43: Winter and summer week operation patterns of DERs and household appliances with loads and generations 
in 2033, aggregated at the transformer in the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 2 with 100 % growth rate parameter 
variation. 
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To provide an overview of how the average loads and generations from the appliances and DERs 
vary between summer and winter, Table 58 contains information to make this comparison. The 
power flows are averaged across the entire winter period, October to March, and summer period, 
April to September, rather than just the example weeks included in Figure 42 and Figure 43. 

Table 58: Average aggregated power flows in the winter period (October to March) and summer period (April to 
September) at the transformer in scenario 2 for the Nr. Bjert system in 2033 

Appliance\Period Winter [kW] Summer [kW] Relative difference [%] 
Inflexible appliance 88.00 51.38 -41.61 
EV 109.03 108.65 -0.35 
Heat pump 33.07 11.87 -64.11 
PV -6.13 -27.60 350.24 
Total 224.12 145.01 -35.30 

 

7.2.3 S.3 – Gradual Adoption of DERs, With Batteries 
Similar to scenario 2, Figure 44 shows how the numbers of the bottom layer and intermediate 
layer grid components that have encountered an overload gradually increase during the 15 years 
of the simulation experiments. It is notable that larger batteries do not have a significant impact 
on when the first overload occurrence occurs, possibly because it only reduces the duration and 
magnitude of the overloads without omitting them altogether, while even a slight, short-duration 
overload is counted as an incident. 

 

Figure 44: Development in the number of agents in the bottom and intermediate layers that have encountered at least 
one overload occurrence during the scenario 3 experiments with different battery capacity scaling factors 
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To further investigate if batteries reduce overloads caused by DERs in the grid, Figure 45 and 
Figure 46 provide information on the distribution of overloads of different magnitudes over the 
day with the four battery capacity conditions in the Nr. Bjert system. The figures cover the bottom 
layer and top layer, respectively, and it is noteworthy for further analysis that the impacts from 
the batteries are limited on these figures as well. 

 

Figure 45: Overload durations over the hours of the day without batteries and with batteries of different storage 
capacities in the bottom layer of the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 3 

 

Figure 46: Overload durations over the hours of the day without batteries and with batteries of different storage 
capacities in the top layer of the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 3 

To verify that the batteries have conducted a significant amount of charging and discharging, Table 
59 shows the aggregated amount of electricity charged and discharged by the batteries in the two 
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Danish systems during the last year of the simulations, i.e., 2033. For the winter in the Nr. Bjert 
system, comparing the charged electricity with the total amount of electricity produced by the 
PVs in the system, 120888 kWh, 35.5 % of this production passes through battery storage in the 
normal battery capacity experiment, while the share is 19.9 % for a battery with quadruple 
capacity. For the summer, this number is 12.0 % and 17.7 %, respectively. 

Another point regarding Table 60 is that it contains the same values as Table 58 in scenario 2, as 
the appliances operate in the same way independently of the presence of a battery. Furthermore, 
the total average load is approximately the same, as the batteries do not generate or consume 
electricity, except for the small losses that come with charging, which is the cause of a slight 
increase in the total power flow between Table 58 and Table 60.  

Table 59: Total energy charged into and discharged from all batteries in the Danish case systems in 2033 for the winter 
and summer periods, respectively, and share of the total PV electricity generation that is stored in the batteries in the 
system. Note that less energy is discharged than charged due to losses in the inverter and because the SoC might be 
different between the start and end of the periods. 

 Charging [kWh] Share of PV generation [%] Discharging [kWh] 
Winter Summer  Winter Summer  Winter Summer 

St
rib

 

1 x battery 
capacity 4922 14389 34.7 22.9 -4789 -13681 

2 x battery 
capacity 5444 18587 38.4 29.5 -5252 -17823 

4 x battery 
capacity 5717 20970 40.3 33.3 -5412 -20258 

N
r. 

Bj
er

t 

1 x battery 
capacity 9495 28971 35.5 23.9 -9253 -27534 

2 x battery 
capacity 10284 37727 38.4 31.1 -9918 -36170 

4 x battery 
capacity 10677 42777 39.9 35.3 -10121 -41235 

 

Table 60: Average aggregated power flows in the winter period (October to March) and summer period (April to 
September) at the transformer in scenario 3 for the Nr. Bjert system in 2033. The battery is not shown, as its average 
charging is close to zero due to charging and discharging of the same energy. 

Appliance\Period Winter [kW] Summer [kW] Relative difference [%] 
Inflexible appliance 88.00 51.38 -41.61 
EV 109.36 108.70 -0.60 
Heat pump 33.07 11.87 -64.11 
PV -6.13 -27.60 350.24 
Total 224.52 145.43 -35.23 

 

Regarding the self-sufficiency ratios and the power fluctuation factors, the developments in these 
variables are shown in Figure 47 for the bottom layer of the two systems, while Figure 48 covers 
the top layer. The two charts compare scenario 2 and the three battery capacity variations in 
scenario 3. 
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Figure 47: Changes in average prosumer self-sufficiency ratios and power fluctuation factors over time for the bottom 
layer in scenario 2 (100 % adoption) and the parameter variations in scenario 3. Note that if there are no net generations 
at any prosumer during a year, the generation self-sufficiency rate and generation factor would be infinite and are 
instead set to zero. 

 

Figure 48: Changes in average prosumer self-sufficiency ratios and power fluctuation factors over time for the top layer 
in scenario 2 (100 % adoption) and the parameter variations in scenario 3. Note that if there are no net generations at 
any prosumer during a year, the generation self-sufficiency rate and generation factor would be infinite and are instead 
set to zero. 
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Finally, a summer and winter week appliance load plot has been obtained, and these are 
presented in Figure 49 and Figure 50 for an example prosumer and for the transformer, 
respectively. Both figures cover Nr. Bjert with 4 x battery capacities. 

 

Figure 49: Winter and summer week operation patterns of DERs, incl. batteries and household appliances with loads and 
generations at an example prosumer (ID: 2204927) in the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 3 with 4 x battery capacity 
parameter variation. 

 

Figure 50: Winter and summer week operation patterns of DERs, incl. batteries and household appliances with loads and 
generations aggregated at the transformer in the Nr. Bjert system in scenario 3 with 4 x battery capacity parameter 
variation. 
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7.2.4 S.4 – SoLAR DER Agent Logic, Uncontrolled 
The results presented in this section all relate to the Allensbach system simulated using the SoLAR 
framework logic for the DER agents. As stated in Section 5.2.5, this scenario comprises 
experiments with four different electricity grid component capacity reduction factor parameter 
variations. 

Firstly, concerning the expectation that the grid is currently sufficiently dimensioned to support 
the current prevalence of DER appliances in the Allensbach system, even without any control or 
EMS, Figure 51 and Figure 52 confirm that there are no and a few insignificant overload 
occurrences in the bottom and intermediate layer of the system, respectively. The plot for the top 
layer is identical to Figure 51, and hence, neither do any overloads occur at the transformer in the 
system. Note that “base” refers to the uncontrolled system in the figures. 

 

Figure 51: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the bottom layer in the Allensbach system with 100 % grid 
capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control). No overload instance occurs. 

 

Figure 52: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 100 % grid 
capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 
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To get an overview of how the durations of overloads increase when the grid capacity is reduced, 
Figure 53, Figure 54 and Figure 55 depict the relative durations in the intermediate layer if the 
capacities of the grid components are reduced to 50 %, 25 %, and 10 %, respectively.  

 

Figure 53: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 50 % grid 
capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 

 

Figure 54: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid 
capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 
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Figure 55: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 10 % grid 
capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 

As seen in the figures, there are significant durations of generation overloads during the middle 
of the day. It is suspected that the combination of electricity generation from PVs and the CHP is 
the cause of this. To confirm this, the hourly overload statistics curves for the section of 
intermediate layer components that transport power from the CHP, i.e., are placed on the line 
between the CHP and the transformer, and the section of components that do not transport this 
power, are presented in Figure 56 and Figure 57, respectively. 

 

Figure 56: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer components connecting the CHP in the 
Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 
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Figure 57: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer components not connecting the CHP in the 
Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 

For the overload durations distributed over the months of the year, Figure 58 reveals that the 
intermediate layer of the system is slightly more overloaded during the winter season of the year, 
while the generation overload patterns, interestingly, are prevalent in the early months of the 
year. Once again, to check if the CHP is the cause, Figure 59 and Figure 60 show that there is a 
difference in the generation overload patterns between the CHP and non-CHP sections of the grid.  

 

Figure 58: Month-of-year overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid 
capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 
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Figure 59: Month-of-year overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer components connecting the CHP in the 
Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 

 

Figure 60: Month-of-year overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer components not connecting the CHP in 
the Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 

Finally, to get an overview of the prevalence of overloads at the transformer and the prosumer 
connection points, Figure 61 and Figure 62 show the hour of the day overload statistics profiles 
for the bottom and the top layers, respectively. 

From the figures, it indeed seems like the CHP is the main cause of the prominent overloads seen 
in the intermediate and top layers. 
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Furthermore, for all these figures, it seems that the EMS contributes significantly towards 
decreasing overloads, both due to loads but particularly due to generation. This is most likely due 
to employing thermal inertia in buildings to improve the planning of CHP operation so that it 
operates less simultaneously with PV generation during the day. Furthermore, it seems to plan 
CHP activation sessions and flexible load DERs and appliance loads to commence at the same time. 
This can also be seen in Table 56, where the generation self-sufficiency rate for the top layer 
increases significantly between the base and control scenarios.  

 

Figure 61 Hour of day overload statistics profiles for the bottom layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities 
in scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 

 

Figure 62: Hour of day overload statistics profiles for the top layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities in 
scenarios 4 (base) and 5 (control) 
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The Allensbach system has a high prevalence of different appliances and DERs, and the operation 
power flow patterns for these units at an example agent (alb_cp0) are shown for a single winter 
and a single summer week in Figure 63. The aggregated patterns at the transformer are shown in 
Figure 64, which also includes the CHP generations. It should be noted that the power profiles are 
not affected by the grid dimensioning factor, and hence the figures are identical between all 
parameter variation experiments in this scenario. 

 

Figure 63: Winter and summer week operation patterns of uncontrolled DERs, household appliances and CHP with loads 
and generations at an example prosumer (ID: alb_cp0) in the Allensbach system in scenario 4 
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Figure 64: Winter and summer week operation patterns of uncontrolled DERs, household appliances and CHP with loads 
and generations aggregated at the transformer in the Allensbach system in scenario 4 

The list of self-sufficiency rate and load and generation factor means for the Allensbach base 
scenario can be found as part of the comparison in Table 56, in the column for Scenario 4, SoLAR, 
uncontrolled. The table contains information on the average self-sufficiency rates and power 
fluctuation factors for the four scenarios with simulations that span a single year, i.e., scenarios 1, 
4, 5 and 6. The values are given for all three layers, although only the power fluctuation factors 
are given for the intermediate layer to avoid counting the self-sufficiency rates multiple times at 
multiple nodes. 

Finally, Table 61 gives an overview of the average power flows for the individual appliance and 
DER types in the summer and winter seasons. It is particularly interesting that there is a 
significantly increased generation from the PV agents during the summer half of the year, while 
the CHP and heat pumps are more active during the winter and colder months. Also of note is that 
the EV and traditional appliances do not differ significantly in their loads between the seasons. 
Finally, it seems that the net electricity consumption of the Allensbach system is close to zero, 
meaning that it possesses some degree of long-term self-sufficiency. 
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Table 61: Average aggregated power flows in the winter period (October to March) and summer period (April to 
September) at the transformer in scenarios 4 and 6 for the Allensbach system in 2033. The battery is not shown, as its 
average charging is close to zero due to charging and discharging of the same energy. 

Appliance\Period Winter [kW] Summer [kW] Relative difference [%] 
Inflexible appliance 9.44 8.83 -6.46 
Flexible appliance 2.63 2.56 -2.66 
EV 2.59 2.31 -10.81 
Heat pump 2.55 1.12 -56.08 
PV -3.11 -12.54 303.22 
CHP -7.73 -2.4 -68.95 
Total 6.37 -0.1 -101.57 

 
7.2.5 S.5 – SoLAR DER Agent Logic, With EMS 
For comparison purposes, the results pertaining to the overload duration statistics of the 
Allensbach grid components for the control scenario experiments are combined with the results 
for the base scenario experiments. The results are hence depicted in Figure 51 to Figure 60, and 
the comparison between the base and control scenarios and the impact of the EMS is briefly 
discussed in as part of the hypotheses evaluation in Section 7.3. 

For the operation power flow patterns, Figure 65 and Figure 66 show example patterns for one 
winter and one summer week with the EMS control system for an example prosumer connection 
point (alb_cp0) and the transformer in the Allensbach system.  

 

Figure 65: Winter and summer week operation patterns of EMS-controlled DERs, household appliances and CHP with 
loads and generations at an example prosumer (ID: alb_cp0) in the Allensbach system in scenario 5 
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Figure 66: Winter and summer week operation patterns of EMS-controlled DERs, household appliances and CHP with 
loads and generations aggregated at the transformer in the Allensbach system in scenario 5 

Finally, Table 62 covers the average load and generation rates for the individual DER and appliance 
types between seasons. Similar to scenarios 4 and 6, there are significant differences between the 
magnitudes for the weather-dependent appliances. Furthermore, it is notable that the generation 
from the CHP during the winter is lower in this scenario compared to the other two. This is possibly 
due to the prosumers accepting lower indoor temperatures at longer durations, hence decreasing 
the heat dissipation from the buildings and the overall heating consumption. This has not had an 
impact on the heat pump operation, however. 

Table 62: Average aggregated power flows in the winter period (October to March) and summer period (April to 
September) at the transformer in scenario 5 for the Allensbach system in 2033.  

Appliance\Period Winter [kW] Summer [kW] Relative difference [%] 
Inflexible appliance 9.44 8.84 -6.36 
Flexible appliance 2.08 2.12 1.92 
EV 2.43 2.14 -11.93 
Heat pump 2.54 1.12 -55.91 
PV -3.11 -12.54 303.22 
CHP -5.83 -1.77 -69.64 
Total 7.56 -0.09 -101.19 
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7.2.6 S.6 – SoLAR DER Agent Logic, Uncontrolled with Batteries 
For the scenario with batteries in the Allensbach system instead of an EMS or, alternatively, not 
control or interactions between appliances, examples of winter and summer operation weeks are 
provided in Figure 67 and Figure 68 at an example prosumer with a standard battery capacity and 
a capacity multiplied by 4, respectively. Figure 69 and Figure 70 represent the same conditions at 
the transformer. From the figures, it can be seen that batteries, even if the storage capacity is 
increased significantly, are not always sufficient to reduce the total power flows completely, either 
because they run out of stored energy or because they have insufficient electricity transfer rates.  

 

Figure 67: Winter and summer week operation patterns of uncontrolled DERs, household appliances and CHP with loads 
and generations at an example prosumer (ID: alb_cp0) in the Allensbach system with a normal capacity battery installed 
in scenario 6 
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Figure 68: Winter and summer week operation patterns of uncontrolled DERs, household appliances and CHP with loads 
and generations at an example prosumer (ID: alb_cp0) in the Allensbach system with a 4 x capacity battery installed in 
scenario 6 

 

Figure 69: Winter and summer week operation patterns of uncontrolled DERs, household appliances and CHP with loads 
and generations aggregated at the transformer in the Allensbach system with normal capacity batteries installed in 
scenario 6 
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Figure 70: Winter and summer week operation patterns of uncontrolled DERs, household appliances and CHP with loads 
and generations aggregated at the transformer in the Allensbach system 4 x capacity batteries installed in scenario 6 

Regarding overloads in the system, Figure 71 to Figure 73 depicts the overload statistics profiles 
for the three layers of the system with the three different battery capacity multipliers. Only the 
hour-of-day profiles are given, as weekly and monthly impacts from the battery are not considered 
to be significant due to its short-term storage and flexibility purpose. Albeit the general impact 
from the batteries to reduce overload durations seems to be limited, similar to scenario 3, they 
still provide a notable reduction to generation overload durations during the middle of the day, 
likely by moving generation from PVs. Furthermore, the impact is slightly higher compared to 
scenario 3, which can be explained by the fact that there is more PV generation in the Allensbach 
system compared to Strib and Nr. Bjert, as all prosumers except for one have already adopted PV 
equipment. This can also explain the relative difference that comes with increasing battery 
capacities, which is higher in this scenario, as there is more PV generation to be shifted, and the 
battery capacity hence has a bigger impact. 
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Figure 71: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the bottom layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid 
capacities in scenario 6 with three different battery capacity multipliers 

 

Figure 72: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid 
capacities in scenario 6 with three different battery capacity multipliers 
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Figure 73: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the top layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities 
in scenario 6 with three different battery capacity multipliers 

To provide an overview of the battery solution compared to the EMS, Figure 74 to Figure 76 
present the overload statistics profiles for the control scenario (from scenario 5) and the standard 
battery capacity parameter variation experiment. This comparison reveals that the EMS solution 
seems to be significantly better at reducing overloads, particularly at the bottom and intermediate 
layers. Contrarily, however, Table 56 reveals that the battery solution is particularly better at 
improving self-sufficiency rates in the bottom layer. For the top layer, the EMS is still better, 
possibly due to the fact that the EMS can control the CHP operation while the prosumer-installed 
battery cannot store power from this unit. 

From Table 56, it can also be seen that batteries reduce the power fluctuation factors slightly or 
significantly in all layers. This seems counter-intuitive, but it can be explained by the reductions 
that the battery causes to the average measured load and generation values, respectively. At the 
same time, there might still be some peaks that are not reduced by the battery due to limited 
charge or storage capacity, and the maximum load or generation magnitudes might, in turn, not 
be reduced. Hence, the average compared to the maximum value will decrease. 
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Figure 74: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the bottom layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid 
capacities in scenario 6 with standard battery capacity compared to similar conditions with EMS (scenario 5) 

 

 

Figure 75: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid 
capacities in scenario 6 with standard battery capacity compared to similar conditions with EMS (scenario 5) 
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Figure 76: Hour of day overloads statistics profiles for the top layer in the Allensbach system with 25 % grid capacities 
in scenario 6 with standard battery capacity compared to similar conditions with EMS (scenario 5) 

Table 63 presents the amount of PV power generation that is stored in the battery. Of particular 
note in this table is that the marginal increase in the share of stored PV generation decreases 
when the battery capacity is increased. This signifies that the battery capacity exceeds the PV 
generation during a production cycle, i.e., a day, at some periods during the simulation. 

Table 63: Total energy charged into and discharged from all batteries in the Allensbach system for the winter and 
summer periods, respectively, and share of the total PV electricity generation that is stored in the batteries in the system. 
Note that less energy is discharged than charged due to losses in the inverter and because the SoC might be different 
between the start and end of the periods. 

 Charging [kWh] Share of PV generation [%] Discharging [kWh] 
Winter Summer  Winter Summer Winter Summer 

1 x battery 
capacity 

3999 11361 29.6 20.6 -4054 -11409 

2 x battery 
capacity 

4830 16028 35.8 29.1 -4807 -15997 

4 x battery 
capacity 

5095 18442 37.8 33.5 -5000 -18359 
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7.3 Hypotheses Evaluation 
The hypotheses will be evaluated briefly and concisely with references to relevant figures and 
tables in Section 7.2. The hypotheses are evaluated in the same order and using the same 
structure as they have been presented in Section 5.1. 

H1: From Figure 35, it can be determined that there are some short durations of overloads, both 
due to loads and generations, at the bottom level of the two Danish systems, while there are 
none in the Allensbach system. As stated in Section 7.2.1, no overloads were encountered for 
the top layer in the three case systems and only very slight generation overloads were 
encountered for the intermediate layer in the Allensbach system. This hypothesis can 
therefore be partly accepted or fully accepted if slight or few short-term overload occurrences 
are negligible. 

H2: From Figure 40, it can be seen that the number of overloaded components in the bottom and 
intermediate layers (the top layer is disregarded as it only comprises one agent, the 
transformer) gradually increases, approximately following the DER adoption curves of Figure 
39. The hypothesis can be accepted. However, it should be noted from Figure 41 that EVs 
constitute a significant cause of overloads, and the hypothesis might hence not be accepted 
for heat pumps and PVs only.  

H3: If the storage capacity of residential batteries that are adopted in conjunction with PV 
equipment is increased, the gradual increase in overloads caused by gradually adopted DERs 
in the electricity grid will be delayed. 
Figure 44 depicts the development in the number of the bottom layer and intermediate layer 
components that have encountered an overload with different battery capacity factors. This 
figure shows a very insignificant between the battery capacities, and this hypothesis is 
therefore rejected.  

H4:  
a) The duration of overloads in all categories for the top layer (Figure 62), intermediate layer 

(Figure 54) and bottom layer (Figure 61) components are all reduced significantly by 
introducing an EMS compared to no control measures between appliances. This 
hypothesis is therefore accepted. 
Note, however, that these figures concern experiments where the grid component 
capacities in the Allensbach system have been reduced to investigate overload patterns. 
For full grid capacity, there are no overloads regardless of EMS (e.g. Figure 51), and the 
hypothesis cannot be accepted. 

b) This hypothesis is subject to the same observations as H4a and is hence accepted. 
c) Based on the values in Table 56, it can be seen that the observed load self-sufficiency rate 

in the top layer increases from 0.35 for (uncontrolled) DERInGrid logic or 0.45 for 
uncontrolled SoLAR logic to 0.55 with the EMS SoLAR logic. Similarly, the rate increases 
from 0.17 or 0.19 to 0.21 in the bottom layer. This hypothesis can hence be accepted. 

d) Based on the values in Table 56, it can be seen that the observed generation self-
sufficiency rate in the top layer increases from 0.60 for (uncontrolled) DERInGrid logic or 
0.55 for uncontrolled SoLAR logic to 0.73 with the EMS SoLAR logic. In the bottom layer, 
the rate increases from 0.35 to 0.40 or is unchanged from 0.40. By considering the overall 
increase between the layers, this hypothesis is accepted. 

H5:  
a) The duration of overloads in all categories for the top layer (Figure 73), intermediate layer 

(Figure 72) and bottom layer (Figure 71) components are all reduced with increasing 
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battery storage capacities. Although the reductions are very slight, Figure 45 and Figure 
46 support this observation. This hypothesis is therefore accepted. 

b) This hypothesis is subject to the same observations as H5a and is hence accepted. 
c) Based on the values in Table 56, it can be seen that the observed load self-sufficiency rate 

in the top layer increases from 0.52 with a standard battery capacity to 0.57 with 400 % 
capacity. Similarly, the rate increases from 0.37 or 0.45 in the bottom layer. Although to 
a slighter extent, the same impact can be observed by comparing the late stages of the 
curves in Figure 47 and Figure 48. This hypothesis can hence be accepted. 

d) Based on the values in Table 56, it can be seen that the observed generation self-
sufficiency rate in the top layer increases from 0.64 with a standard battery capacity to 
0.71 with 400 % capacity. Similarly, the rate increases significantly from 0.65 or 0.81 in the 
bottom layer. The same impact can be observed by comparing the late stages of the 
curves in Figure 47 and Figure 48. This hypothesis can hence be accepted. 

 
It is important to state that the outcomes of the evaluations are valid within the conditions, 
characteristics and assumptions for the case study systems and scenarios considered in this thesis, 
and the evaluation of the same set of hypotheses might be significantly different for other systems 
under other conditions and assumptions. 
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8 Discussion 
This chapter discusses the applicability of the developed DERInGrid simulation framework for 
fulfilling the established research aim. In this regard, the following three aspects are considered: 

- Framework validation: Is the developed framework able to conduct reasonable 
simulations for analysing impacts from DERs in electricity distribution grids? 

- Assumptions and Delimitations: Are there any assumptions, simplifications or 
delimitations that particularly affect the framework, its ability to represent a real system 
and its use for future research? 

- Extensions and future contributions: How can the framework be further developed to 
include additional sectors, actors and objects in the energy system?  

8.1 Framework Validation 
The DERInGrid simulation framework has been developed in accordance with the requirements 
established by research objectives 1 – 3 in Section 1.2. Furthermore, a fourth objective considers 
testing the simulation on case study systems to validate that the framework, indeed, can be used 
as a contribution toward solving the problem statements established in Section 1.1. 

Two distinct aspects are important for the validation: 

Firstly, as mentioned above, the framework as a tool must be applicable to simulate distributed 
electricity grid with residential prosumers and DERs and identify and analyse possible future grid 
congestions caused by these DERs. Other properties, such as changes in load and generation 
fluctuations and electricity self-sufficiency, are important as well.  

In order to test whether these requirements are fulfilled and the framework can be validated, the 
set of hypotheses established in Section 5.1 have been subsequently evaluated in Section 7.3. In 
this process, the EV, heat pump, PV and battery DERs are included, and furthermore, an EMS and 
a CHP plant are included in some of the investigations. The framework and case studies are hence 
considered to include a sufficient number of DER technologies and solutions to represent a real 
future system where these technologies are prominent.  

A second important aspect of the validation of the model performance, which particularly relates 
to research objectives 2 and 3, is the modularity and extendibility provided by the use of domain 
and especially framework interfaces based on the ecosystem mapping of the simulated system. 

The use of these interfaces to represent the interaction between roles and thereby promote 
framework extensibility and agent interchangeability and modularity was tested and validated by 
two aspects during the development of the framework.  

Firstly, the use of framework interfaces has provided a significant level of flexibility when 
establishing connections and interactions between agents. In particular, the 
I_ElectricityEndPoint, I_ElectricityNode, and the more generalising 
I_ElectricityObject framework interfaces captured the basic properties of power 
transportation and made it possible to conveniently connect agents connected to the electricity 
grid across all levels of the topology, i.e., whether being a small appliance or a central transformer 
sub-station. Further requirements to the connections were then covered by extending interfaces, 
e.g., I_ElectricityConverter. This approach made the connection between agents in the 
topology very flexible and enabled convenient additions of new electricity appliance agent types 
to the framework, as well as the automatic generation of grid topologies based on simple input 
datasets. 
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Secondly, the extensibility has been tested by combining agents from the DERInGrid framework 
with agents from the SoLAR simulation framework developed by the EIFER research team. 
Replacing the set DER agents from the DERInGrid model with the counterparts from the SoLAR 
framework came with the following conclusions: 

The SoLAR DER agents were added as distinct agent types in the simulation framework. However, 
by applying the same interfaces to the new agent types, it was possible to integrate them with the 
rest of the DERInGrid framework with only minor modifications necessary to the agent types 
already existing in the framework. 

However, due to the limited access to the SoLAR simulation framework itself, the SoLAR 
framework was not directly integrated with the DERInGrid simulation framework. Instead, the 
time series for the operation of the DERs that were produced by the SoLAR simulations were 
passed into designated agent types replacing the DERInGrid DER agent types. The logic of these 
agents used in scenarios 4 – 6, therefore, essentially consists of a simple time series whose entries 
are iterated through, while the complementary appliance agents were passive. While the 
integration of these new agent types was successful and did not require much effort, this way of 
combining the two frameworks, therefore, only provides limited insight into the benefits and 
modularity gained from using interfaces for interactions and relations in the simulation 
framework, as the SoLAR agent types have become replaced by simplified proxies.  

On the other hand, the SoLAR simulation outputs and Allensbach case study system required the 
addition of a CHP agent, an agent which was not part of the developed DERInGrid framework 
presented and discussed in Chapter 4. This agent type was subsequently added (also comprising 
a set of operation time series from the SoLAR outputs for its logic) along with a CHP owner agent 
to perform the integration with the grid. By applying the existing framework interfaces from the 
DERInGrid framework, particularly I_ElectricityProducer and I_ElectricitySource, to 
the two agent types, they could nonetheless be plugged into the framework without changing the 
rest of the agents and without much effort. This indicated that the use of identified commonalities 
and the role/interface approach provides a certain level of modularity and extensibility as 
intended. 

Based on all the considerations presented above, the aim to develop an agent-based simulation 
framework combining the representations of distribution grids, DERs and electricity prosumers to 
investigate the evolution of DERs over time and their respective impacts on the distribution grids 
and the corresponding research objectives are considered to have been properly fulfilled, and the 
overall framework validated. 

8.2 Assumptions and Delimitations 
Despite the validation above, the research, framework and employed case study systems come 
with some performed assumptions and delimitations that must be discussed as well to give a 
proper picture of the framework. 

The following two chosen delimitations are significant for the research and developed framework 
presented in this thesis: 

• Scope and abstraction level: The framework captures the behaviour and integration of 
several different agent types representing various parts of the electricity system. As the 
aim of the performed research in this thesis is to provide this holistic simulation 
framework, a relatively high abstraction level has been chosen. The logic of the individual 
agent types has been simplified to avoid unnecessary, time-consuming and distracting 
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complexity. For similar reasons, the set of results that are presented in Chapter 7 is limited 
to only comprise a relatively small share of the outputs from the conducted simulation 
experiments, and these results are furthermore discussed and interpreted to a limited and 
inexhaustive extent. Development of the framework is the focus, while detailed analysis 
of the outputs should instead be performed by research which uses the framework in its 
methodology or as a tool for analysing the performance and properties of a case study 
system. 

• Stochasticity: Multiple agents in the simulation framework include stochasticity. 
However, despite this, only a single simulation run has been conducted for each 
experiment, as a detailed statistical analysis of outcomes in the system with numerous 
runs with different randomisations, e.g., by using Monte Carlo methodology, is not the 
scope of the research of this thesis. However, it might be necessary in cases where certain 
stochastic parameters, e.g., possible random geographical clusters of prosumer agents 
who adopt DERs, must be analysed. 

8.3 Extension of the Framework and Future Work 
The developed DERInGrid framework is intended as an initial step towards a framework that can 
be applied to analyse emergent behaviour between actors and objects in a broader range of 
domains in the energy sector. The framework is hence intended to be expanded with additional 
agent types and interfaces, particularly framework interfaces. The following list of expansions is 
suggested as the next steps in extending the DERInGrid simulation framework. Each of these 
expansions broadly relates to a module of the current framework, which is denoted in the 
parentheses: 

• Grid topology (Electricity Grid): The grid topology currently only comprises a single low-
voltage distribution grid fed by single 10/0.4 kV transformer substations. Expanding the 
framework to include sections and components above these substations and possibly 
multiple distinct distribution grids or parts of the transmission grid could therefore 
provide some more insight into DER impacts in larger parts of the electricity grid. 
Furthermore, responses to overloads by electricity grid components, e.g., power flow 
interruptions and switches that open and close correspondingly, hence changing the 
topology dynamically, might also improve the representation of the simulated electricity 
grids. 

• Power flow representation (Electricity Grid): The power flow between the agents 
connected to the electricity system in the framework is simplified to only consider active 
power in a single phase. To give a more realistic representation of the power system and 
more accurately predict when and where congestions occur, it is necessary to properly 
represent the AC power system and its properties, particularly by introducing reactive 
power flows and three-phase balancing to the power flow representation and logic of the 
agents. 

• DER operation scheme and complexity (DER): The logic of the DER agents in the 
DERInGrid framework can be extended with more complex and realistic logic, and 
furthermore, additional operation schemes can be added to the agents which control the 
DER appliances. For instance, a smart charging scheme can be used for the EV charging 
box to plan the charging of an EV when electricity prices are low. Simulating and 
comparing multiple schemes might then be used to provide insight into the benefits 
gained from introducing demand-side management solutions. 
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• Heating sector coupling (System Integration): While the DERInGrid considers the 
electricity system as its main focus, it also includes a simplified representation of a heated 
space receiving heat from heat pumps. Integrating the heating sector, notably a district 
heating system, with the current model would enable analyses of the impacts on the 
systems that might be observed with increasing integration in the future between the 
two. Furthermore, a long-term objective is to combine the electricity sector with other 
sectors to achieve a more holistic analysis of the energy system and how these systems 
behave when multiple sectors are combined. 

• Geographical scope (System Integration): The DERInGrid framework is applied to two 
Danish case study systems and one German system. However, it has been assumed that 
the regulations and market mechanisms from the central actors in the electricity system, 
i.e., DSO, TSO, electricity retailer, etc., are the same for all systems, comprising the actors, 
roles and interactions included in Table 8. This might not be a correct representation of 
the reals German case system, and in a further study where these actors in the system 
play a prominent part in the research scope, they must be in a separate ecosystem for 
each included country. Furthermore, as indicated by the variety of countries included in 
the research identified in Section 2.3.3.4, energy modelling and simulation methodologies 
have been applied to a wide range of countries across the world, and a future extension 
could combine multiple countries or regions and capture the commonalities, i.e., 
framework interfaces, found in the regulation and market processes of the energy 
systems in these countries. 

A challenge that is important when discussing future work and expansion of the model is 
constituted by the significant computational processing power required by the simulation, as well 
as the long simulation running times when larger systems are simulated. A combination of 
improvements to the computational efficiency of the DERInGrid simulation framework and more 
powerful computer hardware is required before the simulation framework can be feasibly used 
for expanded ecosystems, systems with high numbers of agents or scenarios which require 
capturing stochasticity through numerous simulation runs with different randomisation seeds. 
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9 Conclusion 
The energy sector is undergoing a transition towards phasing out fossil fuels and relying on 
renewable energy sources to reduce climate change. Electrification of the transport and heating 
sectors assumes a significant role in this endeavour, as does distributed generation of electricity 
and active participation by electricity consumers through flexibility and demand-side 
management schemes. Given these developments, it is expected that Distributed Energy 
Resources (DER) will be adopted by an increasing number of residential prosumers connected to 
the low-voltage electricity distribution grid. However, the impact of these new DERs might cause 
the electricity distribution grid to be overloaded in districts where the grid has insufficient capacity 
to accommodate them.  

It is the responsibility of Distribution System Operators (DSO) to take necessary actions to avoid 
compromising electricity security-of-supply due to overloads, either by reinforcing the grid or 
introducing demand-management schemes to reduce peak power flows caused by consumers and 
prosumers connected to the grid. The capital expenses for grid reinforcements can be reduced 
with proper planning and timing of the projects, for instance, by reinforcing the grid in an entire 
district at once rather than in smaller parts over multiple iterations. As part of this, the complexity 
and operation patterns that emerge between different types of DERs used by multiple prosumers 
and the impact these cause on the grid must be analysed. 

Given this challenge, this research aimed to develop an agent-based framework for simulating the 
evolution of DERs in the energy system. Three objectives have been established to address the 
research aim, each relating to the development of a specific part of the final DERInGrid framework: 

1. Electricity grid representation 
2. DER representations 
3. System integration and residential prosumer representations 

Each of the three parts has been developed with a distinct set of agents, interfaces and 
interactions that are based on actors, roles and relations mapped in an ecosystem representation 
of the system. 

A fourth objective has furthermore been established to validate the developed framework by 
applying it to a set of case study systems and analysing the impacts of DERs using a set of 
hypotheses and six scenarios for demonstration.  

The outcome of the developed DERInGrid simulation framework includes two main aspects: 
validation of the simulation framework itself and the findings that have been acquired by applying 
the model for instigating DER impact on the distribution grid in three case study systems, two 
located in Denmark and one in Germany.  

For the validation, the established framework was successfully used to conduct six simulation 
scenarios across the three case study systems with different simulation settings and parameters. 
A set of hypotheses were established to analyse the impact of certain parameters on the 
distribution grid, load and generation fluctuations and self-sufficiency rates. The outputs from the 
simulations were used to evaluate these, thereby validating the applicability of the developed 
framework. 
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Scientific contribution 

A notable amount of research exists that proposes modular and extensible agent-based 
frameworks and architectures to combine and capture the complexity of multiple actors and 
technologies with heterogenous characteristics and behaviour in the electricity system, incl. DER 
technologies and electricity grids. The DERInGrid simulation framework contributes to the 
research field by proposing a simulation model which includes the four significant DER 
technologies, electric vehicles, heat pumps, roof photovoltaics and residential storage batteries. 
A distinct feature included in the framework is the gradual adoption of the respective DERs. 
Furthermore, the framework includes a distribution grid representation along with a visualisation 
of the topology that can be used to analyse impacts from DERs in the grid. Finally, the use of 
interfaces for interactions, and particularly the framework interfaces which capture the 
commonalities, provides modularity and replaceability of agents in the model. This also paves the 
way for the expansion of the framework with new agents.   

Furthermore, the framework has been applied for case studies of real electricity distribution grids, 
which included different national settings, Denmark and Germany, and systems scopes, ranging 
from an entire distribution grid radial comprising a few hundred households to a local grid 
consisting of a small building complex of 23 households. 

Practical contribution 

The developed DERInGrid simulation framework is intended to provide benefits  two provide: 

Firstly, the model has, in accordance with the problem statements faced by the DSOs, been 
developed as a tool which can be used by an operator to identify sections of the distribution grid 
that are vulnerable to overloads caused by residential adoption and use of DER technologies which 
might be expected under different future scenarios and furthermore determine the timing and 
significance of these overloads. Using the tool, the operator can then plan grid reinforcement and 
expansion projects accordingly. 

Secondly, the DERInGrid simulation framework is intended to be used for further studies of the 
complexity in the energy sector by expanding the framework with additional complexity or 
operation schemes to existing agents or by adding new agents and interfaces to expand the scope 
of the simulated system or coupling it to additional domains such as the heating sector.  

Limitations, recommendations, and future work 

The current state of the DERInGrid simulation framework comes with some limitations as well. 
The grid representation is significantly simplified from the real system counterpart, which does 
not consider important aspects such as three-phase power and the reactive power component 
that is an important property of AC power and which must be balanced properly as part of the 
challenges that come with the adoption of the DER technologies. Furthermore, the logic pertaining 
to the agent types in the framework, particularly the ones representing the DER technologies and 
the residential prosumer actors, has been kept at a low complexity level as well. In order to give a 
more realistic picture of the real actors and technologies, the agent types must be extended with 
more complexity to their logic.  

Finally, the choice of abstraction level for the DERInGrid framework and the logic of agents has 
been determined for capturing the behaviour and emergent patterns that can be observed from 
a holistic system which includes multiple heterogenous agents, sometimes in large populations.  
If more detailed analyses must be performed for certain parts of the system, a lower abstraction 
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level can be used, and the logic of the corresponding agent types can be extended with additional 
complexity while additional domain interface methods or framework interfaces can be added if 
this complexity includes new interactions. Choosing the right abstraction level is crucial for these 
expansions when using agent-based modelling and simulation methodologies.
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Appendices 
Appendix A Danish Electricity Grid Components and Specifications 
Table 64: Transformer sub-stations in the Strib (Grid ID G1599) and Nr. Bjert (Grid ID G3404) case systems   

Transformer ID Grid ID Capacity [kW] Longitude Latitude 
1599 G1599 400 55.53714 9.76778 
3404 G3404 400 55.51025 9.532208 

 

Table 65: Cable boxes in the Strib (Grid ID G1599) and Nr. Bjert (Grid ID G3404) case systems   

Cable box ID Grid ID Longitude Latitude 
77913 G1599 55.53826564 9.767765361 
77921 G1599 55.53849313 9.768768128 
77922 G1599 55.53784236 9.768936991 
77930 G1599 55.53814532 9.766880507 
79320 G1599 55.53836951 9.768239312 
79321 G1599 55.53799788 9.766538702 
79322 G1599 55.53779831 9.765893495 
79323 G1599 55.53746092 9.766384621 
79324 G1599 55.53752566 9.76762723 
79325 G1599 55.53764428 9.76808312 
79327 G1599 55.53789467 9.767340751 
79508 G1599 55.53808453 9.765495121 
80285 G1599 55.53701938 9.768818688 
80286 G1599 55.53711858 9.769268495 
80287 G1599 55.53720745 9.769856782 
80288 G1599 55.53730614 9.770507502 
80289 G1599 55.53734374 9.770763635 
80290 G1599 55.53749747 9.771610632 

112199 G1599 55.5365699 9.771612639 
112305 G1599 55.53717224 9.772608854 
112306 G1599 55.53670967 9.772814161 
112307 G1599 55.53669937 9.772495434 
112309 G1599 55.53665211 9.76805296 
112313 G1599 55.53639457 9.770420092 
112315 G1599 55.53630697 9.769829453 
112338 G1599 55.53642919 9.768526214 
112342 G1599 55.5361851 9.768858963 
112362 G1599 55.53652167 9.771288803 
112811 G1599 55.5383676 9.770095864 
113020 G1599 55.53724865 9.766718001 
113023 G1599 55.5368589 9.76638778 
114213 G1599 55.53626011 9.767478867 
114214 G1599 55.53654509 9.766809742 
114215 G1599 55.53654077 9.767874403 
114216 G1599 55.53717076 9.765983535 
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114217 G1599 55.53792477 9.764961979 
114710 G1599 55.53807728 9.76956951 
114711 G1599 55.53791759 9.768879596 
63018 G3404 55.51107591 9.528994839 
63021 G3404 55.51120823 9.530084155 
63022 G3404 55.51104399 9.53060038 
63593 G3404 55.5108152 9.529408714 
63597 G3404 55.51131273 9.527862055 
63598 G3404 55.51146755 9.528997521 
63600 G3404 55.51095195 9.527839273 
63602 G3404 55.51045453 9.528552217 
63604 G3404 55.51152003 9.527823113 
63605 G3404 55.51143252 9.52703434 
63611 G3404 55.51103329 9.527155064 
63612 G3404 55.51070808 9.528060485 
64442 G3404 55.51034881 9.533918979 
64464 G3404 55.5104661 9.533890643 
64465 G3404 55.51023499 9.532765354 
64497 G3404 55.51032606 9.532217334 
71784 G3404 55.51053287 9.532202344 
73496 G3404 55.50954036 9.528281776 
73500 G3404 55.50920903 9.528398979 
73512 G3404 55.50906834 9.529029262 
73592 G3404 55.50885083 9.528197425 
73648 G3404 55.51025833 9.529800994 
73654 G3404 55.5107733 9.531073949 
73655 G3404 55.5099201 9.529386965 
73675 G3404 55.51046353 9.531245754 
73751 G3404 55.51092978 9.531659311 
73752 G3404 55.51011744 9.531222133 
73753 G3404 55.50966856 9.530422366 
73755 G3404 55.51013096 9.530393514 
74207 G3404 55.50868391 9.528176172 
74210 G3404 55.5083385 9.526811792 
74219 G3404 55.50811231 9.526564183 
74234 G3404 55.50886318 9.529209994 
74235 G3404 55.50898864 9.527117415 
74242 G3404 55.50857598 9.525736091 
74248 G3404 55.5069338 9.525087907 
74250 G3404 55.50781435 9.525743173 
74251 G3404 55.50769343 9.525130765 
74253 G3404 55.50854562 9.526190797 
74580 G3404 55.50911563 9.527300518 
74670 G3404 55.50719678 9.525629047 
75010 G3404 55.50845392 9.528265116 
75054 G3404 55.50867027 9.528081398 
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75074 G3404 55.50821734 9.527601341 
75391 G3404 55.50844365 9.528204808 
75454 G3404 55.50838906 9.527254903 
75455 G3404 55.50798198 9.52672976 
75456 G3404 55.50767691 9.526973854 
83095 G3404 55.50716596 9.534353009 
83096 G3404 55.50725911 9.533953075 
83097 G3404 55.50784949 9.534153989 
83098 G3404 55.50818937 9.533707101 
83099 G3404 55.50854464 9.534294407 
83516 G3404 55.5098367 9.534024565 
83517 G3404 55.50964011 9.53312759 
83717 G3404 55.50881081 9.532825756 

 

Table 66: Cables in the Strib (Grid ID G1599) and Nr. Bjert (Grid ID G3404) case systems. Note that capacities are given 
as amperages at a voltage level of 0.4 kV. 

Cable 
ID 

Grid 
ID Type 

Connecte
d  

node 1 

Connecte
d  

node 2 

Amperage capacity 
[A] 

Length 
[m] 

174554 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 1599 79323 178 0.158 

174555 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 1599 79324 178 0.059 

174556 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 1599 112309 178 0.068 

174559 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 112305 80290 178 0.092 

174560 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112306 112307 178 0.02484 

174584 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 1599 112338 178 0.10928 

174589 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112338 112342 178 0.0385 

174595 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112342 112315 178 0.06546 

174596 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112315 112313 178 0.03967 

174614 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112313 112362 178 0.05772 

174615 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112362 112199 178 0.02387 

174616 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 112199 112307 178 0.05875 

175684 G159
9 4X50 AL-M 77930 79321 94 0.032 

176388 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 114215 114213 178 0.043 
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176389 G159
9 4X50 PVIKS-AL 114214 113023 94 0.04624 

176391 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 1599 113023 178 0.19136 

176392 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 113023 114216 178 0.04643 

176393 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 114216 114217 178 0.10843 

176395 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 114215 112309 178 0.018 

177621 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 114710 112811 178 0.04708 

177622 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 114711 77922 178 0.011 

177623 G159
9 4X150 PVIKS-AL 114710 114711 178 0.04841 

197450 G159
9 

4X50 NOIK-AL-
M 79322 79508 94 0.042 

197451 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 79323 79322 178 0.051 

197452 G159
9 

4X50 NOIK-AL-
M 113020 79323 94 0.035 

197453 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 79321 77913 178 0.083 

197454 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 79322 79321 178 0.055 

197456 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 79320 77921 178 0.036 

197457 G159
9 

4X50 NOIK-AL-
M 79327 79324 94 0.045 

197458 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 79324 79325 178 0.033 

197459 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 79325 77922 178 0.059 

198086 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 80289 80290 178 0.058 

198087 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 80288 80289 178 0.017 

198088 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 80287 80288 178 0.043 

198089 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 80286 80287 178 0.04 

198090 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 80285 80286 178 0.033 

198091 G159
9 4X150 AL-M 112309 80285 178 0.072 

397447 G159
9 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 77913 79320 178 0.032 

185479 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 74580 74235 94 0.02303 
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185480 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 73512 74580 178 0.14194 

185481 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 73755 73512 178 0.14868 

185490 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73512 74234 160 0.03137 

185492 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 73592 74207 178 0.02182 

185493 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 74207 75010 160 0.03071 

185494 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 74207 75054 94 0.00619 

185506 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73752 73675 160 0.05111 

185507 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 73753 73752 94 0.07115 

185508 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73751 71784 160 0.073 

185509 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 73654 73751 94 0.04774 

185510 G340
4 

3X240+95 
PSP/AL 63018 3404 230 0.259 

185511 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 71784 3404 178 0.026 

185670 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 74219 75455 160 0.025 

191748 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63021 63022 94 0.05177 

191749 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63018 63598 94 0.04687 

191750 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 63018 63021 178 0.07105 

191751 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63018 63593 94 0.05202 

191752 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63597 63600 94 0.041 

191753 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63604 63597 94 0.02507 

191754 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63605 63604 94 0.05863 

191755 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63600 63611 94 0.06052 

191756 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 63600 63018 178 0.07531 

191757 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63612 63602 94 0.04264 

191758 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 63600 63612 94 0.0368 

191759 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 64497 64465 94 0.042 
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191762 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 64497 71784 178 0.021 

191935 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 64442 64464 94 0.01383 

191936 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 64465 64442 94 0.0757 

390401 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 74210 75454 160 0.04892 

390402 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 75454 75074 160 0.03133 

390506 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73655 73648 160 0.06087 

390507 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73648 73755 160 0.04847 

390508 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 73755 73675 178 0.06858 

390509 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 73675 3404 178 0.045 

390510 G340
4 

3X240+95 
PSP/AL 74219 74210 230 0.02977 

390511 G340
4 

3X240+95 
PSP/AL 74210 73592 230 0.10698 

390512 G340
4 

3X240+95 
PSP/AL 73592 3404 230 0.316 

390518 G340
4 

3X50+35 
PSP/AL 75391 75010 94 0.00398 

390524 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 74210 74253 178 0.0492 

390525 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 74253 74242 178 0.03423 

390526 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73496 73500 160 0.04733 

390527 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 73500 73512 160 0.06044 

390694 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 74219 74250 178 0.08118 

390695 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 74250 74251 178 0.04356 

390696 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 74219 74670 178 0.1409 

390697 G340
4 

3X150+50 
PSP/AL 74670 74248 178 0.05941 

700471 G340
4 

3X95+35 
PSP/AL 75455 75456 160 0.047 

105500
4 

G340
4 

4X50 NOIK-AL-
M 83098 83099 94 0.073 

105500
5 

G340
4 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 83098 83097 178 0.061 

105500
6 

G340
4 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 83097 83096 178 0.087 
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105500
7 

G340
4 

4X50 NOIK-AL-
M 83096 83095 94 0.037 

126489
0 

G340
4 4X150 AL-M 83517 83516 178 0.073 

126489
1 

G340
4 4X150 AL-M 64497 83517 178 0.124 

128645
2 

G340
4 

4X150 NOIK-AL-
M 83717 83098 178 0.101 

128646
3 

G340
4 

4X240 NOIK-AL-
M 83717 3404 230 0.255 

 

Appendix B German Electricity Grid Components and Specifications 
Table 67: Transformer sub-station in the Allensbach case system   

Transformer ID Grid ID Capacity [kW] Longitude Latitude 
AllensbachTransformer GAllensbach 100 47.71925 9.06084 

 

Table 68: Cable boxes in the Allensbach case system   

Cable box ID Longitude Latitude Capacity [kW] 
alb_durchbruch3 47.71886197 9.060127194 181 
alb_durchbruch7 47.71905 9.060293361 125 

alb_durchbruch10 47.71920294 9.060416579 287 
alb_durchbruch13 47.71935074 9.060538842 275 
alb_durchbruch16 47.71927371 9.060626541 250 
alb_durchbruch19 47.71912848 9.060506188 231 
alb_durchbruch22 47.71897682 9.06037915 200 
alb_durchbruch25 47.71871734 9.060156911 345 

 

Table 69: Cables in the Allensbach case system. Note that capacities are given as amperages at a voltage level of 0.4 
kV. Furthermore, note that the cable types are not denoted, as this information could not be acquired. 

Cable ID Connected  
node 1 

Connected  
node 2 

Amperage 
capacity [A] 

Length 
[m] 

alb_cable3-7 alb_durchbruch3 alb_durchbruch7 177 0.032 
alb_cable7-10 alb_durchbruch7 alb_durchbruch10 177 0.018 

alb_cable10-13 alb_durchbruch10 alb_durchbruch13 177 0.018 
alb_cable13-16 alb_durchbruch13 alb_durchbruch16 177 0.012 
alb_cable16-19 alb_durchbruch16 alb_durchbruch19 177 0.019 
alb_cable19-22 alb_durchbruch19 alb_durchbruch22 177 0.018 
alb_cable22-25 alb_durchbruch22 alb_durchbruch25 177 0.03 
alb_cable_main alb_durchbruch16 AllensbachTransformer 177 0.05 
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